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Salesperson Cooperation:
The Influence of Relational, Task,
Organizational, and Personal Factors

Cengiz Yilmaz
Gebze Institute of Technology, Turkey

Shelby D. Hunt
Texas Tech University

Salesperson cooperation has become a crucial issue for
the overall performance of most sales organizations. The
authors examine the antecedents of task-specific, coopera-
tive behaviors of salespersons toward other salespeople
working in the same organization. The main theses of the
study are that (1) the four major antecedent categories of
factors—relational, task, organizational, and personal—
constitute, collectively, the primary determinants of sales-
person cooperation and (2) each antecedent category ex-
erts, independently, significant influence on the co-
operative behaviors of salespersons. The results support
the main theses and provide useful insights for sales man-
agers attempting to foster cooperation among salespeo-
ple. The relative impact of each antecedent category, as
well as the effects of specific variables within each, is
discussed.

Recent decades have witnessed a dramatic change in
the nature of the selling job for many companies. The tra-
ditional view of a salesperson—a single, individualistic,
persistent person who works independently on a commis-
sion basis and who competes fiercely against even fellow
salespersons—has given way to a strikingly different con-
ceptualization (Cespedes, Doyle, and Freedman 1989;
Weitz and Bradford 1999). Selling in many businesses
today has become an integrated process that requires the

coordinated efforts of salespeople and other participants,
both within and across product lines, functional depart-
ments, and geographic districts. Cooperation, defined as
the willful contribution of individuals, groups, and so on,
to the successful completion of common tasks and/or to
the achievement of mutual objectives (J. Anderson and
Narus 1990; Deutsch 1949; Wagner 1995) has become a
critical issue in sales management. Many companies seek
sales forces composed of cooperative salespersons who
can work effectively in groups. In such sales forces, sales-
people share their skills, knowledge, time, and effort with
coworkers to achieve common objectives. This emerging
“era of the cooperative salesperson” is manifested in the
growing use of team selling (Moon and Armstrong 1994),
relationship selling (Weitz and Bradford 1999), selling
centers (Hutt, Johnston, and Ronchento 1985), and key
account programs (Cohen 1996).

As a result of the growing importance of cooperative
selling, research in sales force management has begun to
focus on understanding the dynamics of a salesperson’s
interpersonal relationships with coworkers. Issues investi-
gated include feedback provided by coworkers (Kohli and
Jaworski 1994), sales force socialization (Dubinsky,
Howell, Ingram, and Bellenger 1986), peer mentoring
(Pullins, Fine, and Warren 1996), and altruistic behaviors
toward coworkers as a form of organizational citizenship
behaviors (e.g., Netemeyer, Boles, McKee, and
McMurrian 1997). Nonetheless, salesperson cooperation,
a critical determinant of the effectiveness of selling efforts
for many businesses, has received little attention.

Consider the problem faced by a sales manager who
believes that salesperson cooperation is important for
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sales performance and wants to take action or develop pol-
icies to increase such cooperation. The literatures of the
different research traditions that have examined coopera-
tion give different, sometimes conflicting, advice. As sug-
gested by the relationship marketing literature (e.g.,
Dwyer, Schurr, and Oh 1987; Morgan and Hunt 1994;
J. Smith and Barclay 1997), should the sales manager
focus on taking steps to increase the trust and commitment
of salespeople? Or, should the manager focus on increas-
ing the task interdependence of the salespeople, as sug-
gested by Deutsch (1973); Van De Ven, Delbecq, and
Koenig (1976); and Wageman and Baker (1997)? Or,
should the manager simply focus on hiring salespeople
who have a general proclivity toward cooperativeness, as
suggested by the works of Argyle (1991) and Chatman and
Barsade (1995)? Answering these questions requires
research that crosses disciplinary lines.

Using an interdisciplinary approach, we address the
question: Why do some salespeople, more than others,
cooperate with coworkers? We develop and test a model of
antecedent factors that affect salesperson cooperation,
which is viewed as task-specific, cooperative behaviors
among salespeople. On the basis of a review of the
multidisciplinary literature on interpersonal cooperation
in organizations and workgroups, we propose that each of
the antecedent factors suggested by prior research can be
categorized into one of four categories: relational, task,
organizational, and personal. The main theses of our study
are that (1) the four major antecedent categories constitute,
collectively, major determinants of salesperson coopera-
tion; (2) each antecedent category exerts, independently,
significant influence on cooperative tendencies among
salespeople; and therefore, (3) sales managers should
endeavor to address factors in all four categories and not
just focus on one or two. Thus, our study aims to provide
sales managers with guidance on how to promote coopera-
tion among their salespeople.

The article is organized as follows. First, we briefly
review the literature on interpersonal cooperation in orga-
nizations. Next, we describe the four main antecedent cat-
egories and develop a structural model that incorporates
predictor variables from each. Third, we test the proposed
model using a large sample of salespersons (N = 531) from
112 different automobile dealerships. The final sections
include implications and suggestions for future research.

INTERPERSONAL COOPERATION

K. Smith, Carroll, and Ashford (1995) suggest that
approaches to the study of cooperation can be grouped into
five broad traditions. First, an influential research tradition
explains the emergence of cooperation based on the
calculative orientations of individuals (e.g., Williamson
1975). In this view, individuals will cooperate if and only if

cooperation is in their long-term self-interests based on
their rational calculations. According to K. Smith et al.
(1995), most well-known theoretical explanations of
cooperation belong to this first category (e.g., transaction
cost theory and game theory). A second research tradition
addresses the noneconomic aspects of cooperative rela-
tionships (e.g., Thibaut and Kelley 1959). Rooted in the
social exchange literature, research in this tradition
focuses on the effects of interpersonal attraction, psycho-
logical attachment, and norms of reciprocity.

A third approach relies heavily on power and conflict
theories (e.g., Emerson 1962). Conflict, the opposite of
cooperation according to some authors and a key concept
in these theories, stems from diversity in individuals’
resources, perceptions of injustice, values, and goals. A
fourth approach relies on social-structure theories and
emphasizes dimensions outside the focal relationship to
explain cooperation (e.g., P. Blau 1974). Social, cultural,
and structural aspects of the environment in which the
relationship occurs are seen as drivers of cooperation.
Finally, the fifth approach involves modeling theories and
emphasizes the impact of social learning and imitation on
cooperative tendencies (e.g., Bandura 1971). Given the
differing underlying assumptions and units of analysis
adopted by each research tradition, the current state of
inquiry on cooperation is replete with explanatory vari-
ables (K. Smith et al. 1995).

Differences notwithstanding, at least three similarities
exist across the research traditions that explore coopera-
tion. First, definitions of cooperation in the traditions con-
verge on a common conceptual domain, and all include a
willful-contribution element and a common task or objec-
tive element.1 Second, the resulting outcome for most task
situations is increased productivity, especially in complex
task situations (Tjosvold 1984; Tjosvold and Tsao 1989),
because of cooperating individuals tending to (1) provide
each other with necessary information, (2) more willingly
assist and help each other, (3) understand each other’s
points of view, (4) be influenced by each other’s interests
and ideas, and (5) rely on division of labor (Laughlin
1978).2 Third, some conceptual overlap exists among the
explanatory variables suggested by each approach, even
though research in each tradition—true to the “silo” view
of academia—seldom crosses lines (K. Smith et al. 1995).
Perhaps this lack of an interdisciplinary approach
accounts for the low variance explained in most studies of
cooperation.

Indeed, research in each of the traditions has (necessar-
ily) been limited in scope (i.e., in terms of including all
major antecedents of cooperation). For example, studies
using game theory generally emphasize structural and
psychological determinants such as task characteristics
and personalities of the participants (e.g., Murnighan
1994), whereas studies based on social-exchange theory
focus on the aspects of the relationship between
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cooperating parties. Similarly, while social-structure theo-
ries focus solely on the broader context in which a cooper-
ative relationship occurs, such as the structural and cul-
tural environment, modeling theories highlight the
influence of third parties outside the focal relationship
(e.g., managers). However, as Pinto, Pinto, and Prescott
(1993) note, factors that act as facilitators of cooperation in
organizations may belong to a broad set of antecedent cate-
gories, ranging “from individual factors such as personali-
ties of group members, interpersonal relations and training
and skills . . . to organizational factors such as strategy,
structure, reward systems, and cultural norms” (p. 1282).
Therefore, using inferences from each of the traditions, we
argue that the cooperative behaviors of salespeople
emerge from the combined effects of variables in four dis-
tinct categories: (1) the quality of interpersonal relation-
ships between organizational members, that is, relational
factors; (2) specific properties and requirements of the task
at hand, that is, task factors; (3) the structural, cultural, pro-
cedural, and managerial dimensions of the organization,
that is, organizational factors; and (4) individual charac-
teristics of organizational members, that is, personal fac-
tors. Table 1 provides a review of the explanatory variables
in the cooperation research. Each antecedent variable used
in the various research approaches can be grouped into one
of the four categories.

A MODEL OF SALESPERSON
COOPERATION

Our model of salesperson cooperation is shown in Fig-
ure 1. Although the model incorporates antecedent factors
from each main category, it is obvious that not all potential
factors can be included. Thus, the factors from each cate-
gory included in our model are those we propose are most
relevant to salesperson cooperation in the context of the
present study. For example, factors such as organizational
commitment and job satisfaction are included in the model
because these factors are frequently used attitudinal vari-
ables in the sales management literature in explaining
salesperson behaviors. Similarly, factors such as trust in
coworkers and task interdependence are included since
such factors are key explanatory factors suggested in at
least one of the research traditions exploring cooperation.
We discuss each variable in the four antecedent categories
and the theoretical and empirical grounds for 15 specific
hypotheses.

Relational Factors

Relational factors are those that cause salespersons to
value their relationships with coworkers and develop
mutually beneficial, long-term orientations in working
relationships. The social-exchange literature implies that

interpersonal attraction, psychological attachment, and
norms of reciprocity—stimulated by loyalties, friendship,
and faithful expectations—affect individuals’ behavioral
choices in relationships. Although such relational vari-
ables as communication quality (J. Anderson and Narus
1990), shared values (Chatman 1991; Morgan and Hunt
1994), cultural differences (McAllister 1995), person-
organization fit (Chatman 1991; Netemeyer et al. 1997),
and expectations regarding the future behaviors of role
partners (Wiener and Doescher 1994) have been theorized
to affect cooperative tendencies, the most prominent rela-
tional factors are trust and commitment (Achrol 1991;
Morgan and Hunt 1994).

Indeed, commitment and trust are considered key for
distinguishing social from purely economic exchange
(K. Cook and Emerson 1978; G. McDonald 1981). Coop-
eration entails vulnerability, and both commitment and
trust are considered necessary for individuals to value a
relationship and to be willing to be vulnerable (Mayer,
Davis, and Schoorman 1995; Weitz and Bradford 1999).
Morgan and Hunt (1994) theorize that an individual’s
commitment to a relationship and trust in the exchange
partner are key determinants of several behavioral tenden-
cies in the relationship, including a disposition to cooper-
ate. Similarly, we argue that a salesperson’s trust in
coworkers and his or her commitment to the organization
are central to understanding how relational factors facili-
tate cooperation. Specifically, with respect to salesperson
cooperation, we model (1) organizational commitment as
mediating the effects of intrinsic and extrinsic job satisfac-
tion, (2) trust in coworkers as mediating the effects of past
opportunistic behaviors of coworkers and communication
quality, and (3) both trust and commitment as mediating
the effect of shared values.

Organizational commitment and cooperation. Organi-
zational commitment was originally defined as “the
strength of an individual’s identification with and involve-
ment in a particular organization” (Porter, Steers,
Mowday, and Boulian 1974:604). Stated this way, high
levels of organizational commitment are characterized by
positive affective responses toward various subgroups, in-
cluding coworkers, that form the organization (Becker
1992). Thus, a salesperson’s commitment to the organiza-
tion should facilitate his or her cooperative tendencies to-
ward coworkers. Salespeople who are committed to the
organization should attach more importance to their rela-
tionships with coworkers, anticipate future interactions
with coworkers for a longer time horizon, and highly value
their associations with coworkers (O’Reilly and Chatman
1986). Each of these variables, in turn, positively affects
cooperative tendencies (Axelrod 1984; Heide and Miner
1992). Supporting this view, organizational commitment
has been shown to promote several forms of constructive
organizational behaviors (O’Reilly and Chatman 1986),
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including organizational citizenship (Tompson and
Werner 1997) and level of effort exerted for group mainte-
nance (G. Blau and Boal 1987). Specifically, Dubinsky,
Kotabe, Lim, and Wagner (1997) demonstrate that sales-
people who value pro-social behaviors are also more com-
mitted to the organization, and MacKenzie, Podsakoff,
and Ahearne (1998) show that organizational commitment
is associated strongly in sales force contexts with various
supportive, extrarole activities, including those directed to
peers.

Hypothesis 1: Organizational commitment and salesper-
son cooperation are positively related.

Trust in coworkers and cooperation. A salesperson’s
trust in coworkers stems from his or her perceptions of
such trust-generating qualities of coworkers as integrity,
reliability, and competence (Larzelere and Huston 1980;
Morgan and Hunt 1994; J. Smith and Barclay 1997). Trust
exists when the salesperson believes that coworkers pos-
sess these major qualities of trustworthiness and is confi-
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TABLE 1
Factors Affecting Cooperative Behaviors in Organizations

Factor Effect Exemplar Studies

Relational factors
a. Trust (+) Jones and George (1998); McAllister (1995); Ring and Van De Ven (1994)
b. Commitment (+) Dwyer, Schurr, and Oh (1987); Morgan and Hunt (1994)
c. Value congruence (+) Chatman (1991); McAllister (1995); Morgan and Hunt (1994)
d. Group homogeneity (+) Chatman and Barsade (1995); Kidwell and Bennett (1993)
e. Communication quality (+) J. Anderson and Narus (1990); J. Smith and Barclay (1997)
f. Communication frequency, modality, direction, and content McAllister (1995); Mohr and Nevin (1990)
g. Past opportunistic behaviors of coworkers (–) McAllister (1995); Morgan and Hunt (1994)
h. Anticipated future interactions with coworkers (+) Heide and Miner (1992); Kelley and Thibaut (1978)
i. Expectations regarding future behaviors of coworkers Seabright (1993); Wiener and Doescher (1994)

Task factors
a. Task interdependence (+) Van De Ven, Delbecq, and Koenig (1976); Wageman and Baker (1997)
b. Goal interdependence (+) Tjosvold (1984); Tjosvold and Tsao (1989)
c. Outcome interdependence (+) Deutsch (1973); Guzzo and Shea (1992)
d. Task complexity (+) Van De Ven et al. (1976); Wageman (1995)
e. Costs/benefits of cooperation (–) Deutsch (1973); Wiener and Doescher (1991)
f. Task identifiability/visibility (+) George (1992); Wagner (1995)
g. Personal accountability (+) Kidwell and Bennett (1993); Wagner (1995)

Organizational factors
a. Organizational design and structure Chatman and Barsade (1995); Pinto, Pinto, and Prescott (1993)
b. Organizational culture Chatman and Barsade (1995); J. Smith and Barclay (1993)
c. Reward system Axelrod (1984); Drago and Turnbull (1991); Petersen (1992)
d. Sales force control system E. Anderson and Oliver (1987)
e. Leadership style Podsakoff, MacKenzie, and Bommer (1996)
f. Organizational rules and procedures Galbraith and Nathanson (1978); Moenart and Souder (1990)
g. Turnover rate (–) Kidwell and Bennett (1993); Spicer (1985)
h. Accessibility of coworkers (+) Keller and Holland (1983); Pinto et al. (1993)
i. Number of coworkers (–) Steiner (1972); Wagner (1995)

Personal factors
a. Collectivist orientation (+) Jones and George (1998); Wagner (1995)
b. Personal cooperativeness (+) Argyle (1991); Chatman and Barsade (1995)
c. Agreeableness (+) Chatman and Barsade (1995)
d. Extraversion (+) Thorne (1987)
e. External locus of control (+) Eby and Dobbins (1997); Vancouver and Ilgen (1989)
f. Need for social approval (+) Eby and Dobbins (1997); Hui and Villareal (1989)
g. Social competence (+) Argyle (1991); Dodge (1985)
h. Empathy (+) Eisenberg and Miller (1987)
i. Positive past experience in teams (+) Eby and Dobbins (1997); Loher, Vancouver, and Chajka (1994)
j. Self-efficacy for teamwork (+) Eby and Dobbins (1997); Paulhus (1983)
k. Age (+) Argyle (1991)
l. Gender Colman (1982)
m. Education (+) Burke, McKeen, and McKenna (1990)
n. Organizational tenure (+) Pullins, Fine, and Warren (1996)

NOTE: Those factors for which the direction of effect was not shown in the table are either higher order, general factors that may influence cooperation in
different ways through their various dimensions (e.g., leadership style) or categorical variables (e.g., gender).



dent that they will be reflected in future behaviors of
coworkers. Confidence is crucial because this is what
causes the most important outcome of trusting relation-
ships: the willingness to rely on “the words, actions, and
decisions of the other party” (McAllister 1995:25). Trust
reduces perceived uncertainty, facilitates risk-taking be-
havior, and fosters a cooperative and/or constructive orien-
tation (Mayer et al. 1995; Moorman, Deshpande, and
Zaltman 1993; Morgan and Hunt 1994). Consistent with
its properties, several authors have posited trust as an im-
mediate antecedent of cooperation (e.g., Jones and George
1998; Ring and Van De Ven 1994) and as a key mediating
construct between various relational factors and coopera-
tion (Morgan and Hunt 1994).

Hypothesis 2: Trust in coworkers and salesperson coop-
eration are positively related.

Trust facilitates organizational commitment. Relation-
ships with peers, especially the degree and quality of so-
cialization with coworkers, are among the primary drivers
of commitment to the organization (Hunt, Chonko, and
Wood 1985; Mottaz 1988). High levels of interpersonal
trust allow mutual respect to prevail, reduce the complex-
ity of organizational life, enable organizational members

to develop positive affective responses, and therefore fa-
cilitate organizational commitment (Nyhan 1999). Thus, a
positive relationship between trust in coworkers and orga-
nizational commitment is expected. In support of this
view, Hrebiniak and Alutto (1972) find trust among new
employees as positively related to the subsequent develop-
ment of organizational commitment, J. Cook and Wall
(1980) report strong correlations between various dimen-
sions of trust in peers and organizational commitment, and
Morgan and Hunt (1994) find trust to influence relation-
ship commitment.

Hypothesis 3: Trust in coworkers and salesperson orga-
nizational commitment are positively related.

Intrinsic and extrinsic job satisfaction. Empirical stud-
ies in sales force contexts show that job satisfaction and
several forms of cooperative and/or constructive behav-
iors, such as peer mentoring (Pullins et al. 1996) and orga-
nizational citizenship (Netemeyer et al. 1997), are
positively related. Similarly, Argyle (1991) notes that job
satisfaction is higher in cooperative groups. While expla-
nations for the relationship between job satisfaction and
various forms of cooperative and/or constructive behav-
iors are based on the premise that those who are satisfied
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FIGURE 1
Structural Model of Salesperson Cooperation

NOTE: Relational factors: Trust in Coworkers, Organizational Commitment, Communication Quality, Past Opportunistic Behaviors of Coworkers,
Shared Values With Coworkers, Intrinsic Job Satisfaction, Extrinsic Job Satisfaction. Task factor: Task Interdependence. Organizational factors: Financial
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Tenure in Organization.



with their jobs will respond in reciprocation to those who
have contributed to their positive job experience, whether
this relationship is direct or mediated by organizational
commitment, or both, is still an issue that warrants further
research (cf. Tompson and Werner 1997). Much research
has found a positive and strong relationship between job
satisfaction and organizational commitment (e.g.,
Johnston, Parasuraman, Futrell, and Black 1990). Further-
more, the preponderance of empirical and conceptual evi-
dence (see Brown and Peterson 1993) suggests that
satisfaction precedes organizational commitment causally
in sales force settings “because it is more specific, less sta-
ble, and more rapidly formed” (MacKenzie et al.
1998:90). Therefore, we suggest that the satisfaction-
cooperation relationship is mediated by organizational
commitment.

We further distinguish between the intrinsic and extrin-
sic aspects of job satisfaction. The former refers to an em-
ployee’s satisfaction with the specific nature of the job
itself, while the latter concerns those aspects of the job that
are outside the specific scope but still within the general
context of the job (Lucas, Parasuraman, Davis, and Enis
1987). Major components of (1) intrinsic job satisfaction
include the joy of actually performing the job, feelings of
accomplishment received from the job, and the degree of
freedom in the job and of (2) extrinsic job satisfaction in-
clude fair pay, financial earnings, work conditions, and
benefit plans (Lucas et al. 1987).

Hypothesis 4: Intrinsic job satisfaction and salesperson
organizational commitment are positively related.

Hypothesis 5: Extrinsic job satisfaction and salesperson
organizational commitment are positively related.

Shared values with coworkers. Shared values are de-
fined as “the extent to which [organizational members]
have beliefs in common about what behaviors, goals, and
policies are important or unimportant, appropriate or inap-
propriate, and right or wrong” (Morgan and Hunt
1994:25). The relationship between shared values and de-
velopment of commitment and trust is well documented in
the marketing (Dwyer et al. 1987; Morgan and Hunt 1994)
and organizational behavior literatures (Chatman 1991).
Shared values positively influence organizational commit-
ment because salespeople sharing values with coworkers
can be expected to develop stronger affinities with their
overall organization. Similarly, shared values positively
influence trust in coworkers because, as Brewer (1979) ob-
serves, individuals tend to perceive socially dissimilar in-
dividuals as dishonest, untrustworthy, and uncooperative.

Hypothesis 6: Shared values with coworkers and sales-
person organizational commitment are positively
related.

Hypothesis 7: Shared values with coworkers and sales-
person trust in coworkers are positively related.

Past opportunistic behaviors of coworkers. Empirical
evidence on trust in working relationships suggests that
people, when assessing competence and trustworthiness,
consider whether partners have carried out role-related re-
sponsibilities reliably (J. Cook and Wall 1980). Coworkers
who carry out role responsibilities reliably and in a manner
consistent with norms of fairness and reciprocity will en-
hance partners’ assessments of their trustworthiness
(McAllister 1995). In contrast, when coworkers engage in
opportunistic behaviors, which Williamson (1975) defines
as “self interest seeking with guile” (p. 6) and which John
(1984) characterizes as deceitful violations of appropriate
role behavior, the subsequent level of trust placed in co-
workers will decrease.

Hypothesis 8: Past opportunistic behaviors of coworkers
and salesperson trust in coworkers are negatively re-
lated.

Communication quality. Prior research has focused on
two general aspects of the communication process:
(1) mechanistic aspects such as frequency, modality, di-
rection, and content (e.g., Churchill, Ford, and Walker
1976; Mohr and Nevin 1990) and (2) qualitative aspects
(e.g., E. Anderson and Weitz 1989; J. Anderson and Narus
1990). Consistent with much research on trusting relation-
ships (e.g., Morgan and Hunt 1994; J. Smith and Barclay
1997), we limit our discussion to the qualitative aspects of
the communication process among salespeople.

Communication quality is defined as timely and accu-
rate sharing of information through both formal and infor-
mal means (E. Anderson and Weitz 1989; J. Anderson and
Narus 1990; Morgan and Hunt 1994; J. Smith and Barclay
1997). The timely and accurate sharing of information al-
lows salespeople to be more confident in their attributions
regarding the trustworthiness of coworkers and enables
them to better assess the motives and intentions behind the
actions of coworkers (Boorom, Goolsby, and Ramsey
1998). Thus, communication quality results in increased
trust (Mayer et al. 1995).

Hypothesis 9: Communication quality with coworkers
and salesperson trust in coworkers are positively
related.

Task Factors

Ever since Morton Deutsch published his theory of
cooperation in 1949, task factors have been the most com-
monly used explanatory variables in cooperation research.
Deutsch’s theory viewed cooperation as a form of social
interaction that can be characterized by perceptions of
positive interdependence. That is, Deutsch (1949, 1973,
1980) argued that individuals will be more likely to coop-
erate if they view (1) one another’s goals as (positively)
related and (2) task characteristics as requiring coop-
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eration to achieve those goals (Tjosvold 1984, 1986). This
notion of interdependence, further developed by Deutsch
and Krauss (1960) and Thompson (1967), has resulted in
the extensive interest in structural factors, especially in
task factors, among researchers investigating cooperative
relationships. Variables such as task complexity, task
interdependence, and outcome and goal interdependence
have been posited as key explanatory factors in studies of
cooperation (Kumar, Scheer, and Steenkamp 1995a,
1995b; Tjosvold 1984, 1986; Wageman 1995; Wageman
and Baker 1997). Another research stream has investi-
gated task characteristics in the context of free riding and
social loafing. Findings reveal that identifiability of indi-
vidual contributions to the task at hand and personal
accountability influence the degree of within-group coop-
eration (Kidwell and Bennett 1993; Wagner 1995), espe-
cially in reciprocal task-flow situations (i.e., when each
person acts on the output of the other).

Consistent with Deutsch’s theory, we posit that task in-
terdependence, defined as the extent to which salespersons
depend on one another for information and aid to ac-
complish their tasks and improve their performance
(Thompson 1967), will have a direct and positive effect on
salesperson cooperation. However, Deutsch viewed inter-
dependence as central, or even equivalent, to cooperation—
other factors affecting cooperation can do so only indirectly
through their impact on perceptions of interdependence
(Tjosvold 1986). Hence, for example, trust and commit-
ment can have no direct effect on cooperation in Deutsch’s
theory but can only exert indirect influence by magnifying
perceived interdependence. In contrast, the perspective
taken in the present study is that variables from each of the
major antecedent categories exert direct influence on
cooperation.

Hypothesis 10: Task interdependence and salesperson
cooperation are positively related.

Organizational Factors

The structural, cultural, managerial, and procedural
dimensions of the organization have long been thought to
affect cooperative tendencies among organizational mem-
bers (Mintzberg 1979; Shapiro 1977). Within this context,
variables such as physical proximity of participants and
their opportunity to interact (Wagner 1995), organiza-
tional cultural norms (Moch and Seashore 1981), leader-
ship style (Podsakoff, MacKenzie, and Bommer 1996),
and the degree to which organizational control systems
reward cooperative efforts versus individual achievement
(E. Anderson and Oliver 1987; Petersen 1992) have been
shown to influence cooperative and/or constructive orga-
nizational behaviors. Incorporating organizational factors
into models explaining cooperation is important because
they provide managers with actionable guidance on how to

develop and maintain cooperative organizational systems
(Pinto et al. 1993).

Three specific organizational factors are hypothesized
in the present study to influence salesperson cooperation:
collectivist organizational norms, reward system, and
number of coworkers. These three variables are thought to
represent major structural, cultural, and procedural
dimensions of the organization affecting cooperative ten-
dencies in our sampling context. Research about pro-
social organizational behaviors indicates that several man-
agerial variables, particularly leadership style and leader
behaviors, may also influence cooperative tendencies in
organizations (Podsakoff et al. 1996). The rationale for the
potent effects of leadership variables is based on the “mod-
eling theories” in K. Smith et al.’s (1995) review of the
cooperation literature. Based on this view, a sales manager
can promote cooperation among salespeople by (1) acting
as a “role model” and/or (2) communicating the appropri-
ate behavioral patterns in the form of “guiding principles”
(Larson and LaFasto 1989), which further contribute to the
development of organizational norms. The former process
involves imitation of the leader’s behaviors and therefore
is unlikely to bear a substantive effect in our sampling con-
text (i.e., a commission-based, retail selling context where
salespeople work in a relatively independent manner). The
potential effects of the latter process is captured largely by
the collectivist organizational norms variable that we dis-
cuss next.

Collectivist organizational (cultural) norms. An orga-
nization’s internal culture is an important determinant of
how organizational members interact with each other
(Deshpande, Farley, and Webster 1993). Socially shared
rules and acceptable forms of behaviors within an organi-
zation, commonly labeled as organizational (cultural)
norms, tend to limit the variation across behaviors of orga-
nizational members by suppressing or supporting certain
types of behaviors (Moch and Seashore 1981). As such,
the norms embedded in the internal culture of an organiza-
tion prescribe behavioral patterns (Kahn, Wolfe, Quinn,
Snoek, and Rosenthal 1964). One important dimension of
organizational culture closely relevant to cooperative
work environments is the extent to which collectivist ver-
sus individualistic norms are embedded within the organi-
zation’s culture (Chatman and Barsade 1995).

Individualism-collectivism, as a determinant of coop-
eration, has been studied at societal (e.g., Hofstede 1980),
individual (e.g., Eby and Dobbins 1997), and organiza-
tional (e.g., Chatman and Barsade 1995; Earley 1993) lev-
els. As to organizational cultures, individualism-
collectivism captures the relative importance organiza-
tional members give to the interests of a larger workgroup
(i.e., coworkers) as opposed to personal interests (Wagner
and Moch 1986). Specifically, collectivist organizational
cultures encourage the subordination of personal interests
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to the goals of a larger work group and, therefore, put more
emphasis on sharing, cooperation, and harmony (Wagner
1995).

Hypothesis 11: Collectivist organizational norms and
salesperson cooperation are positively related.

Reward system. The motivation literature maintains
that financial rewards (e.g., compensation plans, bonuses,
profit sharing plans) and nonfinancial rewards (e.g., hon-
ors, opportunities for personal growth, job security, pro-
motion) influence the behaviors of organizational
members (Pritchard, Jones, Roth, Stuebing, and Ekeberg
1988). We define reward system in this study as the degree
to which rewards in the organization, both financial and
nonfinancial, encourage cooperation among salespeople.

Petersen (1992) notes that managers should carefully
design reward systems if certain types of behavioral pat-
terns, such as cooperation, are to be developed. Axelrod
(1984) suggests that cooperation can be reinforced by
making cooperative behaviors more attractive through the
usage of rewards. Research on team effectiveness shows
that when rewards are linked to group performance, a re-
ward system that Campion, Medsker, and Higgs (1993) re-
fer to as “interdependent rewards” and Guzzo and Shea
(1992) refer to as “outcome interdependence,” group per-
formance is facilitated through increased motivation to-
ward group-oriented behaviors. Finally, J. Anderson and
Narus (1990) and Wiener and Doescher (1991) note that
individuals will be more likely to cooperate if they believe
that the outcome of cooperation is going to be positive. In-
deed, the supposed relationship between financial rewards
and all individual behaviors is so strong in the motivation
literature that including financial rewards as an antecedent
to cooperation may be considered a control variable. That
is, once one controls for financial rewards, do other factors
explain variance in individual cooperation?

Hypothesis 12: The degree to which financial rewards
encourage cooperative behaviors is positively re-
lated to salesperson cooperation.

Hypothesis 13: The degree to which nonfinancial re-
wards encourage cooperative behaviors is positively
related to salesperson cooperation.

Number of coworkers. Research on work groups has
posited group size as an important predictor of within-
group cooperation (Hechter 1987; Wagner 1995). Because
individuals’ workplace behaviors and incremental task
contributions are easier to assess, more visible, and/or
“identifiable” in small groups, people in such groups tend
to (1) avoid free riding and social loafing and (2) display
cooperative and/or constructive behaviors (George 1992).
Furthermore, Pinto et al. (1993) argue that physical prox-
imity and accessibility of organizational members may

promote cooperative behaviors by making them more
feasible.

Hypothesis 14: The number of coworkers is negatively
related to salesperson cooperation.

Personal Factors

Some people are simply more cooperative than others
(Argyle 1991). An individual’s disposition to behave
cooperatively may stem from such personal factors as per-
sonality traits (Baron 1983) and demographic characteris-
tics (Argyle 1991). For example, Baron (1983) distin-
guishes between “cooperators,” “competitors,” and
“individualists” as personality types. Cooperators prefer
to work in close collaboration with other people and are
primarily interested in the achievement of group objec-
tives. Competitors put more emphasis on their personal
goals. Individualists will either cooperate or compete,
depending on which best fits their personal needs.

Researchers have used several personality measures as
proxies for personal cooperativeness. Examples include
collectivist orientation (Wagner 1995), agreeableness
(Chatman and Barsade 1995), extraversion (Thorne 1987),
locus of control and need for social approval (Eby and
Dobbins 1997), social competence (Dodge 1985), and
empathy (Eisenberg and Miller 1987). In addition,
although empirical evidence is scant, such demographic
variables as age, gender, education, and tenure in the orga-
nization have been proposed as predictors of cooperative
dispositions (Argyle 1991; Lu and Argyle 1991; Wagner
1995). We focus on personal cooperativeness and several
demographic variables.

Personal cooperativeness. Personal cooperativeness,
as examined here, is a personality trait that determines the
predisposition of an individual toward working in close
collaboration with others in all life activities. A salesper-
son high in this trait

places priority on associating with others for mutual
benefits, gaining social approval, and working to-
gether with others toward a common end or purpose,
while a person with low disposition to cooperate
places priority on maximizing his or her own wel-
fare regardless of others’ welfare. (Chatman and
Barsade 1995:424)

Hypothesis 15: The personality trait of cooperativeness
and salesperson’s cooperative behaviors are posi-
tively related.

Demographic differences. While it has been argued that
demographic differences are indicators of several drivers
of cooperative behaviors, such as empathy and perspective
taking (e.g., Davis 1983), several decades of research
have, in fact, failed to yield conclusive evidence regarding
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the effects of demographic variables on cooperative and/or
constructive tendencies (Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Paine,
and Bachrach 2000). Concerning the impact of age, for in-
stance, Wagner (1995) reports a positive and significant
correlation between age and cooperative behaviors, while
Lu and Argyle (1991) report a negative correlation. Simi-
larly, some studies report significant effects of experience,
education, and organizational tenure (e.g., Kidwell and
Bennett 1993; Pullins et al. 1996; Spicer 1985), and
yet others fail to support the view that these variables
are substantively important predictors of cooperation—
especially when personality differences are accounted for
(Argyle 1991). Given that the literature does not allow us
to specify directional hypotheses, we examine the effects
of age, education level, and organizational tenure from an
exploratory perspective.

METHOD

The research setting involved mail surveys of salespeo-
ple and sales managers from new-car automobile dealer-
ships. Salespeople from the participating dealerships were
asked to respond to self-administered questionnaires in
which they were instructed to state their opinions regard-
ing their coworkers, defined as other salespersons working
in the same dealership. While several “more cooperative”
selling contexts (such as those that apply team selling)
exist, new-car salespeople represent a pertinent sample for
our research for several reasons. First, contrary to the ste-
reotype image of the automobile salesperson, cooperative
selling is a rapidly growing practice in this industry. In
response to the competition from the Internet and the
demands of the manufacturer firms, many dealerships
have initiated relationship marketing and customer reten-
tion programs. Mixed compensation plans (as opposed to
full-commission plans), formal or informal commission
sharing, and year-end bonuses and several forms of manu-
facturer incentives based on overall dealership perfor-
mance are common practices. Thus, it is not only the case
that some reasonable level of cooperation exists among
new-car salespeople but also many dealership managers
consider such cooperation desirable for the performance
of the overall firm. Our preliminary interviews with deal-
ership managers and salespeople and the data we collected
for the present research support this view, as we demon-
strate in the following sections.

Second, note that our purpose at this initial stage of the-
ory testing is to explain variance and explore relationships.
Since sales teams are usually composed of people from
different functional areas and with diverse backgrounds
(Weitz and Bradford 1999), using such a diverse sample
would have decreased our ability to explore the true nature
of the relationships due to substantial amount of extrane-
ous variation that cannot be modeled directly. Third, new-

car salespeople have relatively similar task requirements,
which eliminates such concerns as “cooperate in what
manner?” and enables a consistent operational definition
for the cooperation construct. Fourth, the dealerships in
our sample are relatively small organizations (a majority
of them employ less than 10 salespeople), which mini-
mizes the possibility of confusion on the part of the
respondents as to the question of “cooperate with whom?”
Finally, the fact that our sample is drawn from what is gen-
erally considered to be a relatively competitive selling
context facilitates a strong test of our thesis that each of the
four main antecedent categories exerts a significant and
distinct influence on salesperson cooperation.

Data Collection

Preliminary investigation. The study began with un-
structured field interviews with managers and salespeople
from four local dealerships. The purpose of the interviews
with managers was to explore whether sales managers in
this sales context regarded salesperson cooperation as im-
portant. All four dealership sales managers maintained
that they wanted their salespeople to cooperate with each
other because they believed such cooperation increased
overall sales force performance. These interviews also
provided useful insights for developing the specific tasks
for measuring the cooperation construct. The interviews
with salespeople provided an on-site pretest of the ques-
tionnaire. Ten salespeople from the same four dealerships
commented on items and suggested changes. The final
draft of the questionnaire was developed after making the
required modifications.

Sampling procedure. A sample frame of 1,181 new-car
dealerships in the state of Texas was developed from a
mailing list provided by an independent research firm.
Dealership sales managers were contacted by mail to so-
licit their cooperation in return for the summary of results.
One hundred and sixty-five dealerships agreed to partici-
pate in the study, providing access to 1,975 salespeople.
These dealership managers also responded to a short ques-
tionnaire designed to measure several organizational-level
variables. These variables include number of vehicles sold
per year, number of employees, number of salespeople,
perceived overall degree of cooperation within the sales
force, and importance of cooperation. Ninety percent of
responses to the question “How important is it for the suc-
cess of your dealership that salespersons cooperate with
each other?” were above the midpoint of the scale, ranging
from 1 (very unimportant) to 7 (very important).3

Four weeks after the initial mailing, the salesperson
questionnaires were mailed to the managers of the 165
participating dealerships for distribution to their salespeo-
ple. Each questionnaire packet also included a cover letter
explaining the purpose of the study and return envelopes to
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assure respondent anonymity. Five hundred and eighty-
five individual salesperson responses from 112 different
dealerships were received. After the elimination of care-
less respondents and a listwise deletion of missing cases,
531 questionnaires were retained, resulting in an effective
response rate of 27 percent. The mean within-dealership
response rate was 50 percent.

Nonresponse bias. Tests for nonresponse bias rely on
Armstrong and Overton’s (1977) argument that late re-
spondents are similar to nonrespondents (in comparison to
early respondents). Two different tests were conducted:
one for the first sampling stage (dealership managers) and
one for the second sampling stage (salespeople). For deal-
ership managers, we compared late and early respondents
on the means of two critical variables, namely, perceived
overall degree of cooperation within the salesforce and im-
portance of cooperation. For individual salespersons, we
compared the two groups on the covariance matrix of con-
struct items (Morrison 1976). No significant differences
were found in either of the tests, suggesting that
nonresponse bias may not be a problem.

Sample characteristics. Our sampling process resulted
in a sample that varied greatly on both dealership and
salesperson characteristics. The dealerships vary in size as
measured by number of employees (M ≅ 40, SD = 49.16),
salespeople (M ≅ 12, SD = 9.5), and vehicles sold per year
(M ≅ 943, SD = 937.5). Individual respondents vary widely
in age (M = 39.26 years, SD = 11.49), sales experience
(M = 10.65 years, SD = 9.78), organizational tenure (M =
2.57 years, SD = 3.34), and education (≤ high school di-
ploma, 18.15%; some college, 52.45%; college graduate,
20.33%; graduate work, 9.07%). Most of the respondents
are male (90.91%) and full-commission salespeople
(69.78%).

Measures

Constructs are measured using multiple-item mea-
sures, whenever applicable. All scales use a 7-point scal-
ing format with anchors strongly disagree to strongly
agree, unless otherwise noted. Measurement items are
provided in the appendix. The reliabilities of the multiple-
item, reflective measures are presented in Table 2. The
coefficient alphas, Lisrel-based internal consistency esti-
mates (i.e., composite reliability), and the amount of vari-
ance captured by each construct in relation to measure-
ment error (i.e., average variance extracted) are well
beyond the acceptable threshold levels suggested by
Nunnally (1978) and Fornell and Larcker (1981).

Cooperation. For the sake of operational and
nomological clarity, we limit the domain of the coopera-
tion construct to cooperative behaviors that represent the

“core task” of our respondents, that is, automobile selling.
Thus, our conceptualization of salesperson cooperation,
based on the work of Laughlin (1978) and Morgan and
Hunt (1994), requires a measure capturing various forms
of task-specific cooperative behaviors that respondents are
likely to display toward their coworkers. Both in-role and
extrarole task-specific behaviors (i.e., those that include
and transcend beyond what is formally prescribed by a
salesperson’s organizational role) belong to the domain of
cooperation.

Measurement items are developed through an interac-
tive process with dealership managers and salespeople
who participated in our preliminary interviews. These
informants provided us with valuable insights concerning
(1) the nature of cooperation in automobile selling, (2) spe-
cific types of cooperative behaviors in various stages of the
selling process, and (3) clarity and completeness of the
items in the measure. Relatively higher emphasis is given
in the scale to cooperative behaviors involving relation-
ships with customers (e.g., sharing information about
potential and current customers, helping one another’s
customers, etc.), based on the unanimous agreement
among our informants that customer-related cooperation
is of critical importance for the success of selling efforts
and most representative of a cooperative sales force. Other
facets of salesperson cooperation frequently mentioned by
the informants include assisting coworkers during sales
presentations, sharing information about vehicle specifics,
and providing support in terms of activities that facilitate
the selling process (e.g., handling of paperwork). Respon-
dents rated the extent to which they engage in each type of
cooperative behavior on a 7-point scoring format, ranging
from very little to very much.

Trust in coworkers and organizational commitment.
The scale in Morgan and Hunt (1994) is used for measur-
ing trust in coworkers. Based on the Dyadic Trust Scale of
Larzelere and Huston (1980), this measure captures re-
spondents’ confidence in the integrity, reliability, compe-
tence, and general trustworthiness of relationship partners.
An additional item, “I consider my coworkers as people
whom I would be willing to let make important job-related
decisions without my involvement,” was included to put
more emphasis on the competence dimension. Organiza-
tional Commitment is measured using the nine-item ver-
sion of Mowday, Steers, and Porter’s (1979) Organiza-
tional Commitment Scale, which has been used exten-
sively in prior research (Mathieu and Zajac 1990).

Measures of exogenous constructs. Shared Values With
Coworkers and Past Opportunistic Behaviors of Cowork-
ers use the scales in Morgan and Hunt (1994). The assess-
ment of shared values involves a two-stage procedure (cf.
Enz 1988): respondents are asked to state the degree to
which (1) they agree and (2) their coworkers would agree
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TABLE 2
Descriptive Statistics for the Scales, Reliability Estimates,a and Latent Factor Correlations

Composite Variance
Scale M SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 Reliability Extracted

1. Cooperation 5.38 1.18 .87 .87 .63
2. Organizational Commitment 5.72 1.13 .31 .91 .89 .78
3. Trust 4.73 1.37 .39 .41 .95 .95 .84
4. Intrinsic Job Satisfaction 5.70 1.08 .39 .78 .45 .85 .86 .70
5. Extrinsic Job Satisfaction 5.20 1.35 .23 .61 .36 .61 .89 .89 .84
6. Shared Values 6.16 1.06 .20 .23 .47 .31 .28 .86 .87 .70
7. Opportunistic Behaviors 3.61 1.62 –.19 –.22 –.54 –.31 –.32 –.40 .87 .89 .81
8. Communication Quality 5.10 1.18 .45 .31 .52 .40 .31 .28 –.38 .89 .89 .84
9. Task Interdependence 4.97 1.35 .49 .34 .25 .36 .18 .11 –.04 .36 NA NA NA

10. Collectivist Organizational Norms 5.34 1.15 .41 .44 .44 .42 .30 .27 –.20 .34 .49 .84 .85 .66
11. Financial Rewards 5.22 1.60 .44 .40 .39 .42 .41 .24 –.26 .42 .28 .43 NA NA NA
12. Nonfinancial Rewards 4.99 1.62 .38 .37 .37 .33 .30 .16 –.21 .42 .22 .39 .61 NA NA NA
13. Numbers of Coworkers 16.7 11.4 –.08 –.05 –.05 –.09 –.03 –.01 .05 –.03 –.08 .02 –.02 –.08 NA NA NA
14. Personal Cooperativeness 5.17 0.96 .52 .25 .28 .30 .13 .01 –.11 .31 .35 .37 .37 .33 .00 .74 .77 .65
15. Age 39.3 11.5 .04 –.03 –.06 –.17 –.16 –.15 .17 –.04 .04 .03 –.05 .04 .03 .07 NA NA NA
16. Tenure in Organization 2.57 3.34 .04 .05 –.02 .02 .07 –.04 –.01 .00 .07 .01 –.05 .02 –.07 –.04 .32 NA NA NA
17. Education –.05 –.09 .04 –.13 –.11 –.06 .08 –.05 –.04 .01 –.16 –.04 –.07 .07 .07 .01 NA NA NA

NOTE: Discriminant validity is obtained if the variance extracted for a construct is greater than the squared latent factor correlation between a pair of constructs. NA = not applicable because the construct was mea-
sured with a formative scale or had fewer than three items.
a. Coefficient alphas are reported on the diagonal.
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with five statements concerning ethical values. The differ-
ences between the two responses (subtracted from 7) are
then used to reflect shared values. For opportunistic be-
haviors, we added the following item to the original three-
item scale: my coworkers avoid fulfilling their responsibil-
ities unless they are watched closely.

Selected items from the marketing practitioner’s Job
Satisfaction Scale of Hunt and Chonko (1984) and the
salesperson Intrinsic Job Satisfaction Scale of Lucas et al.
(1987) are used to measure intrinsic aspects of the
repondents’ job satisfaction. Extrinsic Job Satisfaction
items are drawn from Lucas et al.’s (1987) study. Items in
both scales come from the Job Dimensions Scale (Groves
1981; Schletzer 1965). Similarly, for Communication
Quality, we use selected items from the Communication
Quality Scales in Morgan and Hunt (1994) and J. Smith
and Barclay (1997). Both scales measure the degree of
timely and accurate sharing of information, and both are
based on the Communication/Participation/Feedback
Scale of E. Anderson, Lodish, and Weitz (1987).

Reward System, the degree to which the rewards in the
organization encourage (discourage) cooperation between
salespeople, is operationalized for both financial rewards
and nonfinancial rewards. Single items for both dimen-
sions are developed to assess the degree to which such
rewards in the dealership favor cooperative behaviors. A
7-point scoring format ranging from strongly discourage
cooperation to strongly encourage cooperation is used.
For Collectivist Norms embedded within the culture of the
organization, we use the Norms subscale of Individualism-
Collectivism, developed in Wagner and Moch (1986) and
further validated in Wagner (1995). Items of the original
scale were modified slightly to assess organizational-level
cultural norms.

For Task Interdependence, we use the three-item Task
Interdependence Scale in Campion et al. (1993), which
measures the degree to which respondents depend on each
other to accomplish their tasks and improve their perfor-
mance. While the third item in the scale is a direct measure
of interdependence, the first two items tap the degree of
interdependence from a dyadic perspective in that the first
item is a measure of the respondent’s dependence on
coworkers and the second item is a measure of the respon-
dent’s perception of coworkers’dependence on him or her.
For this reason, responses to the first two items are first
averaged and then combined with the third item to gener-
ate a task interdependence score for each respondent.

Finally, Personal Cooperativeness is measured using
items from the Work-Cooperativeness Scale of Lu and
Argyle (1991), the School-Cooperativeness Scale of Rob-
erts (1991), and the Acceptance of Cooperation/
Teamwork Scale of Oliver and Anderson (1994). These
scales have been used to determine manifest personality
differences across individuals in terms of cooperative

versus competitive behavioral dispositions in specific
environments. Wordings of the items borrowed from each
scale are altered slightly to develop a measure of General
Cooperativeness that would apply in all environments—
work, school, family, and so on. Thus, as a significant dif-
ference from the Cooperation Scale, which is limited to
task-specific cooperative behaviors directed toward
coworkers, items in the Personal Cooperativeness Scale
measure a salesperson’s predisposition toward working in
close collaboration with others in general.

Measure Purification and Validation

Following the two-step procedure recommended by
J. Anderson and Gerbing (1988), we estimate and
respecify the measurement model prior to incorporating
the structural restrictions. Maximum-likelihood LISREL 8
(Jöreskog and Sörbom 1993) is used in the analyses, and
the sample covariance matrix is used as input.4 In addition,
because some of the scales in this research are either com-
pletely new (e.g., Cooperation) or composed of selected
items from previously used scales (e.g., Intrinsic Job Satis-
faction), it is reasonable to anticipate that several items
will have to be dropped during respecification of the mea-
surement model. Cross validation is recommended for
such measure purification processes to minimize error
probability and capitalization on chance. Accordingly,
responses were randomly split into two halves so as to
cross validate the measurement model.

The initial model, which consisted of all 78 measure-
ment items and 17 factors, was estimated using the first
split sample. However, several items had high standard-
ized residuals and modification indices, making the model
fit not acceptable: χ2

(2,796) = 5,362, Comparative Fit Index
(CFI) = .82, Goodness-of-Fit Index (GFI) = .66, root mean
square error of approximation (RMSEA) = .058, standard-
ized root mean square residual (SRMR) = .067. We
respecified the model by eliminating three items from the
Intrinsic Job Satisfaction Scale, four items from Extrinsic
Job Satisfaction, three from Organizational Commitment,
four from Cooperation, two from Trust, three from Com-
munication Quality, one from Opportunistic Behaviors,
and four from Personal Cooperativeness. Considering the
large number of constructs and items, the respecified
model fits the data well, χ2

(1,248) = 2002.7, CFI = .91, GFI =
.88, RMSEA = .046, SRMR = .049.5

Next, we tested the respecified model on the second
split sample. The resulting fit indices indicate that the
measurement model has a good fit to the data. While the
GFI is an acceptable .88, the RMSEA value of .044 and the
SRMR value of .046 indicate a very good model fit. Simi-
larly, in terms of incremental fit, the CFI for the model is
.93, which exceeds the recommended .90 acceptance crite-
rion (R. McDonald and Marsh 1990). The fit of the model
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is even better when it is estimated using the full sample,
χ2

(1,248) = 2,420, CFI = .93, GFI = .88, RMSEA = .041,
SRMR = .044. In addition, all items load significantly on
their respective constructs (with the lowest t-value being
11.1), providing support for the convergent validity of
measurement items.

Unidimensionality and discriminant validity. Proce-
dures for examining the measurement scales for
unidimensionality are based on exploratory and confirma-
tory factor analyses of scale items, taken one scale at a
time, to see if the items in each scale share a single underly-
ing factor. Exploratory factor analyses reveal that only one
factor accounts for a major portion of the total variance in
each scale (i.e., only one factor is extracted using an
eigenvalue of 1.0 as the cutoff point). Similarly, the
goodness-of-fit indices obtained from one-factor confir-
matory factor analyses of the scales are all acceptable (i.e.,
GFI > .90, CFI > .90).

Tests for discriminant validity are based on compari-
sons of the chi-square statistics obtained from confirma-
tory factor analyses of pairwise combinations of the study
constructs when the correlation between the constructs are
(1) constrained to unity and (2) freed for estimation. A sig-
nificantly lower chi-square value for the unconstrained
model indicates that the two constructs are distinct.
Discriminant validity is obtained for all the study con-
structs using this test (∆χ2

[1] > 3.84 for all pairwise compar-
isons), as well as the more stringent procedure suggested
by Fornell and Larcker (1981) (see Table 2).

RESULTS

Descriptive statistics for the scales are provided in
Table 2. The standard deviations indicate a substantial
amount of variance in the responses.6 More important, the
large standard deviations for the three endogenous
constructs—Cooperation (1.18), Trust in Coworkers
(1.37), and Organizational Commitment (1.13)—suggest
that each of these constructs has considerable amount of
variance to be explained. In addition, most means are
within one-half point of the scale centers. While the mean
for the Cooperation Scale is 5.38, the dispersion of this
variable is also reasonably high, indicating that the sample
includes both cooperative and noncooperative respon-
dents (13% of the responses are below the center of the
scale). Furthermore, the fact that most of the responses are
at the higher end of the Cooperation Scale is not unex-
pected. Studies on organizational members commonly
report similar results (e.g., Chatman and Barsade 1995;
Eby and Dobbins 1997). One explanation for this pattern
of results lies in the very notion of “the organization.”
Organizations exist because individuals come together to
work for a common purpose. Some level of cooperation is

therefore necessary for sustained membership in the
organization.

Table 3 reports goodness-of-fit indices and standard-
ized parameter estimates for the structural model. The
overall chi-square statistic is significant, χ2

(1,275) = 2530.6,
p < .01, as is expected given the large sample size (Bagozzi
and Yi 1988). All other goodness-of-fit indices are within
the acceptable ranges (CFI = .93, GFI = .88, RMSEA =
.042, SRMR = .051). Taken collectively, these results
show that the hypothesized structural relationships fit the
data well. Overall, the hypothesized structural relation-
ships explain 45 percent of the observed variance in coop-
eration. In addition, 11 of the 15 hypothesized paths are
supported, and at least one factor from each of the four
antecedent categories exerts significant influence on sales-
person cooperation.

Also included in Table 3 are the parameter estimates
and associated test statistics of the hypothesized relation-
ships adjusted for common method variance. Given that
the same informants provided the data for most of the
exogenous and endogenous constructs in our model, the
possibility exists that common method variance may have
inflated or deflated the magnitudes of the parameter esti-
mates for the hypothesized paths. Thus, it is necessary to
assess the degree of this form of bias in our results. The
adjusted estimates in Table 3 are obtained after partialing
out the portion of variance that is common across all our
observed variables obtained from the same source (i.e.,
salespeople), using the procedure in MacKenzie,
Podsakoff, and Paine (1999).

As shown in Table 3, the overall pattern of significant
relationships in the sample is not affected much by com-
mon method variance. Of the 11 paths that are significant
in the unadjusted analysis, 10 are significant in the
adjusted analysis, with the path from collectivist organiza-
tional norms to cooperation dropping just slightly to the
point of being nonsignificant at the traditional .05 level.
More important, given that the adjusted estimates have
much greater standard errors because of the inclusion of an
additional “common method” factor in the model and
fewer degrees of freedom, the absolute sizes of the coeffi-
cients should be the primary basis of comparison, not the
significance levels. Note that the magnitudes of the
adjusted path coefficients in our results are very close to
the magnitudes of the unadjusted estimates,7 and the corre-
lation between the two sets of estimates is .93 (p value <
.000). Furthermore, a chi-square difference test indicates
that the model representing the adjusted estimates is not
statistically different from the (more parsimonious) model
representing the unadjusted estimates (∆χ2

[62] = 71.2).
Accordingly, our discussion in the following paragraphs
concerning the effects of specific antecedents is based on
the unadjusted estimates. We discuss the potential impact
of same-source bias in cases where significant deviations
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exist between the adjusted and unadjusted estimates for
specific paths.

Effects of Specific Antecedents

Of the eight constructs hypothesized to exert direct
influence on salesperson cooperation, task interdepen-
dence (standardized path coefficient, γi = .30, p < .01) and
personal cooperativeness (γi = .29, p < .01) have the high-
est levels of explanatory power according to both adjusted
and unadjusted analyses, providing strong support for
Hypotheses 10 and 15. Other significant antecedents of
cooperation include financial rewards (Hypothesis 12, |γi =
.14, p < .01), trust in coworkers (Hypothesis 2, |βi = .14, p <
.01), and collectivist organizational norms (Hypothesis
11, |γi = .10, p < .05). However, while the adjusted and
unadjusted estimates of the path coefficient linking collec-
tivist organizational norms to cooperation are close in
magnitude, the adjusted estimate is slightly below the tra-
ditionally accepted .05 significance level because of the
inflated standard error value. Finally, the results suggest
that three exogenous relational factors, namely, Com-

munication Quality, Past Opportunistic Behaviors of
Coworkers, and Shared Values With Coworkers, are also
important for cooperation. All three of these constructs
have significant indirect effects on cooperative behaviors
of salespeople through their influence on trust in
coworkers.

The paths hypothesizing direct effects of organiza-
tional commitment (Hypothesis 1), nonfinancial rewards
(Hypothesis 13), and number of coworkers (Hypothesis 14)
are not supported. The results of the unadjusted analysis
also suggest that none of the three demographic indicators—
age, organizational tenure, and education level—are sig-
nificant predictors of salesperson cooperation. However,
there is a sharp contradiction between the adjusted and
unadjusted estimates concerning the potential effects of
age and organizational tenure. While the unadjusted esti-
mates for these variables do not bear any form of statistical
and/or substantive significance, the magnitudes of the
adjusted estimates are much greater and reach the point of
being statistically significant. These results suggest that
same-source effects may be an explanation for the mixed
empirical findings in prior studies that explored the effects
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TABLE 3
Summary of Results

Path Estimate t-Value Adjusted Estimatea t-Value

Relational factors
Organizational Commitment → Cooperation –.04 –0.78 –.07 –1.62
Trust → Cooperation .14 3.44** .11 2.16*
Trust → Organizational Commitment .09 2.49** .08 2.01*
Intrinsic Job Satisfaction → Organizational Commitment .65 10.52** .63 6.96**
Extrinsic Job Satisfaction → Organizational Commitment .21 4.65** .42 6.18**
Shared Values → Organizational Commitment –.04 –1.33 .01 0.20
Shared Values → Trust .26 6.01** .33 5.03**
Opportunistic Behaviors → Trust –.30 –6.90** –.44 –6.96**
Communication Quality → Trust .34 8.43** .17 2.62**

Task factors
Task Interdependence → Cooperation .30 5.08** .31 5.69**

Organizational factors
Collectivist Organizational Norms → Cooperation .10 2.08* .08 1.47
Financial Rewards → Cooperation .14 2.35** .15 2.45**
Nonfinancial Rewards → Cooperation .06 1.06 .04 0.88
Number of Coworkers → Cooperation –.05 –1.24 –.07 –1.24

Personal factors
Personal Cooperativeness → Cooperation .29 5.42** .38 5.89**
Age → Cooperation .01 0.23 .12 2.31*
Education → Cooperation –.06 –1.36 –.02 –0.38
Organizational Tenure → Cooperation .04 0.90 .10 1.97*

χ2
(1,275) = 2,530.64, CFI = .93, GFI = .88, RMSEA = .042, SRMR = .051

SMCCOOPERATION = .45, SMCTRUST = .47, SMCORGANIZATIONAL COMMITMENT = .63

NOTE: CFI = Comparative Fit Index; GFI = Goodness-of-Fit Index; RMSEA = root mean square error of approximation; SRMR = standardized root mean
square residual; SMC = squared multiple correlation.
a. Adjusted estimates are obtained after adding to the model a first-order “common method” factor that has each measure obtained from the same source as
an indicator.
*p < .05 (one-tailed test). **p < .01.



of such demographic variables in combination with other
potential antecedents of cooperative behaviors.

Concerning the antecedents of trust in coworkers and
organizational commitment, our findings support strongly
Hypotheses 7, 8, and 9, as shared values (γi = .26, p < .01),
past opportunistic behaviors (γi = –.30, p < .01), and com-
munication quality (γi = .34, p < .01) are significantly
related to levels of trust placed in coworkers. Similarly,
Hypotheses 3, 4, and 5 are supported because trust in
coworkers (βi = .20, p < .01), intrinsic job satisfaction (γi =
.65, p < .01), and extrinsic job satisfaction (γi = .21, p < .01)
are significant predictors of organizational commitment.
Hypothesis 6 is not supported, however, as shared values
with coworkers are unrelated to organizational commitment.

DISCUSSION

This study explores the antecedent conditions that pro-
mote or inhibit salesperson cooperation. To this end, sev-
eral antecedent factors were identified, each factor was
categorized into one of the four broader sets of antecedent
conditions, and each factor was tested within a nomologi-
cal network for its effect on cooperative behaviors of sales-
persons directed toward coworkers, that is, other salespeo-
ple. The main thesis of the hypothesized structural model is
that each antecedent category of factors—relational, task,
organizational, and personal—exerts significant influence
on cooperation, independently from the effects of others.
On the basis of this thesis, the study explores the relative
effects of each main category on salesperson cooperation.
Our findings provide strong support for the main thesis and
valuable insights regarding specific predictors of salesper-
son cooperation. First and foremost, the hypothesized
structural relationships explain 45 percent of the observed
variance in cooperation, which exceeds that found in most
studies within each of the five research traditions explor-
ing cooperation. Second, at least one variable from each of
the four antecedent categories is shown to exert significant
influence on cooperation. The proportion of variance in
cooperation accounted for by the significant predictors
captures almost all of the total variance explained, since
the proportion of variance explained by nonsignificant
predictors is negligible (less than 1%). Using statistically
significant effects only, task factors and personal factors
each explain approximately 15 percent of the observed
variance in salesperson cooperation, while organizational
factors and relational factors explain 10 percent and 5 per-
cent, respectively.8

Consistent with several decades of research, the results
support the view that task interdependence is an important
predictor of cooperation. When salespersons believe that
their personal success is dependent on the support of
coworkers, they have a greater tendency to cooperate with
coworkers. However, consistent with our main thesis,

while an interdependent task design will produce more
cooperation, focusing merely on task interdependence
does not seem to guarantee a highly cooperative sales
force. Developing and maintaining a cooperative sales
force requires attention to personal, organizational, and
relational factors as well, since these factors are also found
to exert influence on salesperson cooperation.

Concerning the effects of personal factors, there is
strong empirical support that personal cooperativeness is a
major predictor of salesperson cooperation. At the same
time, while our results suggest that education level is not a
significant predictor, the potential effects of age and orga-
nizational tenure are somewhat unclear. Both of these vari-
ables have relatively weak zero-order correlations with
salesperson cooperation (see Table 2), and our unadjusted
estimates for the effects of these variables are far from hav-
ing statistical and substantive significance. However, after
controlling for common method variance, age and organi-
zational tenure become significant predictors of salesper-
son cooperation. This finding is interesting, given that
research about constructive employee behaviors in general
has failed to reveal conclusive evidence regarding the
effects of such demographic factors. Additional research
is needed before this issue can be resolved conclusively.
Thus, overall, our results regarding the influence of per-
sonal factors highlight both the importance and difficulty
of recruitment procedures if a cooperative sales force is
desired. Recruiting salespeople who are cooperators by
the very nature of their personality is crucial, but identify-
ing cooperative candidates could be a difficult task. The
correlation coefficients relating personal cooperativeness
to demographic variables are all small and nonsignificant
(see Table 2), suggesting that personal cooperativeness is a
personality trait that is not manifested in demographic
characteristics. As a result, sales managers who wish to
develop cooperative sales forces, rather than relying solely
on demographic indicators, should attempt to recruit
salespersons who (1) have a history of cooperative behav-
iors and/or (2) score high on personality tests of
“cooperativeness.”

Regarding organizational factors, organizational
rewards are traditionally seen as one of the most effective
managerial tools to influence the behaviors of organiza-
tional members—and rightly so. Our findings suggest a
strong effect of financial rewards on salesperson coopera-
tion. As expected, the degree to which financial rewards
are designed and awarded in a manner that encourages
cooperation between salespeople influences cooperative
behaviors. On the other hand, nonfinancial rewards, for
example, honors, opportunities for personal growth, job
security, and promotion, do not seem to affect cooperative
tendencies. This latter finding should be interpreted with
caution, however. The fact that the path coefficient con-
necting nonfinancial rewards to cooperation is not signifi-
cant does not necessarily mean that these two concepts
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have no relationship at all. The correlation between these
constructs is, in fact, large and significant (r = .38, p value <
.000). Nonetheless, the relationship is attenuated in the
structural model (i.e., when other predictor variables are
controlled for), suggesting that nonfinancial rewards are
not among the primary motivational drivers for our
respondents. Given the specific nature of our sampling
context, further research is required to determine the
extent to which this finding generalizes to other selling
contexts.

Our research indicates a moderately strong effect of
collectivist organizational norms on salesperson coopera-
tion. This finding highlights the importance of norm devel-
opment and enforcement processes for sales managers
attempting to establish a cooperative sales force. Based on
their standing in the organizational hierarchy, managers in
most organizations have the ability to exert a substantial
influence on the evolution of organizational norms. This is
particularly true for sales managers who have developed
effective means to communicate the expected behavior
patterns and who set examples through their own actions
(Feldman and Arnold 1983). As Larson and LaFasto
(1989) report, members of workgroups are more likely to
practice the “guiding principles” suggested by their lead-
ers when the leaders themselves live up to the prescribed
behavioral patterns.

Next, in contrast to that hypothesized, we found no sig-
nificant relationship between number of coworkers and
the degree of cooperative behaviors directed toward
coworkers. This result contrasts with research about
workgroups that suggest a strong effect of group size on
cooperative tendencies. One explanation for this unex-
pected finding relies on the differences in the types of
interdependence observed in other workgroups and our
sample. According to a typology suggested by Thompson
(1967), workgroup members are in reciprocal interdepen-
dence when each acts on the output of the other. In recipro-
cal interdependence, workgroup size is an important deter-
minant of free riding, social loafing, and cooperation
(Wagner 1995). On the other hand, the type of interdepen-
dence in the present sample is what Thompson (1967)
refers to as pooled interdependence, in which each respon-
dent is individually responsible for performing his or her
job from the beginning to end and dependent on coworkers
for only certain types of aid and support that enhance per-
formance. The number of coworkers may be less impor-
tant in pooled interdependence, as cooperation is more of a
voluntary act and not required by the flow of interdepen-
dent tasks.

Finally, the results show that relational factors, those
that cause an individual to value his or her association with
coworkers and develop a mutually beneficial, long-term
orientation in his or her relationships with coworkers, have
considerable effect on salesperson cooperation. This

finding is in line with the growing interest in marketing on
relational variables, particularly on trust. Indeed, a sales-
person’s trust in coworkers is not only a significant predic-
tor of cooperation even when task, organizational, and per-
sonal factors are accounted for but is also a key factor
mediating the impact of communication quality, past
opportunistic behaviors of coworkers, and shared values
with coworkers. Several of these exogenous relational fac-
tors in the hypothesized model also influence salesperson
cooperation indirectly through their effects on trust.9

In contrast, however, the results do not support the
paths from shared values with coworkers to organizational
commitment and from organizational commitment to
cooperation. All three of these constructs are, in fact, posi-
tively and significantly correlated (see Table 2), but the
relationships become statistically nonsignificant when
other antecedent factors are controlled for in the structural
model. Concerning the relationship between organiza-
tional commitment and cooperation, for example, a com-
mon antecedent, trust in coworkers, seems to be the driv-
ing factor. An explanation for these results may lie in the
notion of multiple commitments (Becker 1992; Reichers
1985, 1986).

The multiple-commitments view suggests that organi-
zational commitment is “a collection of multiple commit-
ments to various groups that compromise the organiza-
tion” (Reichers 1985:469). Note that the conceptual
domains of shared values and cooperation constructs in
our model concern, specifically, the salesperson’s rela-
tionships with coworkers. The nomological role that orga-
nizational commitment plays in our model depends on the
degree to which salespersons associate coworkers directly
with their overall notion of “the organization.” The more
influence coworkers have on one’s affective state regard-
ing the organization, the more important should be the role
of organizational commitment. The respondents in our
sample may not have viewed their relationships with
coworkers as a strong determinant of what they feel toward
their respective dealerships and vice versa, thereby yield-
ing the result that organizational commitment is unrelated
to both shared values with coworkers and cooperative
behaviors toward coworkers.

Post Hoc Model Respecification

Although the hypothesized model fits the data, one
would not expect a simple model such as Figure 1 to be the
best fit for the data set. Accordingly, in an exploratory
manner, we reviewed LlSREL modification indices and
conducted additional analyses to determine whether there
exist additional, nonhypothesized structural paths that are
likely to (1) have statistical significance and (2) improve
the model fit. Two observations that emerged as a result of
this post hoc specification search deserve further
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discussion. First, all relatively high modification indices
suggest additional paths from some of the exogenous fac-
tors, specifically from Collectivist Organizational Norms,
Nonfinancial Rewards, Intrinsic Job Satisfaction, and Per-
sonal Cooperativeness, to trust in coworkers. Second,
when these paths are incorporated into the model, (1) three
of these additional parameters, those linking trust with col-
lectivist norms, nonfinancial rewards, and intrinsic satis-
faction, are significant; (2) model fit is only marginally
improved, χ2

(1,271) = 2473.8, CFI = .93, GFI = .88, RMSEA =
.041, SRMR = .047; and (3) all previously significant
paths remain significant with only slight changes in
parameter estimates. These findings suggest that trust in
coworkers might be even more crucial for salesperson
cooperation, fully or at least partially mediating the impact
of several organizational, personal, and relational factors.
However, because exploratory search processes such as
the preceding require cross validation, we urge the readers
to be cautious when interpreting these findings.

Limitations and Future Research Directions

Generalizability is a concern for all studies. Even
though the sample used in the study, due to homogeneity
across respondents, allowed us to control for the back-
ground factors and conduct a strong test of the hypothe-
sized relationships, caution should be taken when general-
izing the results to other selling contexts. In particular, the
sample is composed of automobile salespeople, all of
whom engage in face-to-face, retail selling activities. Most
of the respondents are male (90.91%), full-commission
salespeople (69.78%), and work in relatively independent
working environments. Researchers might study the theo-
retical model in different selling contexts, particularly in
team-selling and industrial-selling contexts.

A closely related issue involves investigating potential
moderators. Future research could examine the moderat-
ing effects of several factors, many of which we control for
in this study. A nonexhaustive list of such moderators
includes (1) type of sales force and the nature of the selling
job (team selling versus individual selling, retail selling
versus industrial selling, face-to-face selling versus dis-
tance selling, etc.), (2) type of interdependence in the sell-
ing task (i.e., whether the task flow generates pooled,
sequential, or reciprocal interdependence, etc.), (3) nature
of the compensation system (i.e., whether the compensa-
tion system is based on individual versus group perfor-
mance; whether it is full-commission, a combination sys-
tem, or full salary, etc.), and (4) performance-reward
contingencies (i.e., the degree to which rewards are
awarded in proportion to performance).

Another area for future research concerns the potential
effects of leadership style and leader behaviors in sales
forces where salespeople view their manager as a key per-
son in their work environment. Podsakoff et al. (1996)
show that the effects of leadership variables on pro-social
organizational behaviors are not only significant but also
independent from those of several substitutes for leader-
ship. Thus, given the similarities between the literatures on
pro-social behaviors and cooperative behaviors, leader-
ship variables may bear some distinct influence on sales-
person cooperation, particularly in team-selling situations.

Finally, inconsistent with expectations, the study
reveals that organizational commitment is unrelated to
both shared values with coworkers and cooperative behav-
iors. Our expectation at the inception of the study, that is,
that coworkers constitute a primary group among those
that form a salesperson’s “overall view of the organiza-
tion,” is brought into question. As is often the case, this
unexpected finding suggests fruitful avenues for further
research. Researchers might examine several forms of
constituency-specific commitments (e.g., commitment to
coworkers, supervisors, top management, union, etc.) to
better understand the interrelationships between these
concepts; how they form the global notion of organiza-
tional commitment; and how they affect attitudinal and
behavioral dispositions of salespersons toward coworkers,
supervisors, and other targets.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, in this “era of the cooperative salesper-
son,” although many sales managers see overall sales per-
formance as being closely linked to the coordinated efforts
of their salespeople, getting salespeople to cooperate is
often perceived to be a difficult task. While many “highly
cooperative” sales forces exist, it is often difficult to iden-
tify the specific factors that contribute to the development
of cooperation. Our study suggests that each one of the
four major antecedent categories of factors—relational,
task, organizational, and personal—is important for a
cooperative sales force. Specifically, we find that sales
managers seeking to encourage cooperation should (1) take
steps to increase task interdependence, (2) attempt to hire
salespeople who have a history of cooperative behaviors,
(3) develop reward systems that reward cooperative behav-
iors, (4) foster trust among their employees, (5) work
toward shared values, (6) discourage opportunistic behav-
iors, (7) promote high-quality communication among
salespeople, and (8) foster collectivist organizational
norms. Our study, however, is but one step toward under-
standing salesperson cooperation.
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APPENDIX
Measurement Items

Standardized
Scale Item Factor Loadings t-Value

Cooperation To what extent do you cooperate with your coworkers by
1. Working with them to develop sales presentation techniques.a — —
2. Providing support during sales presentations. .74 16.4
3. Taking care of their customers during their absence. .52 11.5
4. Assisting them by handling paperwork for them. .73 16.4
5. Providing feedback for improving their performance. .78 17.7
6. Handling their customers’ complaints in their absence.a — —
7. Assisting them in collecting and storing customer-related data. .75 16.9
8. Sharing information about vehicle attributes. .71 16.1
9. Sharing information about competitors.a — —

10. Sharing information about potential customers. .70 15.8
11. Sharing information about existing customers.a — —

Trust in Coworkers I consider my co-workers as people who(m)
1. Cannot be trusted at times (R).b — —
2. Are perfectly honest and truthful.b — —
3. Can be trusted completely. .85 23.4
4. Can be counted on to do what is right. .91 29.4
5. Can be counted on to get the job done right. .87 26.5
6. Are always faithful. .89 27.8
7. I have great confidence in. .91 29.8
8. Have high integrity. .92 29.8
9. I would be willing to let make important job-related decisions without my involvement. .68 18.2

Organizational These questions concern your feelings toward your dealership.
Commitment 1. I am willing to put in a great deal of effort beyond than normally expected to help

this company be successful. .73 16.3
2. I talk up this company to my friends as a great company to work for. .85 19.9
3. I would accept almost any type of job assignment to keep working for this organization.b — —
4. I find that my values and the company’s values are similar. .77 17.8
5. I am proud to tell others that I am part of this organization. .83 21.4
6. This organization really inspires the very best in me in the way of job performance.c — —
7. I am extremely glad that I chose this company to work for over others I was considering at

the time I joined. .83 19.4
8. I really care about the fate of this company. .78 18.1
9. For me, this is the best of all possible organizations for which to work.c — —

Shared Values Please indicate the degree to which you believe that (1) your coworkers would agree with the
With Coworkers following statements, and (2) you agree with the following statements.

1. To succeed in this business, it is often necessary to compromise one’s ethics (R). .66 11.1
2. Top management in a business must let it be known in no uncertain terms that unethical

behaviors will not be tolerated. .74 14.5
3. If an employee is discovered to have engaged in unethical behavior that results primarily

in personal gain (rather than corporate gain), he or she should be promptly reprimanded. .83 15.8
4. If an employee is discovered to have engaged in unethical behavior that results primarily in

corporate gain (rather than personal gain), he or she should be promptly reprimanded. .82 15.7
5. Employers should assure that their employees are behaving in a business-like manner. .73 14.5

Past Opportunistic My experience with my coworkers tells me that, to accomplish their personal objectives,
Behaviors of they would sometimes, in their interactions with me,
Coworkers 1. Alter the facts slightly. .80 18.4

2. Promise to do things without actually doing them later. .90 21.9
3. Fail to provide me with the support that they are obliged to. .81 20.0
4. Avoid fulfilling their responsibilities unless they are watched closely.b — —

Intrinsic Job I am satisfied with
Satisfaction 1. How interesting my job is. .65 12.1

2. How this job makes good use of my abilities. .77 14.9
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3. The degree of freedom I have in my job.c — —
4. The opportunities my job gives me to complete tasks from beginning to end.c — —
5. The feelings of accomplishment I get from my job. .79 15.3
6. The opportunities my job provides me to interact with others. .81 15.6
7. How my company encourages professional growth.c — —
8. The opportunities for independent thought and action in my job. .74 14.6

Extrinsic Job I am satisfied with
Satisfaction 1. The compensation plan under which I work. .82 20.7

2. My earnings as a sales consultant. .87 23.3
3. Fairness of my earnings in relation to efforts I expend. .89 24.0
4. My probable future earnings in this business.b — —
5. The attitude of the public toward my company.a — —
6. My benefit plan in general.b — —
7. The attitude of the public toward the industry I am working in.a — —

Communication In working relationships with my coworkers,
Quality 1. We keep each other informed of new developments. .92 30.1

2. We provide each other with timely information. .94 32.5
3. We frequently discuss accounts and opportunities. .72 20.9
4. We sometimes hold back on telling each other what we know about accounts and

opportunities (R).b — —
5. We communicate well about our expectations for each other’s performance.a — —
6. We provide each other with frequent positive feedback on our performance.a — —

Reward System The financial rewards (compensation plans, bonuses, profit-sharing plans, etc.) and
nonfinancial rewards (honors, opportunities for professional growth, job security,
promotion, etc.) in auto dealerships influence the behaviors of sales consultants.
Some reward systems encourage sales consultants to cooperate with each other, others
encourage competition, and some others may encourage both cooperation and competition.

How would you describe the financial and nonfinancial rewards in your dealership?

The financial rewards in this dealership
Strongly discourage cooperation 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly encourage cooperation

The nonfinancial rewards in this dealership
Strongly discourage cooperation 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly encourage cooperation

Collectivist In general, people in this dealership believe that
Organizational 1. If one is going to be part of this company, then he or she is sometimes going to have to do
Norms things that are not in his or her immediate self-interests. .66 12.9

2. Everyone should sometimes make sacrifices for the sake of the larger group of coworkers. .78 14.9
3. Everyone should realize that one is not always going to get what he or she personally wants. .73 14.2
4. Everyone should be willing to make sacrifices for the sake of the well-being of people they

work with. .83 15.5
5. All employees should do their best to cooperate with others instead of trying to work things

out individually. .65 12.3

Task 1. I cannot do my job well without information and assistance from my coworkers.
Interdependenced 2. My coworkers depend on me for information and assistance to perform their jobs.

3. Doing a good job in selling cars requires that sales consultants support each other.

Personal Throughout my life, I have always
Cooperativeness 1. Enjoyed activities that involve a high level of cooperation with other people. .81 16.9

2. Been known as a team player.b — —
3. Preferred to work independently rather than in a group (R). .75 14.7
4. Found more satisfaction working toward a common group goal than working toward my

individual goals.b — —
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5. Found it more difficult to do things with others than by myself (R).b — —
6. Found joint projects with other people very satisfying.b — —
7. Believed that teamwork is the best way of getting results. .60 12.5

NOTE: (R) denotes a reverse-coded item.
a. These items were eliminated because LISREL modification indices indicated that they have high error correlations with other items in their respective
scales.
b. These items were eliminated because their squared multiple correlations were less than .2.
c. These items were eliminated because LISREL modification indices indicated that they have high shared variance with items in other scales.
d. Composite scale.
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NOTES

1. These two elements distinguish cooperation from other forms of
pro-social workplace behaviors such as peer mentoring and helping be-
havior. Unlike such related constructs, the purpose of cooperation is the
improvement of the welfare of all participants (including the cooperating
individual), not just the other party.

2. See Weitz and Bradford (1999) for an excellent discussion of how
these common threads of cooperation literature apply in this new era of
“partnering-oriented” selling.

3. This question was included in the managers’ questionnaires to
build a priori confidence that cooperation matters in this context. We also
conducted a post hoc test for the relationship between salesperson coop-
eration and a self-reported, long-term performance measure. The partial
correlation coefficient between salesperson cooperation and perfor-
mance (controlling for the influence of all other study variables) is signif-
icant (r = .11, p = .019), which implies that highly cooperative
salespeople tend to evaluate themselves as also being high in perfor-
mance.

4. Measurement error terms for the composite task interdependence
measure and other single-item measures are set at 0.1 times the variance
of each measure.

5. It is worthwhile to note that several items across the Intrinsic Job
Satisfaction, Extrinsic Job Satisfaction, and Organizational Commitment
Scales tend to cross-load on the other constructs even after the
respecification. However, the modification indices for these items are
much smaller in magnitude in comparison with (1) those for the items
that were eliminated and (2) total chi-square of the model. Thus, taking
into account the substantive meaning of each item, we decided that the
measurement model has a reasonable level of goodness of fit and stopped
the respecification process.

6. An interesting issue concerns the sources of variability in the scales
measuring organizational and task characteristics, that is, collectivist or-
ganizational norms, financial rewards, nonfinancial rewards, and task in-

terdependence. For each of these measures, our study uses perceptions of
(multiple) salespersons from each dealership, hence incorporating some
level of within-dealership variability to the analyses. Ideally, however,
the only reason for the variability in these measures should be differences
between the dealerships (i.e., across-dealership variability). To assess the
degree to which differences in the perceptions of respondents within each
dealership contribute to the overall variability in these measures, we con-
ducted a series of one-way analyses of variance using dealerships as a
treatment factor. The results of these analyses reveal that although some
within-dealership variability exists in the measures of organizational and
task characteristics (on average, less than 40%), most of their total vari-
ability is due to differences between the dealerships.

7. Also note that for several paths, the magnitudes of the adjusted esti-
mates are actually larger than the unadjusted estimates and therefore con-
stitute a stronger case for our overall model.

8. These figures are calculated by multiplying the standardized effect
size of each predictor with the zero-order correlation between the predic-
tor and cooperation; therefore, they do not represent the proportion of
variance in cooperation uniquely attributable to each type of predictor
(i.e., incremental variance explained in cooperation when a predictor
variable is “added” to the model). The unique contribution of each pre-
dictor variable to the variance explained in cooperation is as follows: task
interdependence, 5 percent; personal cooperativeness, 5 percent; finan-
cial rewards, 2 percent; trust, 1 percent; collectivist organizational norms,
1 percent.

9. LISREL modification indices do not suggest direct paths from any
of the exogenous relational factors to cooperation.
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Value creation through alliances requires the simulta-
neous pursuit of partners with similar characteristics on
certain dimensions and different characteristics on other
dimensions. Partnering firms need to have different re-
source and capability profiles yet share similarities in
their social institutions. In this article, the authors empiri-
cally examine the impact of partner characteristics on the
performance of alliances. In particular, they test hypothe-
ses related to both direct impact of partner characteristics
on alliance performance and indirect effects through rela-
tional capital aspects of the alliance. Empirical results
based on a sample of alliances in the global construction
contracting industry suggest that complementarity in
partner resources and compatibility in cultural and opera-
tional norms have different direct and indirect effects on
alliance performance. Accordingly, organizational rou-
tines aimed at partner selection need to be complemented
by relationship management routines to maximize the po-
tential benefits from an alliance.

The rise of hybrid organizational forms, or interfirm
alliances (Borys and Jemison 1989), reflects attempts by

organizations to cope with the discontinuities created by a
volatile, interdependent, and information-intensive global
economy. The quest for sustainable competitive advantage
through competing and collaborating simultaneously in
global markets (Lado, Boyd, and Hanlon 1997) has pro-
pelled the formation of collaborative relationships that
exhibit governance structures very distinct from tradi-
tional vertically integrated forms. However, along with the
proliferation of alliances has come the realization that
many alliances underperform and fail to deliver results rel-
ative to expectations or potential (Madhok and Tallman
1998).

Recent research suggests that the success of both
domestic and cross-border collaborations may be a func-
tion of partner characteristics (Hitt, Dacin, Levitas,
Arregle, and Borza 2000; Madhok 1995; Saxton 1997).
However, as Hitt et al. (2000) note, further research is
required in this area of inquiry. In this article, we address
how different types of interfirm diversity among partners
(Parkhe 1991) affect the performance of alliances. We sug-
gest that the issue of partner selection presents firms with a
potential paradox, wherein seemingly contradictory ele-
ments need to coexist and be simultaneously achieved to
convey a more illuminating “insight into truth than either
can muster in its own right” (Slaate 1968:4). Specifically,
we suggest that collaborative value creation requires the
pursuit of partners who possess similar characteristics on
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certain dimensions and dissimilar and/or complementary
characteristics on other dimensions. Value generated from
alliances is enhanced when partners have different
resource and capability profiles yet share similarities in
their social institutions. These partner characteristics are
important since they help in the formation of relationship
capital or the behavioral and sociopsychological aspects of
an alliance that find expression in relational dynamics
such as mutual trust, commitment, and information
exchange (Cullen, Johnson, and Sakano, 2000; Heide and
John 1992).

Our empirical study is set in the global construction
contracting industry. This industry is particularly appro-
priate since project-based alliances play a crucial role in
this industry. The literature on interorganizational collabo-
rations has been criticized for its relatively narrow focus
on equity-based joint ventures and for ignoring loosely
structured alliances where separate legal entities are not
formed (Cullen, Johnson, and Sakano 1995). In such alli-
ances, partner characteristics and relationship-based gov-
ernance mechanisms are likely to assume greater salience
as coordinating mechanisms since bureaucratic lines of
control are typically absent. In this regard, the construction
contracting industry offers an appropriate context.

The layout of the article is as follows. We start with a lit-
erature review and then present our case for considering
two types of interfirm diversity. Thereafter, we present our
model and our hypotheses, describe data collection con-
text and procedures, and discuss our methods. We then test
our model and end with a Discussion and Implications
section.

LITERATURE REVIEW

The importance of interfirm collaborations is reflected
in a virtual explosion of interdisciplinary research on this
topic. Existing research has examined structural and
sociopsychological aspects of collaborations to better
understand issues related to performance of alliances
(Aulakh, Kotabe, and Sahay 1996; Parkhe 1993). Struc-
tural aspects focus on the ex ante aspects of partnerships.
This includes investigating why firms enter into alliances
(Hagedoorn 1993), partner selection criteria, and owner-
ship control issues. While this research stream provides
important insights into the structuring of partnerships
(Aulakh et al. 1996), an underlying premise here is that
effective interorganizational alliances are associated with
selection of appropriate partners since choosing partners
who possess necessary resources and with whom strategic
and economic incentives can be aligned is a critical deter-
minant of partnering success. This perspective suggests
that the resource-based interdependence between partner
firms, as well as their social compatibility, creates an

environment that facilitates the achievement of joint goals
and objectives (Aulakh et al. 1996; Parkhe 1993).

Interactive theorists (Heide and Miner 1992), on the
other hand, focus on the “pattern of interaction that facili-
tates and allows for the effective functioning of the alli-
ance on a day-to-day basis” and various sociopsychologi-
cal factors that help create relationship capital (Cullen
et al. 2000:224). Complementing the structural approach
by explicitly considering the sociopsychological dimen-
sions, this stream highlights behavioral issues relevant to
the development and maintenance of relationships
(Bradach and Eccles 1989; Johnson, Cullen, Sakano, and
Takenouchi 1996; Madhok 1995). The key premise here is
that cooperative behavior springs from the development of
relational capital between partners, which is critical in
transforming the potential value of an alliance into actual-
ized collaborative economic rents (Madhok and Tallman
1998).

In essence, extant research housed in multiple disci-
plines and using different theoretical lenses suggests an
association between structural aspects of partners (their
diversity in resource profiles and social compatibility),
sociopsychological issues (relationship capital), and
effective collaborations (performance of alliances). Some
past research has shown (Heide 1994; Johnson et al. 1996)
that structural and relational aspects are related, suggest-
ing the possibility that structural aspects affect alliance
performance both directly and indirectly through the
sociopsychological aspects of a relationship. However, the
interrelationships between these variables and how they
affect performance are less clear. For example, it is unclear
whether interfirm diversity affects performance, and if it
does, whether it influences performance directly, indi-
rectly through relationship capital, or both. Furthermore,
do different aspects of partner characteristics have an
impact on different performance dimensions differently?

We investigate this nexus between interfirm diversity
and alliance performance. In our conceptualization, we
draw on Parkhe’s (1991) conceptualization of interfirm
diversity in terms of Type I diversity (complementary
resources and capability profiles) and Type II diversity
(social dimensions). Type I diversity deals with the recip-
rocal strengths of the partners and relates to differences in
their skills, resources, and capabilities that generate alli-
ances in a search for synergy. The complementarity of
resources, which is the raison d’être of any alliance, cre-
ates mutual interdependency and “facilitates the forma-
tion, development and collaborative effectiveness” of alli-
ances (Parkhe 1991:580). On the other hand, alliances are
“socially contrived mechanisms for collective action,
which are continually shaped and restructured by actions
and symbolic interpretations of the parties involved”
(Ring and Van de Ven 1994:96). Accordingly, Type II
diversity refers to interorganizational cultural and pro-
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cessual differences between social actors participating in
the alliance (Parkhe 1991). Dissimilarities between social
actors can negatively affect the quality of interactions in a
partnership and thus hinder the complex integration and
transformation of disparate pools of tacit know-how into
value creation.

In addition, given that “the production of a collective
good is inextricably intertwined with the underlying
dynamics of exchange” (Madhok and Tallman 1998:327),
behavioral aspects of alliances need to be considered. In
fact, the genesis of interfirm cooperation is based on the
premise that competitive advantage accrues to firms that
can successfully transcend transaction-based exchange
and develop long-term cooperative relationships. A grow-
ing body of relationship marketing literature has con-
cluded similarly. Researchers have questioned the domi-
nant paradigm of the discrete transaction and have posited
that interfirm exchanges take place in a context of continu-
ity where relational constructs such as trust and commit-
ment are key (J. Anderson and Narus 1990; Bucklin and
Sengupta 1993; Gundlach, Achrol, and Mentzer 1995;
Heide and John 1992; Morgan and Hunt 1994). Consistent
with this literature, we believe that relational aspects medi-
ate the relationship between interfirm diversity and collab-
oration performance.

HYPOTHESES

In this section, we first articulate the two types of
interfirm diversity, namely, resource complementarity (or
Parkhe’s Type I interfirm diversity) and cultural and opera-
tional compatibility (or Parkhe’s Type II interfirm diver-
sity) and examine the rationale for their direct effects on
performance.1 Thereafter, we examine the mediating
effects of relational-capital variables (mutual trust, recip-
rocal commitment, and bilateral information exchange) on
the relationship between interfirm diversity and perfor-
mance. Our conceptual model is presented in Figure 1.

Relationships Between Interfirm
Diversity and Performance

Performance. While researchers have used financial,
survival (Killing 1983), duration (Kogut 1988), and own-
ership instability (Gomes-Casseres 1987) as measures of
collaborative performance, Geringer and Hebert (1989)
note the lack of consensus regarding an appropriate defini-
tion and measure of the construct. Given the multi-
dimensionality of the concept and the empirical setting,
we use two perceptual measures of performance—one re-
lated to the economic performance of the venture, namely,
project performance, and the other related to the strategic
aspects of the relationship, namely, strategic performance.

Our rationale is as follows: it has been noted that alliances
provide a focal firm with two streams of economic rents.
First, alliances create common or shared benefits that ac-
crue collectively to alliance participants (Khanna 1998).
Second, collaborations create rents indirectly, as when a
firm picks up skills from a specific partner and applies
them to its operations in areas unrelated to the activities of
the specific alliance. Conceptualized as private benefits,
these accrue when externalities from an alliance generate
value in a firm’s operational domain that falls outside the
focal collaboration (Khanna, Gulati, and Nohria 1998).
The first measure, project performance, relates to the for-
mer, while the latter (i.e., strategic performance) refers to
the private benefits that accrue to a focal firm through stra-
tegic learning-related benefits.

Type I interfirm diversity: Resource complementarity.
Research indicates that resource complementarity is cru-
cial to collaborative success (Bleeke and Ernst 1991;
Harrigan 1985). As noted by Johnson et al. (1996), re-
source complementarity involves both uniqueness and
symmetry. On one hand, complementarity determines the
mix of unique and valuable resources available to achieve
strategic objectives (Killing 1983), thus enhancing com-
petitive viability of the alliance. On the other, comple-
mentarity implies strategic symmetry, wherein a balanced
share of unique strengths creates partner interdependence
(Harrigan 1985). We conceptualize resource comple-
mentarity as the extent to which each partner brings in
unique strengths and resources of value to the collabora-
tion (Johnson et al. 1996).

From a resource-based view (RBV) (Wernerfelt 1984),
differential firm performance is due to heterogeneity and
imperfect mobility of resource and capabilities (Barney
1991). The two perspectives within the RBV, namely, the
static and dynamic views (Lado et al. 1997), differ in their
explanation regarding how economic rents are generated
and sustained. The static view emphasizes sustainability
as accruing from unique firm resources in a state of equi-
librium. For example, Barney’s (1991) argument that
resources need to be rare, inimitable, valuable, and
nonsubstitutable for sustained competitive advantage is
rooted in the static view. On the other hand, arguing that
changing environments reduce the rent-creating ability of
most resources, the dynamic RBV emphasizes flow and
the dynamic accumulation of capabilities, rather than
static resource stocks (Dierickx and Cool 1989). Together,
they suggest that both stock and flow of resources and
capabilities are crucial to performance.

Furthermore, it has been noted that many skills and
resources required for sustained competitiveness and sur-
vival are transorganizational in nature, in that they are resi-
dent outside a focal firm’s boundaries and direct control
(Achrol 1997) and are thus accessible only through
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collaborations. Therefore, extending the atomistic firm
view that is prevalent in much of RBV literature, it is
argued that organizations that are able to access and use
complementary transorganizational strategic assets2

(TSA) through alliances would realize strategic advan-
tages in both the stock of resources that they possess and
the flow of learning that can enhance their capabilities
(Dyer and Singh 1998; Lado et al. 1997).

First, by pooling complementary resources and capa-
bilities, firms can initiate and perform competitively on
projects that they could not have done alone (Harrigan
1985). Accessing complementary resources through mar-
ket mechanisms is not always feasible, nor is internal de-
velopment (Chung, Singh, and Lee 2000; Sarkar,
Echambadi, and Harrison 2001). For example, in the pres-
ent context of the construction industry, no single com-
pany has the complete array of resources to individually
develop and deliver projects and to fully absorb the magni-
tude of risk. Second, interactive learning opportunities that
help firms add to their capabilities and know-how are
likely to be greater in cases where there is diversity and

nonredundancy in knowledge bases. Accordingly, we
argue that the potential for partners to synergistically le-
verage the pooled resources and capabilities in the market-
place would increase with resource complementarity. In
other words, when partners bring in unique and valuable
strengths and resources, both the learning aspects of the al-
liance, as well as the performance of the project for which
the alliance has been created, are likely to be enhanced.
Thus,

Hypothesis 1a-b: Resource complementarity between
partners will be positively associated with (a) pro-
ject and (b) strategic performance.

Type II interfirm diversity: Cultural and operational
compatibility. The effect of partner compatibility on creat-
ing value through alliances has been noted (Madhok
1995). Compatibility, or the congruence in organizational
cultures and capabilities between alliance partners, influ-
ences the extent to which partners are able to realize the
synergistic potential of an alliance (Madhok and Tallman
1998). While alliance formation is an outcome of per-
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ceived recognition of potential benefits that can accrue if
resources and capabilities are pooled, the actualization of
this collaborative potential is generated through the dy-
namic process of interaction and integration of the part-
ners’ resource bases and the effectiveness with which the
partners succeed in moving away from a market-based ex-
change toward a mutually oriented cooperative relation-
ship (Koza and Lewin 1998).

In this context, it has been noted that compatibility, or a
similarity in outlook and objectives, rather than ownership
arrangements, makes for success in equity-based alliances
(Friedmann and Beguin 1971). Similar organizational val-
ues reduce coordination costs between collaborating orga-
nizations and serve as a means for behavioral control (Das
and Teng 1998) and expectation management (Chung
et al. 2000). On the other hand, incompatibility among
partners may lead to a counterproductive working rela-
tionship characterized by strife and suspicion. Social
incompatibility may lead to an inability on the part of the
partners to develop a harmonious relationship and thus
negatively influence collaborative effectiveness (Sarkar,
Cavusgil, and Evirgen 1997). For example, it has been
noted that cultural clash has caused many mergers and
acquisitions to fail due to the inability of the two entities to
work seamlessly (Wilkof, Brown, and Selsky 1995).
Higher levels of stress result when organizations that are
essentially incompatible in their values, norms, and capa-
bilities attempt to blend their organizational cultures in an
alliance (Das and Teng 1998). Organizational differences
hinder role socialization (Smith and Barclay 1997), thus
making it more difficult for interfacing managers to work
together.

Therefore, there appears theoretical and empirical sup-
port behind the idea that organizational compatibility in
various domains has a positive effect on alliance perfor-
mance. We conceptualize Type II diversity or organiza-
tional compatibility along two dimensions, namely,
cultural compatibility and operational compatibility. Cul-
tural compatibility refers to the congruence in organiza-
tional philosophies, goals, and values. The second,
operational compatibility, addresses the extent of congru-
ence in the partners’ procedural capabilities. Therefore,
while the first dimension addresses broad issues related to
organizational norms and value systems, operational com-
patibility relates to status similarity on capability and
processual issues that assume salience in the context of a
working relationship. Thus, we posit that both forms of
compatibility will directly affect performance.

Hypothesis 2a-b: Cultural compatibility of the partners
will be positively associated with (a) project and (b)
strategic performance.

Hypothesis 3a-b: Operational compatibility of the part-
ners will be positively associated with (a) project
and (b) strategic performance.

The Mediating Role of Relationship Capital

Besides the direct impact of structural factors (resource
complementarity and partner compatibilities) on alliance
performance, there is evidence that partner characteristics
indirectly affect performance through certain mediating
behavioral variables. Researchers have argued and found
empirical support for (a) the effect of relationship-capital
variables on alliance outcomes (e.g., Aulakh et al. 1996;
Bradrach and Eccles 1989) and (b) links between partner
characteristics and relationship capital (Cullen et al. 1995;
Morgan and Hunt 1994; Stump and Heide 1996). The
sociopsychological aspects embodied in relationship capi-
tal are important since they act as coordinating mecha-
nisms and determine the quality of the relationship in the
collaboration. In fact, it has been suggested that interfirm
cooperation can lead to competitive advantage only when
firms transcend transaction-based exchange and develop
long-term relationships (Dyer and Singh 1998). We con-
sider three key aspects of relationship capital, namely,
mutual trust, mutual commitment, and information
exchange, which have been highlighted in the literature as
factors that differentiate relationship-based practices from
arm’s-length exchange (Heide and John 1992; Morgan and
Hunt 1994).

Mutual trust. Interfirm trust, which has been described
as a “fundamental relationship building block” (Wilson
1995:337) and as a critical element of economic exchange
(Ring 1996), is argued to be essential to the development
of enduring alliances (Aulakh et al. 1996; Johnson et al.
1996). In economic exchange, trust implies a general ex-
pectation of good faith efforts by parties to honor commit-
ments, to be honest in negotiations, and to decry
opportunistic behavior (see Hosmer 1995). An extensive
literature (see Ring 1996) points toward two issues rele-
vant to this study: (1) that interfirm trust needs to be char-
acterized by the “property of bilateral expectations”
(Aulakh et al. 1996:1008) and mutuality (E. Anderson and
Weitz 1989) and (2) that trust has both cognitive and be-
havioral components (Moorman, Zaltman, and Deshpande
1992). Consistent with this literature, we conceptualize
mutual trust in a partnership as the degree of confidence
shared by the partners regarding each other’s integrity
(Aulakh et al. 1996).

Reciprocal commitment. Commitment, or “an ex-
change partner believing that an ongoing relationship with
another is so important as to warrant maximum efforts at
maintaining it . . . to ensure that it endures indefinitely”
(Morgan and Hunt 1994:23), is a critical element of rela-
tionship capital (Madhok 1995). This “enduring desire to
maintain a relationship” (Moorman et al. 1992:316) in-
volves a long-term orientation such that partners restrict
their search for alternatives and forego better short-term
options in favor of strengthening an ongoing relationship
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(Dwyer, Schurr, and Oh 1987). These continuity expecta-
tions influence partners to make relationship-specific in-
vestments that, on one hand, demonstrate their reliability
and commitment to their exchange partner, and on the
other, enhance the competitiveness of the alliance (E. An-
derson and Weitz 1992). Consistent with literature, we be-
lieve that it is not the act of commitment alone but also
rather the structure of commitment that fashions relation-
ship quality (E. Anderson and Weitz 1992). Accordingly,
we conceptualize reciprocal commitment as the degree to
which both partners are willing to invest requisite re-
sources into the alliance (Gulati, Khanna, and Nohria
1994).

Bilateral information exchange. Collaborative commu-
nication serves as a pseudointegrating device since it helps
align partners’ interests and values (Mohr, Fisher, and
Nevin 1996). Acting as a bonding mechanism between
partners, the exchange of timely, quality, and participative
communication is argued to be vital to successful collabo-
rations (Mohr and Nevin 1990). In fact, in the marketing
literature, it has been described as “the glue that holds to-
gether a channel relationship” (Mohr and Nevin 1990:36)
and that facilitates the realization of mutual benefits by al-
lowing exchange of necessary information and by reduc-
ing misunderstandings and uncertainty (Dwyer et al.
1987). We conceptualize reciprocal information exchange
in terms of formal and informal communication of mean-
ingful and timely information (J. Anderson and Narus
1990). In doing so, we are consistent with existing litera-
ture that has conceptualized collaborative communication
in terms of its quality, extent, and participation (Mohr and
Spekman 1994).

Relationship capital is likely to be fostered when part-
ners perceive a high level of complementarity and compat-
ibility. The principle of reciprocity implies that actions are
contingent on the potential of rewarding reactions from
others. Thus, in relationships where partners need each
other’s resources and where reciprocal needs exist, part-
ners are less likely to resort to opportunism. The resource
interdependence created through Type I diversity is likely
to result in reciprocity and thus reduce incentives for
opportunistic behavior, as both partners perceive value in
their relationship (Morgan and Hunt 1994; Stump and
Heide 1996). Resource-interdependent partners are more
likely to be motivated to create relationship capital by
engaging in trustworthy acts that increase their vulnerabil-
ity to each other, signaling their expectations of continuity
and solidarity to the relationship by committing relation-
ship-specific resources and maintaining open and
participative lines of communication.

Furthermore, symmetric dependence motivates both
parties to jointly show forbearance (Williamson 1991) or
flexibility in response to changing circumstances, which
in turn has the effect of preserving the relationship through

the generation of relational norms (Macneil 1980). The
condition of dependence that results from Type I diversity,
where both partners need each other’s resources and capa-
bilities, represents a mutual safeguard and thus a joint
incentive to create relationship capital in the collaboration
(Oliver 1990). The resulting strategic symmetry facilitates
the formation and development of cooperative norms
(Madhok 1995).

Evans’s (1963) similarity hypothesis suggests that in a
dyadic relationship, the degree of similarity is positively
associated with favorable relationship outcomes. Similar-
ity in values serves as a base for social relationships, which
lie at the heart of social interaction processes. The resul-
tant bonds create stability in the relationship and greater
levels of tolerance through a “social ‘glue’ [that helps] to
tide over temporary periods of disequilibrium” (Madhok
1995:121). Type II diversity or organizational compatibil-
ity, by facilitating a sense of unity and congeniality in the
relationship, is thus likely to foster relational-capital-
building behaviors among partners. This would be espe-
cially pertinent in international alliances where cultural
differences are likely to exist. Accordingly,

Hypothesis 4a-c: Resource complementarity will be pos-
itively associated with (a) mutual trust, (b) recipro-
cal commitment, and (c) bilateral information
exchange.

Hypothesis 5a-c: Cultural compatibility will be posi-
tively associated with (a) mutual trust, (b) reciprocal
commitment, and (c) bilateral information ex-
change.

Hypothesis 6a-c: Operational compatibility will be posi-
tively associated with (a) mutual trust, (b) reciprocal
commitment, and (c) bilateral information ex-
change.

Relationship Between Relational
Capital and Performance

Existing literature identifies various interrelated ways
in which mutual trust affects interfirm exchanges. Mutual
trust acts as a substitute for hierarchical governance and
assumes added significance where formal ownership-
based governance is absent (Dwyer et al. 1987). Trust al-
lows for bilateral governance through joint accomplish-
ments, shared beliefs, and mutual concern (Heide 1994).
Mutual trust also deters opportunistic behavior (Bradach
and Eccles 1989) in favor of long-term gains. The motiva-
tion for opportunistic behavior is reduced because “behav-
ioral repertoires are biased toward cooperation” (Hill
1990:511). Finally, “trust has efficiency implications, and
its potential cost reduction and value enhancing properties
need to be recognized” (Madhok 1995:126). There is evi-
dence that trust has important implications for market per-
formance and efficiency (Aulakh et al. 1996; Bleeke and
Ernst 1991). This occurs because of reduced costs of mon-
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itoring and the ability of partners to engage in the complex
process of integrating their disparate tacit resources and
capabilities effectively when the relationship is character-
ized by mutual trust (Dyer and Singh 1998). Accordingly,

Hypothesis 7a-b: Mutual trust will be positively associ-
ated with (a) project and (b) strategic performance.

The positive effect of commitment on collaborative
performance has been widely reported (Badaracco 1991;
Gundlach et al. 1995). Given that the competitive advan-
tage of any alliance derives from the mix of skills and other
resources that it commands, it is likely that commitment of
resources by partners has a positive effect on financial per-
formance. Furthermore, Gulati et al. (1994) argue that bi-
lateral commitment of resources moves alliances from
win-lose situations to win-win situations, thus suggesting
that reciprocal commitment is likely to enhance partners’
perceptions of how successful the relationship has been.
Reciprocal commitment of inputs leads to stable long-
term relationships through aligning incentive structures
and enhancing confidence in each other (Williamson
1985). By reducing the threat of opportunistic behavior
and increasing the cost of dissolution, commitments by
both parties act as powerful signals of relationship quality.
Long-term relationships reduce search and start-up costs
of frequently dealing with new parties. Along with result-
ing economies of learning costs and experience effects,
they also require simpler governance structures, monitor-
ing systems, and “provide a host of efficiencies”
(Gundlach et al. 1995:80). Also, the “lock-in” effect of re-
ciprocal commitment (Katz 1989) promotes behavior that
ensures the continuance of the relationship since the quasi-
rents that are generated through the relationship would be
lost to both parties in the event of termination (Heide
1994). Accordingly,

Hypothesis 8a-b: Reciprocal commitment will be posi-
tively associated with (a) project and (b) strategic
performance.

It has been noted that healthy interfirm collaborations
are characterized by open communication, accessibility,
availability, information flows, and a sense of participa-
tion and involvement in the relationship (Mohr and Nevin
1990; Mohr et al. 1996). These attributes create transpar-
ency in the relationship and signal a mutual willingness to
increase vulnerability to each other. Furthermore, commu-
nication facilitates the realization of mutual benefits by al-
lowing exchange of necessary information and by
reducing misunderstandings and uncertainty (Dwyer et al.
1987; Mohr and Nevin 1990). Mutual disclosure ensues
from a norm of information exchange (Heide and John
1992) and helps volitional compliance between partners. It
highlights shared interests and common goals (Mohr et al.

1996) and thus positively affects collaboration perfor-
mance (Badaracco 1991). Information asymmetry and
participatory imbalance create an environment prone to
opportunism and power imbalances, whereas shared
power and participative decision-making are characteris-
tics of successful alliances (Bucklin and Sengupta 1993).
In other words, participative and frequent exchange of in-
formation and maintaining open-door policies to each
other result from a willingness of the partners to create
transparency in the relationship.

Hypothesis 9a-b: Bilateral information exchange will be
positively associated with (a) project and (b) strate-
gic performance.

METHOD

Sample Selection and Data Collection

The sampling frame included 561 firms in the interna-
tional construction contracting industry. Engineering
News Record (ENR), a McGraw-Hill published weekly
trade journal for the construction contracting industry,
periodically collects and publishes industry data. The
uniqueness of the construction industry lies in its charac-
teristics. First, each construction product is different in
terms of specifications, scope, and requirements. The
potential to standardize complex construction projects is
limited due to the individualized preferences of the project
owners, dissimilarities of the project locations, and the
advancement of technology. As a corollary, most construc-
tion firms tend to be specialized in certain product niches.
Second, there is no centralized or fixed point of production
(Eccles 1981). The construction product is spatially bound
to a single site, which happens to be both the point of pro-
duction and consumption of the product. Third, variability
in location leads to the requirement of resource mobility.
Equipment, vehicles, materials, and labor need to be
mobile to be able to move from one site to another for dif-
ferent projects. Fourth, both the degree of competition and
the competitive structure of this industry have dramati-
cally changed over recent years as U.S. dominance is
threatened by firms from within the Triad and from the
newly industrialized countries (NICs) and some develop-
ing countries (Yates, Mukherjee, and Njos 1999).

International alliances are very common in this indus-
try, where the complexity of projects makes it imperative
for firms to collaborate on various modules with other spe-
cialist firms. Typically, the alliances are loosely structured
and not equity based, thus making it particularly appropri-
ate in the wake of Cullen et al.’s (1995) critique that much
of the collaboration literature focuses on equity-based
joint ventures and ignores alliances where separate legal
entities are not formed. The globalized nature of this
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industry, its reliance on international collaborations, and
its understudied nature motivated us to set the empirical
part of this study here.

We followed a systematic approach toward pretesting,
refining, and validating our scales. In-depth semistruc-
tured interviews, lasting about 1 hour each, were con-
ducted with 12 experts from industry associations and con-
struction contracting firms to get insights into industry
dynamics and to ensure that conceptual constructs were
grounded in reality. Following the process of adapting
existing measures and adapting developing new ones, we
pilot tested the survey instrument on these industry execu-
tives to eliminate ambiguous scale items. Using this feed-
back, a revised instrument was developed, and feedback
was obtained from academic experts regarding item clar-
ity. The questionnaire was subsequently modified and
finalized through an iterative process.

We derived our sampling frame from the 1993 list of the
top 225 international contractors and the top 400 U.S. con-
tractors. Since some of the U.S. contractors were included
in both lists, the total number of firms that emerged was
561. Data were collected using a self-administered ques-
tionnaire prepared in English. The survey cover page elab-
orated the fact that the survey was about nonequity collab-
orative ventures with other contractors, and not about
relationships involving contractors and project owners.
Furthermore, respondents were requested to answer rele-
vant questions in the context of a collaborative venture that
they were most familiar with and that involved an interna-
tional partner. It was elaborated that the project should be
one that either has been recently completed or is nearing
completion. Sixty-eight usable questionnaires were
returned, making the effective response rate 12.3 percent.
We received responses from firms in 18 countries other
than the United States.3 To assess nonresponse bias, the
responses were divided into two groups based on the date
on which they were received. The two groups of early and
late responders were then compared on their annual bill-
ings (Armstrong and Overton 1977). The results indicate
no significant difference between these groups.

Measurement

All the items used to measure the constructs were
closed-ended with 5-point Likert-type scales of strongly
agree to strongly disagree.

Type I and II interfirm diversity. Resource comple-
mentarity was measured through a three-item scale that
was adapted from J. Anderson and Narus (1990) into a pro-
ject setting. The items tapped the level of resource interde-
pendence in the relationship by measuring the extent to
which both partners perceived the value of resources and
capabilities that the other brought to the relationship. Cul-
tural compatibility was operationalized through a four-

item scale that measured the perceived levels of similarity
and congruence in organizational norms and values
(Dwyer et al. 1987; Heide and John 1992; Morgan and
Hunt 1994) and mutual appreciation of each other’s goals
and objectives. Operational compatibility was operation-
alized through a three-item scale that measured the level of
congruence in the partners’ managerial skills, organiza-
tional procedures, and technical capabilities (Sarkar et al.
1997; Wilson 1995).

Relationship capital. Mutual trust was measured
through a four-item scale that assessed the perceived level
of moral integrity, fairness, and dependability in the rela-
tionship. Reciprocal commitment was measured through a
three-item scale adapted from E. Anderson and Weitz
(1992) and the organizational-commitment literature. The
scale measured the mutual willingness of each partner to
invest required resources into the relationship. Bilateral
information exchange was measured through a four-item
scale adapted from Heide and John (1992). This construct
tapped the extent to which partners exchanged and shared
information through face-to-face and mediated interaction.

Performance. We developed a three-item scale for stra-
tegic performance and a four-item scale for project perfor-
mance. We measured strategic performance through items
that assessed the degree to which the relationship met stra-
tegic and learning objectives. The latter were measured
through perceived profitability, efficiency, client satisfac-
tion, and quality of the project.

Measurement Model

We used Partial Least Squares (PLS) version 3.0 to esti-
mate our causal model. PLS, also called “soft modeling”
(Lohmöller 1989), estimates latent variables as exact lin-
ear combinations of observed measures and therefore
assumes that all measured variance is useful variance to be
explained. PLS makes minimal demands on sample size
(Barclay and Smith 1997), thus making it especially
appropriate for testing structural models with relatively
smaller sample sizes.4

Although PLS estimates both factor loadings and struc-
tural paths simultaneously, we followed the procedure
advocated by Hulland (1999) in evaluating PLS models.
The estimated model was analyzed and interpreted in two
stages: (a) the assessment and reliability of the measure-
ment model and (b) the testing of the structural model. We
assessed the adequacy of the measurement model through
examining individual-item reliabilities, the convergent
validity of the measures associated with each construct,
and assessing their discriminant validity.

We first assessed individual-item reliabilities by exam-
ining loadings of the measures on their respective con-
structs. A rule of thumb is to check for loadings of .70 or
more (which implies a shared variance of 50% or greater
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between the item and the construct). An examination of
the initial measurement model revealed that of the 28
items, 20 had loadings greater than .7, 5 items had loadings
greater than .65, and 3 items had loadings of less than .5.
These 3 items with poor loadings were removed from sub-
sequent analysis. Table 1 provides the final list of individ-
ual items used in the analysis and their loadings. Overall,
these statistics are above the cutoff suggested by Hulland
(1999) and indicate that all of our items demonstrate good
individual-item reliabilities.

Next, we focused on assessing the construct validity of
our constructs by computing the composite reliabilities.
We used the internal consistency measure developed by
Fornell and Larcker (1981),5 who argue that their measure
of internal consistency is superior to Cronbach’s alpha
since the loadings estimated within the causal model are
used in its computation. The internal consistency values
for the constructs are reported in Table 2. All constructs
exhibit composite reliabilities of .7 or more, thus indicat-
ing that the reliabilities of all the constructs are adequate
(Hulland 1999).

Finally, to complete the psychometric assessment of
our model, we examined the discriminant validity, which
represents the extent to which measures of a given con-
struct differ from measures of other constructs in the same
model. Fornell and Larcker (1981) suggest the use of aver-
age variance (i.e., the average variance shared between a
construct and its measures) extracted to assess discrim-
inant validity.6 As shown in Table 2, the average variances
extracted in all the constructs were all at least or greater
than .50, which is indicative of convergent validity
(Barclay and Smith 1997). Also, the overall model pro-
vided reasonable evidence of discriminant validity in that
the variance shared between any two constructs was less
than the average variance extracted by the constructs, and
all measures loaded higher on intended constructs than on
other constructs (Hulland 1999). Overall, these statistics
indicate that the psychometric properties of the model are
sufficiently strong to enable interpretation of structural
estimates.

Structural Estimates

Since PLS does not attempt to minimize residual item
covariance, there is no summary statistic to measure the
overall fit of models as in the case of SEM techniques.
Variance explained (R2) and the sign and significance of
path coefficients are used to assess nomological validity. A
bootstrapping method of “sampling with replacement”
was used to assess the statistical significance of the param-
eter estimates. Standard errors were computed on the basis
of 500 bootstrapping runs. Results of the structural model
are given in Tables 3 and 4. Table 3 provides the results of
the direct effects of interfirm diversity on relationship-
capital constructs. Table 4 presents the results of the

overall comprehensive causal model: interfirm diversity
leading to relationship capital, subsequently leading to
performance. The direct effects of the various exogenous
constructs on performance are given in the first column.
The indirect effects (reported in column 2) of interfirm
diversity on performance through relationship-capital
variables were computed using a hand-calculable signifi-
cance test proposed by Baron and Kenny (1986).7

RESULTS

Direct effects. An examination of the R2 values reveal
that the variance explained in endogenous constructs
ranges from .15 to .55. The results indicate that resource
complementarity is related to project performance (β =
.22, p < .05) but not to strategic performance (β = .09, p >
.05). Hypothesis 1a is thus supported, but not Hypothesis
1b. Results further indicate that while the direct effect of
cultural compatibility on project performance is not statis-
tically significant (β = .03, p > 0.05), the effect on strategic
performance is (β = .50, p < .05). Hypothesis 2b is thus
supported, but not Hypothesis 2a.

Contrary to expectations, operational compatibility is
not significantly related to project performance (β = .13,
p > .05), thus indicating lack of support for Hypothesis 3a.
Regarding the impact of operational compatibility on stra-
tegic performance (β = –.25, p < .05), the path coefficient
is statistically significant; however, the sign is reversed,
thereby failing to support Hypothesis 3b.8

Hypotheses 4a, 5a, and 6a respectively hypothesize that
resource complementarity will positively affect mutual
trust, reciprocal commitment, and bilateral information
exchange. The results reflect interesting differences in the
impact of resource complementarity on various relationship-
capital constructs. Contrary to expectations, resource
complementarity is not significantly related to trust (β =
.07, p > .05) or bilateral information exchange (β = .01, p >
0.05), thereby failing to support Hypotheses 4a and 6a.
However, resource complementarity has a significant rela-
tionship with reciprocal commitment (β = .27, p < .05),
supporting Hypothesis 5a.

Hypotheses 4b, 5b, and 6b respectively suggest that
cultural compatibility enhances relationship capital. As
expected, cultural compatibility is significantly related to
mutual trust (β = .40, p < .05), reciprocal commitment (β =
.42, p < .05), and bilateral information exchange (β = .39,
p < .05), thus supporting all three hypotheses.

Hypotheses 4c, 5c, and 6c respectively hypothesize the
positive impact of operational compatibility on trust, com-
mitment, and bilateral information exchange. As
expected, operational compatibility is significantly related
to trust (β = .37, p < .05), and commitment (β = .19, p <
.05), thereby supporting Hypotheses 4c and 5c. However,
operational compatibility is not significantly related to
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bilateral information exchange (β = –.02, p > .05), thereby
failing to support Hypothesis 6c.

Hypotheses 7a and 7b state that trust will be positively
associated with both project performance and strategic
performance. Trust is significantly related to project per-
formance (β = .17, p < .05), thereby supporting Hypothesis 7a.
However, contrary to expectations, trust is not signifi-
cantly related to strategic performance (β = –.15, p > .05),

thereby failing to support Hypothesis 7b. Commitment is
significantly related to both project performance (β = .39,
p < .05) and strategic performance (β = .30, p < .05),
thereby supporting Hypotheses 8a and 8b. Furthermore,
results indicate that reciprocal information exchange is not
significantly related to project performance (β = .07, p >
.05), thereby failing to support Hypothesis 9a. However,
reciprocal information exchange is positively related to
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TABLE 1
Measurement Model

Construct Itema Loading

Resource Both firms needed each other’s resources to accomplish their goals and responsibilities .66
Complementarity The resources contributed by both firms were significant in getting the bid .91

Resources brought into the venture by each firm were very valuable for the other .93
Cultural The organizational values and social norms prevalent in the two firms were congruent .77

Compatibility Executives from both firms involved in this project had compatible philosophies/approaches to business dealings .76
The goals and objectives of both firms were compatible with each other .86
The chemistry was right between the two firmsb —

Operational Technical capabilities of the two firms were compatible with each other .89
Compatibility The organizational procedures of the two firms were compatible .82

Employees of both firms had similar professional or trade skills .67
Mutual Trust Both firms were generally honest and truthful with each other .83

Both firms treated each other fairly and justly .80
Both firms found it necessary to be cautious in dealing with each other (R) .80
Relying on each other was risky for both firms (R)b —

Reciprocal There was frequent communication between the two firms (e.g., visits to each other’s firms, meetings, written
Information and telephone communications) .81
Exchange Exchange of information in this relationship took place frequently and informally .91

Making contact with people from the other firm was hard for both firms (R) .69
Decisions regarding the project were made unanimously in joint meetings with managers from both firmsb —

Reciprocal Both firms were willing to dedicate whatever people and resources it took to make this project a success .83
Commitment Both firms provided experienced and capable people to the project .90

Both firms were committed to making this project a success .89
Strategic The collaboration provided a very effective medium of learning .68

Performance Collaborating with this partner was a wise business decision .91
Our strategic objectives going into the venture were achieved .85

Project The owner’s objectives (in terms of specifications, schedule, quality) were met .68
Performance A quality job was done on the project .80

Overall, the project was efficiently carried out .84
The venture was profitable for our firm .71

NOTE: (R) Indicates items that were reverse-coded.
a. Scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree).
b. Items that were deleted after initial tests.

TABLE 2
Internal Consistency, Square Roots of Average Variance Extracted, and Correlation Matrix

Construct Internal Consistency 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1. Resource Complementarity .88 .84
2. Cultural Compatibility .84 .26 .80
3. Operational Compatibility .84 .11 .65 .80
4. Mutual Trust .85 .22 .66 .64 .81
5. Bilateral Information Exchange .85 .09 .38 .24 .31 .81
6. Reciprocal Commitment .91 .40 .61 .49 .48 .37 .87
7. Project Performance .86 .45 .54 .48 .53 .33 .67 .76
8. Strategic Performance .84 .29 .50 .17 .23 .38 .50 .38 .82

NOTE: The diagonal (in italics) shows the square root of the average variance extracted for each construct.



strategic performance (β = .18, p < .05), thereby providing
support for Hypothesis 9b.

Indirect effects. Preliminary tests suggested that condi-
tions stipulated by Baron and Kenny (1986) for a media-
tion model were satisfied,9 indicating that relationship-
capital variables mediated the relationship between part-
ner characteristics and alliance performance. We examined
the contribution of the relationship-capital variables to the
explanatory power of the model. Specifically, we exam-
ined the increase in R2s of the alliance performance con-
structs when the relationship-capital variables were
included. The R2 of project performance increases from
.45 to .55, while that of strategic performance increases

from .24 to .41. The increases for both project performance,
F(3, 61) = 4.52, Fcrit = 2.76, and strategic performance,
F(3, 61) = 6.20, Fcrit = 2.76, are significant at p < .05, thus
indicating that relationship-capital variables contribute
substantially to the explanatory power of the model.

Next, based on the approach suggested by Baron and
Kenny (1986), we assessed the mediation by examining
the size and significance of the indirect effects. Interest-
ingly, for both performance constructs, all three antecedents—
namely, resource complementarity, cultural compatibility,
and operational compatibility—had significant indirect
effects. The standardized effect sizes were small to
medium (J. Cohen 1988), ranging from .06 to .22. Taken in
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TABLE 3
Effect of Interfirm Diversity on Relationship Capital: Standardized PLSa Coefficients

Hypothesized Standardized
Dependent Variable Independent  Variable H0 Sign Coefficient

Mutual trust (R2 = .51) Resource complementarity H4a + .07
Cultural compatibility H5a + .40***
Operational compatibility H6a + .37***

Reciprocal commitment (R2 = .45) Resource complementarity H4b + .27***
Cultural compatibility H5b + .42***
Operational compatibility H6b + .19***

Bilateral information exchange (R2 = .15) Resource complementarity H4c + .01
Cultural compatibility H5c + .39***
Operational compatibility H6c + –.02

NOTE: H = hypothesis.
a. PLS = Partial Least Squares.
*** Denotes significance at p < .05.

TABLE 4
Direct, Indirect, and Total Effects of Interfirm Diversity

on Performance: Standardized PLSa Coefficients

Standardized Coefficient

Dependent Variable Independent Variable H0 Hypothesized Sign Direct Indirectb Totalc

Project performance (R2 = .55) Interfirm Diversity
Resource complementarity H1a + .22*** .10 .32
Cultural compatibility H2a + .03 .22 .22
Operational compatibility H3a + .13 .13 .13

Relationship capital
Mutual trust H7a + .17*** NA —
Reciprocal commitment H8a + .39*** NA .41
Bilateral information exchange H9a + .07 NA —

Strategic performance (R2 = .41) Interfirm Diversity
Resource complementarity H1b + .09 .08 .08
Cultural compatibility H2b + .50*** .20 .70
Operational compatibility H3b + –.25*** .06 –.19

Relationship capital
Mutual trust H7b + –.15 NA —
Reciprocal commitment H8b + .30*** NA —
Bilateral information exchange H9b + .18*** NA .21

NOTE: NA = not applicable.
a. PLS = Partial Least Squares.
b. Only statistically significant indirect effects were included in the computation.
c. Only statistically significant effects (direct or indirect) were included.
*** Significant at p < .05.



tandem, the statistical significance of the increase in R2s
and the significant indirect effects together indicate the
important role of relationship capital in explaining the
relationship between partner characteristics and perfor-
mance. Also, the presence of these indirect effects sug-
gests that any omission of these variables from a theoreti-
cal model could lead to an underestimation of the total
effects of partner characteristics on performance. Spe-
cifically, resource complementarity affects both project
performance (β = .10) and strategic performance (β = .08),
cultural compatibility affects both project performance (β =
.22) and strategic performance (β = .20), and operational
compatibility seems to influence both project performance
(β = .13) and strategic performance (β = .06) through rela-
tionship capital.10 In summary, the results indicate the
importance of considering both direct and indirect effects
on alliance performance, thus giving further credence to
the theoretical rationale behind integrating both structural
and relational perspectives into an explanation of alliance
performance.

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

Recent scholarship on international alliances has artic-
ulated the need for more research partner selection issues
(Hitt et al. 2000), especially because of their impact on
alliance performance (Johnson et al. 1996; Saxton 1997).
Although strategic alliances have proliferated throughout
the world, a substantial proportion of these underperform
(Madhok and Tallman 1998). In examining determinants
of alliance performance, we focus on a unique aspect asso-
ciated with the characteristics of partners involved in an
alliance, namely, interfirm diversity (Parkhe 1991). We
suggest that performance is likely to be enhanced when
firms are able to manage the paradox involved in choosing
a firm that is different, yet similar. Complementary
resource and capability profiles enhance the value gener-
ated in alliances, as do similarity in the social institutions
of the partners. We therefore focus on three constructs
related to interfirm diversity. Drawing on Parkhe’s (1991)
work, we develop a multidimensional treatment of
resource complementarity, cultural compatibility, and
operational compatibility. We integrate extant interna-
tional alliance literature that has traditionally examined
the structural and sociopsychological aspects of alliances
separately and develop a theoretical framework that sug-
gests that the diversity-related characteristics of partners
affect performance directly and indirectly through their
effects on relationship capital or sociopsychological vari-
ables that are the focus of interactive theorists (Cullen et al.
2000; Heide and Miner 1992). Our results provide a
unique contribution to the understanding of how partner
characteristics affect alliance-related performance
because they suggest that various types of interfirm

diversity differentially affect performance and that models
that integrate both structural and relationship-capital vari-
ables have greater explanatory power over the vexing
question of alliance performance. We now summarize the
main implications of what this research has found.

With regard to complementarity, our analysis indicates
that the synergy that results when alliance partners pool
together complementary resources and capabilities
enhances performance. First, it enhances the economic
efficiency and qualitative effectiveness of the task being
jointly carried out both directly and indirectly. While the
direct effect is stronger, there is a substantive indirect
effect, primarily through reciprocal commitment. It thus
appears that when firms can partner with firms that can
complement their weaknesses, not only is there a direct
effect on project performance, but it also has the added
effect of increasing the commitment of each partner to the
relationship wherein they are willing to invest requisite
resources into the relationship to make it a success. This
serves as a powerful signaling mechanism that reduces the
threat of opportunism, aligns incentive structures, and pro-
vides a host of efficiencies. Second, although comple-
mentarity does not have a direct effect on strategic perfor-
mance (i.e., a perception that the relationship is
competency enhancing and strategically beneficial), it
does have an indirect effect, although weak, through the
mediating effect of relationship-capital variables. Thus,
Type I interfirm diversity appears to have important impli-
cations for performance. It enhances the efficiency and
effectiveness of the joint task being performed, or the com-
mon benefits from the alliance, as well as more strategic
private benefits that a focal firm may take out from the
relationship. Furthermore, while its effect on the common
benefits is primarily direct, its effect on private benefits is
mediated through relationship capital. This appears plau-
sible since mere complementarity may not lead to learning
and knowledge transfer, which requires a certain depth of
interaction and relationship quality for tacit know-how to
be transferred.

The effects of Type II diversity, namely, cultural and
operational compatibility, on performance are intriguing,
thus highlighting the dilemma and complexity surround-
ing partner selection issues. Cultural compatibility
enhances both project and strategic performance. It affects
project performance indirectly through relationship-capi-
tal variables and influences strategic performance both
directly and indirectly (with the direct effect being stron-
ger). Also, the total effect on strategic performance is
stronger than on project performance, while relative to
complementarity, cultural compatibility has a stronger
effect on strategic performance than on project perfor-
mance. The results suggest that when partners in an alli-
ance share similar organizational cultures, they are likely
to enjoy a better quality of relationship, which in turn will
facilitate an effective intermingling of skills and
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competencies and ensure that the project is efficiently and
effectively carried out. On the other hand, the strategic
learning that a focal firm can achieve from its partner or the
private rents that it generates from the focal alliance is
directly affected by the cultural congruence of the
partners.

On the other hand, operational compatibility has a posi-
tive indirect effect on project performance, implying that
compatibility in procedural capabilities enhances the qual-
ity of the relationship and thus increases the efficiency and
effectiveness of the project execution. However, it has a
surprising negative direct impact on strategic perfor-
mance, which is partly mitigated by a weaker positive
effect through the relational mediators. This counter-
iintuitive result is intriguing in that it suggests the follow-
ing: although common benefits accruing from an alliance
are enhanced when levels of professional skills, technical
capabilities, and operational procedures of two partners
converge, private benefits from the alliance may be ham-
pered. We offer a speculation based on the learning race
analogy of Hamel (1991). Operating at similar levels of
technology and skills (albeit the specific technology,
skills, and capabilities may be different) is likely to
increase the absorptive capacity of a firm and enhance its
ability to recognize, assimilate, and commercialize exter-
nal information (W. Cohen and Levinthal 1990) from its
partner. Accordingly, to protect itself from redundancy, a
focal firm may be wary of passing information and know-
how that it considers critical to partners that possess high
levels of absorptive capacity. In response to the perceived
threat, they may clamp down with procedures that limit
transfer of information and know-how beyond what is
immediately relevant for project execution to their part-
ners. Thus, although operational compatibility translates
into better project management and execution, it has a neg-
ative effect on strategic performance. However, this
intriguing result needs to be examined in future research.
Interestingly, this research suggests that different types of
compatibility related to the social institutions of the part-
ners could have very different effects on various aspects of
alliance performance.

Furthermore, the indirect effects suggest the impor-
tance of the mediating relationship-capital variables.
Taken individually, the results suggest that reciprocal
commitment and mutual trust enhance the level of direct
common benefits from an alliance, while reciprocal com-
mitment and bilateral information exchange increase the
private benefits that accrue from an alliance. At a more
macro perspective, however, our research suggests that the
issue of partner compatibility, which is influenced by orga-
nizational routines related to partner selection, by itself can-
not maximize benefits that can emerge from an alliance.
The results indicate the strong impact of relationship-

capital variables on alliance performance and thus high-
light the importance of alliance management capabilities.
In other words, the performance-enhancing effect of com-
patibility is enhanced even further when firms make con-
scious efforts to create relationship capital and embed the
relationship within certain sociopsychological states
through an interaction process designed to specifically
improve the quality of the relationship.

The findings from this study have important manage-
rial and theoretical implications. From a normative per-
spective, the results suggest the relative importance of var-
ious aspects in choosing the appropriate alliance partner.
In particular, allying with firms with complementary
resources is likely to ensure success of the particular pro-
ject (or shared benefits), while finding partners with simi-
lar cultural norms is more important to achieve strategic
private benefits. Thus, criteria used in partner choice can
be guided by specific firm objectives in forging cross-bor-
der alliances. From a theoretical perspective, our findings
clarify the relative importance and interrelationships
between partner characteristics and relational aspects in
explaining alliance performance. Much of the prior
research has generally considered these two aspects as
alternative ways to improve alliance performance. Our
findings, by examining the direct and indirect effects of
partner characteristics on performance, highlight the need
to examine both simultaneously.

While the study makes important contributions to the
alliance literature, several potential limitations should be
noted. First, we undertook a cross-sectional approach to
data collection. This prohibits studying the temporal
aspects of a relationship. Second, we collected informa-
tion from only one side of the dyad. To what extent percep-
tions would have converged is unknown. Third, we used
single informants, a procedure less rigorous than the use of
multiple informants (Kumar, Stern, and Anderson, 1993).
Fourth, our sample size is relatively small. Although the
closed nature of the industry partly explains the reason
behind the low response rates, the sampling frame is also
limited. The industry-specific nature of the study makes us
believe that at the very least, our data do not suffer from the
wide heterogeneity that characterizes most survey data.

Several intriguing questions remain. For example, vari-
ous contingencies may exist that moderate the relationship
between various partner characteristics and performance
variables. Do complementarity, cultural compatibility, and
operational compatibility always play an equal role? Are
they compensatory? Is one or two more important in cer-
tain aspects of the relationship than the other(s)? Do the
proposed relationships hold in all conditions and contexts?
The scope of our article and the small sample size limit our
ability to test these questions, and we leave it to future
research to unravel these conundrums.
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NOTES

1. Parkhe’s Type I and II diversities are related to differences be-
tween partner firms. In this study, we examine differences in resources
(which we call resource complementarity) and differences in cultural and
operational norms. However, since it is proposed that firms need to be
similar in terms of social norms, we conceptually operationalize Type II
diversity as reverse, that is, compatibility (or similarity in cultural and op-
erational norms).

2. Strategic assets are defined as “set of difficult to trade and imitate,
scarce, appropriable, and specialized resources and capabilities that be-
stow the firm competitive advantage” (Amit and Schoemaker 1993:36).

3. Details of respondent countries are available from authors on re-
quest.

4. Chin’s (1998) rule of thumb suggests that the sample size for a
Partial Least Squares (PLS) study be equal to the larger of the following:
(1) 10 times the scale with the largest number of formative (i.e., emer-
gent) indicators or (2) 10 times the largest number of structural paths di-
rected at a particular construct in the structural model. These conditions
are satisfied in our study.

5. Internal consistency = ((Σλyi)
2

/ ((Σλyi)
2

+ Σ var(εi)), where
var(εi) = 1 – λyi

2
.

6. Average variance extracted = Σλyi

2
/ Σλyi

2
+ Σ var(εi) e var(εi) = 1 –

λyi

2
.

7. Indirect effects that include three variables (X1 → X2 → X3) can
be tested as follows: a and b are the path coefficients for the direct effects
of X1 → X2 and X2 → X3, respectively. SEa and SEb are the standard er-
rors. The product ab represents the indirect effect of X1 on X3. The stan-
dard error for the indirect effect is given as follows: SEab = sqrt [(b

2
SEa

2
+

a
2
SEb

2
+ SEa

2 × SEb

2
)].

8. We estimated multiple PLS models, by dropping different inde-
pendent variables, to investigate the possibility that the negative influ-
ence of operational compatibility on alliance performance may be
attributed to suppressor effects. PLS results are robust and indicate that
the impact of operational compatibility on alliance performance is indeed
negative when we control for the effects of other exogenous constructs.

9. To establish that a mediation model exists, Baron and Kenny
(1986) stipulate that four conditions must hold: (1) the antecedent vari-
able must be related to the mediator, (2) the antecedent variable must be
related to the dependent variable, (3) the mediator must be related to the
dependent variable, and (4) the relationship between the antecedent and
the dependent variable must be less in (3) than in (2). All conditions were
satisfied. Tables 2, 3, and 4 show the results of all the steps.

10. The indirect effect of resource complementarity on a specific per-
formance variable equals the sum of statistically significant indirect ef-
fects through trust, commitment, and reciprocal information exchange on
that particular performance type. Similar computations were made for
cultural and operational compatibility variables.
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Customer Switching Behavior in
Online Services: An Exploratory Study
of the Role of Selected Attitudinal,
Behavioral, and Demographic Factors

Susan M. Keaveney
Madhavan Parthasarathy
University of Colorado at Denver

With a quarter of a billion Internet users worldwide and
estimates of more than one-half billion people online by
the year 2003, growth in the online services industry has
been exponential. With this growth has come concern
about customer “churn,” a concern that parallels issues of
customer switching behavior in services industries in gen-
eral. This manuscript reports results of two field studies,
conducted among two randomly selected samples of on-
line service users, that investigate the degree to which se-
lected behavioral (information that customers used when
making the online service decision, their service usage),
attitudinal (risk-taking propensity), and demographic (in-
come and education) factors are effective in discriminat-
ing between continuers and switchers. The research in
Study 1 is replicated in Study 2 and extended to consider
additional attitudinal factors of satisfaction and involve-
ment. Implications for managers and researchers are
discussed.

During the past decade, the online service industry has
witnessed tremendous growth, much of it spurred by the
Internet revolution (cf. Cyberatlas.com 2000e; Datamonitor.
com 1999). Online service providers such as America
Online (AOL), CompuServe, Prodigy, Delphi, and
Microsoft Network (MSN), which offer content (e.g.,
news, weather, sports, health care, entertainment), features
(e.g., software downloads, financial research data), e-

commerce access (e.g., retail merchandise, travel), and
interactive services (e.g., e-mail, bulletin boards, chat
rooms), have grown at phenomenal rates—some report-
edly growing at rates of 200 percent per year (AOL.com
2000; Prodigy.com 2000). Rapid growth has attracted the
interest of the major Internet service providers (ISPs),
such as IBM, AT&T’s Worldnet, WorldCom’s UUnet, or
PSINet, whose original focus was dial-up Internet access.
Industry sources observe that the major ISPs now compete
for markets claimed by the traditional online service pro-
viders, with value-added and premium services (Borland
1998).

A key issue for online service providers as a result of
this increased competition is “churn,” or customer move-
ment in and out of the marketplace. Some churn is online
service discontinuance, where individuals try a service
(e.g., AOL) but subsequently decide to stop using the ser-
vice category (e.g., online services) altogether. For exam-
ple, one study reported that 9 million people in the United
States had tried using the Internet during 1997 but had dis-
continued use by 1998 (Kingsley and Anderson 1998).
Some of the churn is “customer service switching behav-
ior” (Keaveney 1995), where customers continue to use
the service category (e.g., online services) but switch from
one service provider (e.g., Prodigy) to another (e.g., AOL).
For example, a 1995 report stated that only 2.5 of 6.7 mil-
lion online users were still with their original online ser-
vice provider (Carl 1995), and a 1997 report stated that
online service providers had lost 3 percent to 5 percent of
their customers in a 90-day window (Levin 1997). More
recent reports state that 14 percent of Internet users indi-
cated a “strong intent to switch ISPs in the next 12 months,”
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and an additional 22 percent said that they might consider
switching providers at some point (Cyberatlas.com
2000c). While industry reports of numbers of Internet
users, customer migration, and churn can be rather fluid in
this fast-changing market, it is clear that churn is an impor-
tant issue for online service providers.

Concern about churn in the world of electronic com-
merce parallels a general and widespread concern with
customer retention and customer switching behavior in
services industries. Identification of “defection-prone”
customers is a “pivotal requirement for companies and a
ripe area for research” (Zeithaml 2000:77). The purpose of
this research is to begin to identify defection-prone cus-
tomers of online services. Study 1 explores the effective-
ness of selected attitudinal, behavioral, and demographic
variables in discriminating between switchers and
continuers of online services. Study 2 replicates Study 1
and extends the research to include measures of customer
satisfaction and involvement.

BACKGROUND: SERVICE SWITCHING

Service Switching and the Firm

The benefits of customer retention and the costs of cus-
tomer switching behavior have received much attention in
the literature. A decrease in customer switching creates
benefits on both sides of the income statement in the form
of higher revenues and lower costs and has been shown to
be effective from both defensive and offensive strategic
marketing perspectives (Fornell and Wernerfelt 1987;
Zeithaml 2000). Consider first the defensive strategic per-
spective: on the revenue side, studies have shown that con-
tinuing customers purchase higher volumes at higher mar-
gins (Grant and Schlesinger 1995; Heskett, Sasser, and
Schlesinger 1997; Reichheld 1993, 1996; Reichheld and
Kenny 1990; Reichheld and Sasser 1990) and increase
their usage of a service even when prices increase (Bolton
and Lemon 1999). Firms whose customers report high lev-
els of satisfaction also enjoy “insulating” effects on their
reputations (Anderson and Sullivan 1993). On the cost
side, studies have shown that selling costs of serving con-
tinuing customers are lower and operating efficiencies are
higher (Heskett et al. 1997; Reichheld and Sasser 1990).

From an offensive strategic perspective, on the revenue
side, retained customers attract new customers through
positive word of mouth, thereby increasing market share
(Heskett et al. 1997; Reichheld and Sasser 1990). Con-
tinuing customers may also help the firm to sustain pre-
mium pricing tactics and validate the firm’s good reputa-
tion to new customers (Zeithaml 2000). On the cost side,
the positive word of mouth associated with increased cus-
tomer retention can lower marketing costs to acquire new
customers (cf. Bolton and Bronkhorst 1995; Peters 1988).

Customer switching behavior can be particularly dam-
aging for subscription- or membership-based service
firms where customers commit to ongoing relationships
and services are continuously provided. For example,
insurance, banking, public utilities, health care, telecom-
munications, cable, and other subscription-based services
depend on customers to pay all or part of their charges on a
fixed-fee continuous basis. Service firms in industries
such as banking, health care, and telecommunications
charge fixed fees for access and basic services, with addi-
tional charges for increased usage. Others, like public util-
ities, may estimate overall costs for high and low periods
of usage and charge customers prorated but relatively sta-
ble periodic fees, with increased (decreased) billing for
higher-than-estimated (lower-than-estimated) average
use. Still others, like cable companies, health clubs, and
online services, charge a single periodic fee for access
with unlimited usage. For each of these service firms that
allocate fixed costs across large numbers of customers and
depend on receipt of fixed membership or access fees on a
continuous basis, customer switching behavior can have a
particularly devastating effect on the bottom line.

Service Switching and the Customer

Because of the arguments presented above, the identifi-
cation of those customers prone to service switching
behavior is a high priority. Prior work has examined rea-
sons for customer service switching (Bolton and
Bronkhurst 1995; Keaveney 1995), differences in satisfac-
tion and loyalty of service switchers versus stayers
(Ganesh, Arnold, and Reynolds 2000), cognitive models
of service switching (Bansal and Taylor 1999), and pro-
cess models of customer service switching (Roos 1999).
Few studies to date have identified which, if any, customer
characteristics might be effective in predicting customer
switching behavior.

A substantial body of research has supported the rela-
tionships of two attitudinal variables, satisfaction and ser-
vice quality, to customers’ switching intentions (e.g.,
Anderson 1994; Anderson and Sullivan 1993; Boulding,
Kalra, Staelin, and Zeithaml 1993; Cronin and Taylor
1992; Oliva, Oliver, and Bearden 1995; Reichheld and
Sasser 1990; Zeithaml, Berry, and Parasuraman 1996).
Fewer studies have examined these relationships in the
context of actual switching behavior, but they too suggest
that dissatisfaction explains at least some customer
switching (Bansal and Taylor 1999; Bolton and
Bronkhorst 1995; Keaveney 1995).

Other research has supported the need to consider
causes of service switching beyond dissatisfaction. In an
exploratory study of customer switching behavior in ser-
vices industries, Keaveney (1995) identified eight major
causes. Some could be associated with feelings of dissatis-
faction with the service (e.g., core service failures, failed
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service encounters, poor service recoveries), but others
were extrinsic or situational factors (e.g., price, inconve-
nience, ethics, competition, and involuntary situations).
Anderson (1996) reported the importance of price toler-
ance in addition to satisfaction when predicting customer
switching. Dabholkar and Walls (1999) found that out-
come-related, extrinsic, and service process factors were
all important in predicting customers’ intentions to switch
providers of an experiential service. Bolton and
Bronkhurst (1995) found that customers of cellular ser-
vices who had complained to the firm were more likely to
switch than customers who had not complained. Thus, it
seems important to augment studies of satisfaction and
intentions—which, although quite important, have been
well studied—to include other attitudinal, behavioral, and
demographic variables.

In light of the preceding discussion, the research
reported in this article contributes to the services market-
ing literature in a number of ways: (1) this research begins
the important work of identifying and profiling defection-
prone customers; (2) this research examines the actual
switching behavior of online service customers, not just
their self-reported repurchase intentions; (3) this study
goes beyond satisfaction and intentions to explore hereto-
fore unexamined attitudinal, behavioral, and demographic
characteristics of customers as possible predictors of
switching behavior; and (4), this research focuses on cus-
tomers of online services—a rapidly growing industry,
and one seemingly plagued by churn.

CONCEPTUAL DEVELOPMENT
AND RESEARCH HYPOTHESES

Informational Influence

A basic tenet of consumer behavior theory holds that
when consumers make purchase decisions, they use differ-
ent types of information sources to help them identify pos-
sible alternatives, to evaluate those alternatives, and to
make choices. Information sources can be characterized in
a variety of ways—internal versus external, personal ver-
sus impersonal, marketer-oriented versus third-party, and
so forth. Research on consumer information search tells us
that consumers differ in their preferences for types of
information (cf. Furse, Punj, and Stewart 1984). Prefer-
ences for different types of information sources have also
been found to vary between goods versus services deci-
sions (Murray 1991).

The consumer satisfaction/dissatisfaction literature
(CS/D) and the service quality literature both state that the
information used by buyers in their choice decisions has a
direct effect on the formation of predictive expectations of
perceived performance (Boulding et al. 1993; Oliver 1997;

Zeithaml, Berry, and Parasuraman 1993). Predictive
expectations affect consumers’ judgments of satisfaction
and service quality, which in turn affect key behavioral
outcomes such as repurchase, switching behavior, and loy-
alty (Oliver 1997; Yi 1990; Zeithaml et al. 1996).

Thus, the types of information that customers use when
making choice decisions will, directly or indirectly, affect
their subsequent assessments of the choice. Different
types of information sources, when each is typically used,
and its anticipated effects on predictive expectations, satis-
faction, and switching behavior are discussed in the next
sections.

External sources of information. External information
search is a purposeful decision by the consumer to scan the
environment for new and decision-relevant information
(Berning and Jacoby 1974; Moore and Lehman 1980).
Consumers may engage in external information search by
reading about products or services in mass media, using
marketer-produced print information, and researching
third-party reviews of products and services in articles and
books. (Note that these sources are also characterized as
impersonal, as opposed to personal, information sources.)

Some consumers are more likely than others to rely on
external, impersonal sources of information when making
purchase decisions. In a study of purchasers of new auto-
mobiles, Furse et al. (1984) identified two segments of
consumers, representing 44 percent of respondents, that
were characterized by their above-average use of external,
impersonal sources such as brochures, pamphlets, adver-
tisements, magazines, reviews, and ratings. Moreover,
some purchase situations are more (or less) likely to trig-
ger the desire for external, impersonal sources of informa-
tion. In a study of durable goods, consumers preferred
advertising and other external sources when they believed
they were capable of drawing their own conclusions about
product attributes and judging the merits of the product
themselves (Houston 1979). Consumers also prefer exter-
nal, impersonal sources more when choosing goods, but
less when choosing services (Murray 1991).

Consumers who seek external, impersonal sources are
interested in gaining factual, objective information about
product or service attributes. A preponderance of factual
information about attributes should lead to more accurate
predictive expectations about the future performance of
the product or service (Boulding et al. 1993). Accurate
predictive expectations mean an absence of discon-
firmation, as is demonstrated by the use of “accurate: it
was just as I thought” as the central or neutral value in
scales measuring positive and/or negative disconfirmation
(Oliver 1997:103). Absence of disconfirmation, combined
with a positive valence of the predictive expectation for the
chosen good or service, means that the positive predictive
expectation is confirmed by perceived performance,
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resulting in satisfaction. Barring any unpleasant surprises
in performance, continued use by consumers should
result.

In the case of a thoughtful purchase decision, as
described above, contradictory information from actual
experience with a product or service may be cognitively
resisted and confirming evidence sought. “Deviation from
an attitude that is supported by a complex cognitive struc-
ture is said to involve a high psychological cost to the indi-
vidual” (Pritchard, Havitz, and Howard 1999:335).
Rethinking information in a complex informational
schema is effortful, disruptive, and dissonant; consumers
become committed to the decision they worked so hard to
reach (Pritchard et al. 1999). Strong expectations can even
act to edit or filter perceived performance in such a way
that consumers see what they expect to see and overlook
discrepant information (Hoch and Deighton 1989). Again,
barring any clear and unambiguous unpleasant surprises in
performance, consumers will be motivated to continue
their satisfied use of the product or service (Oliva et al.
1995.)

Finally, evidence from the advertising literature pro-
vides yet further support for this line of reasoning. When
consumers learn about a product and make product deci-
sions under the influence of advertising, the advertising in-
formation may be said to prime or “transform the product
experience” (Hoch and Deighton 1989). Unless perceived
product performance is unambiguously negative, prior ex-
pectations based on advertising information predominate
and perceptions of performance are assimilated (Deighton
1984). In summary, on the basis of theory and research in
the satisfaction, information-processing, experiential-
learning, and advertising literatures, we propose the fol-
lowing hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1: Online service continuers were influenced
by external sources of information when making
their subscription decisions more than online ser-
vice switchers.

Interpersonal sources of information. Other customers
rely on word-of-mouth opinions of others more than on
their own decision-making processes when making prod-
uct or service decisions. Consumers who have little prior
experience with a product or service, who find the deci-
sion-making process difficult, or who have little confi-
dence in their own abilities to judge the product or service
may prefer to ask advice from others perceived as knowl-
edgeable (Furse et al. 1984). Consumers also tend to use
more, and to have more confidence in, interpersonal
sources of information when purchasing services than
when purchasing goods (Murray 1991). This is thought to
be because of the experiential nature of services, which
renders services difficult to evaluate prior to purchase and
use. While information from other individuals is both sub-

jective and evaluative, it does provide a semblance of
vicarious experience.

With a heuristic mode of processing, such as relying on
the opinions or judgments of others, decisions are based on
a more superficial assessment of information (Furse et al.
1984). Without the well-informed expectations that result
from independent decision processing, consumers are vul-
nerable to negative disconfirmation if services do not per-
form for them in the way that their friends have described
(Oliver 1997). Moreover, we know that service consump-
tion can be highly individualized and difficult to compre-
hend until personally experienced. Thus, consumers who
rely on vicarious experience to make service choices may
risk disappointment and dissatisfaction if their personal
experiences differ from others’ experiences. When expec-
tations are violated by contrary experience, motivation to
correct the problem—by switching services or discontinu-
ing use—is high (Hoch and Deighton 1989).

Hypothesis 2: Online service continuers were influenced
by interpersonal sources of information when mak-
ing their subscription decisions less than online ser-
vice switchers.

Experiential sources of information. When faced with a
purchase decision, consumers first engage in internal
search, examining information in memory about past ex-
periences and product-relevant knowledge (Bettman
1979). The more perceived risk associated with the pur-
chase situation, as in the case of services, the more con-
sumers prefer their own observations and experiences as
sources of information (Murray 1991).

Hoch and Deighton (1989) observed that “consumers
tend to grant special status to conclusions drawn from
experience.” They theorized that motivation and involve-
ment in the decision tend to be higher, consumers have
control over the pace and content of the learning, and
source credibility is high because the interests of source
and consumer are one. Research suggests that information
from experience is likely to have a greater influence on
behavior than information from other sources (Smith and
Swinyard 1982).

Having already used a service, or having service-rele-
vant knowledge in memory, means that the consumer not
only has personal knowledge about service attributes but
also has personal experience about how this service works
for him or her and satisfies his or her needs. As a respon-
dent in one major study of customer expectations of ser-
vice was quoted as saying, “My expectations are definitely
influenced by my past experience . . . my expectations are
more realistic because of the knowledge I’ve gained”
(Zeithaml et al. 1993:10). Thus, predictive expectations
based on experience are quite accurate and probabilities of
disconfirmation low, as long as subsequent experiences
are not surprisingly different.
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Consumers learn from their experiences with products
and services and update what they already know
(Boulding et al. 1993). Consumers who already have prior
experience with a product or service, or who have product-
related knowledge, learn quickly from experience (Hoch
and Deighton 1989). If what experience has to teach is un-
ambiguously positive or negative, experienced consumers
will quickly adjust their subsequent evaluations in the
same direction. If, however, continued experience is only
slightly different from past experience, consumers will ei-
ther ignore or assimilate the new information. In this case,
there is little to learn from experience and subsequent eval-
uations will not change. Thus, barring clear and unex-
pected negative surprises in performance, we expect the
following relationship to hold:

Hypothesis 3: Online service continuers were influenced
by experiential sources of information when making
their subscription decisions more than online ser-
vice switchers.

Service Usage

No studies to date have directly investigated the rela-
tionship between levels of service usage and switching
behavior. However, a number of related studies lead us to
hypothesize that heavier users of the service will be less
likely to switch. First, the disconfirmation paradigm pre-
dicts that frequent usage should provide customers with
relatively accurate and realistic performance expectations,
thereby decreasing disconfirmation and increasing satis-
faction and repurchase intentions (Anderson and Sullivan
1993). Results from the Swedish Customer Satisfaction
Barometer (SCSB) project indicate that higher levels of
customer usage are associated with lower incidences of
disconfirmation, somewhat higher levels of satisfaction,
and higher repurchase intentions (Anderson 1994).

From an overall satisfaction perspective, when a cus-
tomer uses a service frequently or intensely, he or she
develops a fairly strong and—as inferred by continued
use—presumably positive attitude about it. A consumer
with multiple positive service experiences will be increas-
ingly insensitive to discrete instances of service failure and
may endure a number of problems before positive satisfac-
tion is revised downward (Oliva et al. 1995; Oliver 1997).
In a study of frequently purchased consumer goods,
LaBarbera and Mazursky (1983) found that the longer the
sequence of repeat purchase behavior, the more that expe-
rience with the brand accounted for repurchase behavior
and the lower the role of satisfaction. Bolton and Lemon
(1999) found evidence of a dynamic relationship between
customers’ prior usage, cumulative satisfaction evalua-
tions, and subsequent usage: Customers with positive
evaluations of their prior usage experience higher cumula-

tive satisfaction; higher overall satisfaction in turn was
linked to increased subsequent usage.

A third explanation is offered by theories of consumer
learning. Because consumers act as though the cost of
learning is greater than the cost of making a mistake (Hoch
and Deighton 1989), heavy users of a particular online ser-
vice may feel that they have developed nontransferable,
provider-specific skills. Having invested time and energy
to become facile at one online service, consumers may be
unwilling to learn how to use an alternative product (Alba
and Hutchinson 1987; Hoch and Deighton 1989). Based
on the above discussion,

Hypothesis 4a: Online service continuers use the online
service more frequently than online service
switchers.

Hypothesis 4b: Online service continuers use the online
service more intensively (i.e., on average, their on-
line sessions continue for longer periods of time)
than online service switchers.

Hypothesis 4c: Online service continuers exhibit higher
overall service usage than online service switchers.

Propensity for Risk-Taking Behavior

We are aware of no studies that examine the direct rela-
tionship between propensity for risk-taking behavior and
actual service-switching behavior. However, there are a
number of reasons why we expect the two to be related.
Both propensity for risk-taking behavior and brand-
switching behavior have been empirically shown to be cor-
related with a third, hypothetically upstream variable
known as “optimum stimulation level” (Raju 1980). The-
ories of optimum stimulation level (OSL) suggest that
individuals prefer a certain level of stimulation, which
may be termed their “optimum stimulation level.” When
an individual’s stimulation level is below optimum, he or
she will take action to raise it; when it is above optimum,
he or she will act to reduce it. One way in which consumers
raise or lower their optimum stimulation levels is through
their behavior in the marketplace. Thus, individuals with
higher OSLs reported that they had both higher risk-taking
and brand-switching tendencies than individuals with
lower OSLs (Raju 1980). The question becomes, if the
optimum stimulation level is positively associated with a
propensity for risk-taking behavior, and the optimum stim-
ulation level is positively associated with brand-switching
behavior, is a propensity for risk-taking behavior associ-
ated with brand- (or service-) switching behavior?

Both theory and evidence in the services marketing lit-
erature suggest that customers perceive the selection and
purchase of services to be riskier than goods (Guseman
1981; Murray 1991; Murray and Schlacter 1990). It would
be reasonable to expect that individuals with higher risk-
taking propensities might be more likely than their lower-
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risk-taking counterparts to select and purchase these “risk-
ier” services (particularly if their stimulation levels were to
fall below optimum levels). Let us suppose, for the sake of
argument, that the consumer views switching from one
service provider to another as analogous to selecting and
purchasing a new service—one must engage in a similar
process of selecting and choosing the new service pro-
vider. Like selecting and choosing services, service-
switching behavior can be seen as an inherently risky ac-
tivity. By extension, then, we might expect that individuals
with higher propensities for risk taking would be more
willing to engage in the activity of switching among ser-
vice providers should the need arise. Thus, we propose the
following:

Hypothesis 5: Online service continuers have a lower
propensity for risk-taking behavior than online ser-
vice switchers.

Demographics

Customers with higher incomes and education levels
may be capable of developing sophisticated and probably
accurate estimates of what to expect from a service. For
example, customers with higher incomes may have experi-
ence with more frequent usage of services or usage of a
greater variety of services. In the online world, higher-
income users tend to be more experienced “surfers”
(Cyberatlas.com 2000b). Higher incomes also allow cus-
tomers to afford to choose “buy” in potential “make-ver-
sus-buy” service decisions, potentially giving them more
experience with a wider variety of services.

Higher education levels may also provide consumers
with greater skills in forming hypotheses about future ser-
vice performance. Because services are intangible, they
can require somewhat more imagination, vision, or
hypothesizing to predict what actually using the service
would be like. This is particularly true of services having
experiential or credence properties where, even after expe-
riencing the service, many consumers find evaluation of
service performance to be complex and difficult (Murray
1991; Nelson 1970).

In contrast, lower income and less-educated service us-
ers may find that their expectations were ambiguous, their
ability to learn from experience limited (Hoch and
Deighton 1989), their assessments uncertain, and their
evaluations of the service more vulnerable to instances of
dissatisfaction. For example, the Internet’s older, less-edu-
cated, and lower income users tend to lack confidence in
their computer skills (Cyberatlas.com 2000a). Older, less-
educated, and lower income computer users reported that
they felt doubtful about their computer proficiency signifi-
cantly more often than younger, more highly educated,
higher income users. Thus, less-educated, lower income
customers may not be as skilled at forecasting the use of

online services or at evaluating online service perfor-
mance.

Hypothesis 6: Online service continuers have higher av-
erage income levels than online service switchers.

Hypothesis 7: Online service continuers have higher av-
erage education levels than online service switchers.

RESEARCH METHOD

The Sample

Sampling frame. To test these hypotheses, data were
collected from present and past subscribers of online ser-
vices (e.g., America Online, Delphi, Prodigy, MSN, and
CompuServe). A major national online service provider
provided a list of all customers who had ever subscribed to
the service since the company’s inception. The enormity
of this list necessitated reducing the sampling frame. A
computer program generated a random number between 1
and 26, with the random number used to indicate a letter of
the alphabet. The number 13, corresponding to the letter M
was selected. The company then generated a list of all cur-
rent and former customers whose user names began with
the letter M. Thus, some people on the list were still sub-
scribers, some had switched services, some had switched
services a number of times, and some no longer subscribed
to any online service.

As the list consisted of more than 200,000 individuals,
it was further reduced in size by a computer program writ-
ten to randomly select 40,000 records. After cleaning the
data by eliminating duplicate user records and records
with missing data, a base list of 28,217 records was
obtained. Each record contained the user name, date of ini-
tial subscription with the service, date of termination of the
service (if any), name, and address.

Sample size and selection. Sample size was estimated
using both power analysis and consideration of recom-
mended procedures for discriminant function analysis.
Power analysis at an alpha level of .01 and a low-to-moder-
ate anticipated effect size of .35 requires a sample size of
200 respondents; a minimum alpha level of .10, holding
effect size constant, requires only 100 respondents,
whereas a midrange alpha of .05 requires 130 respondents
(Cohen and Cohen 1980). Discriminant function analysis
is sensitive to sample size as well; some experts suggest
that 20 observations for each predictor variable are ideal
(Hair, Anderson, Tatham, and Black 1995; Tabachnick
and Fidell 1983). Since our study has eight independent
variables plus one interaction term, this suggested a sam-
ple of about 180 observations. Taken together, a sample
size of around 200 respondents was deemed desirable.
Based on a reasonably conservative estimate of a 20 per-
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cent response rate for a consumer mail survey, 1,000 indi-
viduals were sampled.

Records in the base list were sorted on the basis of pres-
ence or absence of a termination date to ensure that a mix
of continuers and switchers would be sampled. Because a
relatively equal distribution between groups was desired
for the most robust estimation of the discriminant function
(Tabachnick and Fidell 1983), 500 names were selected
randomly from each group (with and without termination
dates).

Data Collection

In the first wave of the data collection process, the ini-
tial sample of 1,000 was sent a postcard by mail and asked
whether they would be willing to participate in the study.
They were also asked (1) if they currently subscribed to a
paid computer online service; (2) whether they had ever, at
any time in the past, subscribed to an online service for
more than 3 months that they later dropped; and (3) their
names and addresses. The 3-month adoption period was
specified in an effort to eliminate spurious switching
among trial offers and focus on service switching after a
reasonable adoption-and-use period. One hundred forty-
three postcards were returned by the post office as
undeliverable.

Of the 857 remaining postcards, 443 were completed
and returned. Of the 443 respondents, 125 reported that
they were currently subscribed to an online service and
had not stopped using any online service provider to which
they had subscribed for more than 3 months (“yes” to item
1 and “no” to item 2). This group, designated the
“continuers,” was composed primarily of people who had
either (1) been continuously subscribed with the list pro-
vider or (2) tried the list provider but continuously sub-
scribed with a different provider. Two hundred and eigh-
teen respondents reported that they had stopped using an
online service provider after 3 months at least once (“yes”
to item 2). This group, designated the “quitters” group,
was composed primarily of people whose most recent
online service switch was either (1) from the list provider
to a new online service provider, (2) between other online
service providers, or (3) from another service provider to
the list provider.

Questionnaires were sent by mail to the 443 respon-
dents who had agreed to participate in the study. The ques-
tionnaires differed somewhat, depending on the above
classifications: the “continuer” questionnaire asked about
their current continuous subscription, while the “quitter”
questionnaire focused on the online service provider that
they had most recently stopped using. Two reminder post-
card mailings were sent at 15-day intervals. At the end of
the 45-day survey period, a total of 205 questionnaires
were returned, for a 46 percent response rate among the

study’s participants or a 20.5 percent response rate relative
to the initial sample. Of the 205 respondents, 72 returned
“continuer” and 133 returned “quitter” surveys.

Following Armstrong and Overton’s (1977) method for
checking possible nonresponse bias, early respondents
(defined as those who responded within the first 2 weeks of
the mailing date) were compared with later respondents on
each of the measured variables. No significant differences
in means were found between the two groups, at p < .05, on
any measured variables.

Measures of Variables

Relative sources of informational influence. Sources of
influence were conceptualized as the relative influence of
different sources of information on the consumers’ sub-
scription decisions. The concept was operationalized us-
ing three categories of consumer information adopted
from Kotler (1997). External sources of information were
defined as heterophilous sources, or sources from outside
the customer’s social system, including mass media, ad-
vertising, articles, brochures, pamphlets, reviews, and
other impersonal sources. Thus, in this study, external
sources included both commercial sources and public
sources of information. Interpersonal sources of informa-
tion were defined as homophilous sources, or interper-
sonal communication sources within the social system,
also known as word-of-mouth communications. Experien-
tial sources of information were defined as personal expe-
rience with the service or similar services, and general
service-relevant knowledge.

As Kotler (1997) notes, “Of key interest to the marketer
are the major information sources to which the consumer
will turn and the relative influence each will have on the
subsequent purchase decision [italics added]” (p. 193).
Thus, respondents were asked to distribute 100 points
among the three types of information sources according to
how much each had influenced the online subscription
decision. Items for all variables are reported in the
appendix.

Usage level. The consumer’s overall usage of online
services was conceptualized as a function of two issues:
frequency and intensity (Ram and Jung 1990). Frequency
of use was defined as the number of times that customers
engaged the online service, operationalized as the number
of times they logged on during a specified time period. In-
tensity was defined as the depth of involvement in the on-
line activity, operationalized as the amount of time in
hours they interacted with the service each time they
logged on.

Following Ram and Jung (1990), the product of the two
items was used to compute overall service usage. For
example, the consumer who used the service every day but
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for less than 15 minutes per occasion (the type of person
who only checks e-mail) would have lower overall service
usage than the consumer who used the service only once a
week but spends more than 2 hours per occasion.

Propensity for risk-taking behavior. Propensity for
risk-taking behavior is defined as the propensity to enjoy,
take advantage of, or otherwise seek new and potentially
risky activities and experiences. The eight-item scale de-
veloped by Raju (1980) was used. Reliability figures be-
tween .80 and .83 were reported in the original study;
reliability of the scale in the present study was .91.

Income and education. In addition to the above, income
and education were measured as categorical variables.
Nine categories, ranging from less than $20,000 to more
than $90,000, were used to measure income, while eight
categories from grade school to advanced degree were
used to measure education.

DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Categorization of Groups:
Switchers Versus Continuers

Further classification of the “quitter” respondents as
“service discontinuers” or “service switchers” was con-
ducted based on more detailed information provided by
several items in the questionnaire. As discussed earlier,
service discontinuers are those former customers who
have stopped using a service altogether—in this case, they
had stopped using online services. Service switchers are
those customers who stopped using the services of one ser-
vice provider and switched to become the customers of a
different service provider (Keaveney 1995). In the “quit-
ter” questionnaire, respondents were asked to name the
online service they had most recently stopped using and to
provide the start and stop dates (month and year) of the
subscription. They were also asked to name the online ser-
vice provider to which they currently subscribed and the
start date (month and year) of the subscription. Based on
this analysis, 82 respondents had discontinued use of an
online service and were currently subscribed to a different
online service provider. This group was classified as ser-
vice switchers. The remaining 51 respondents had discon-
tinued use of an online service provider but had not sub-
scribed with a new service. These service discontinuers
were not used in the present study because this group could
not be said to have switched from one service provider to a
different service provider. In summary, 69 usable
continuer surveys and 82 switcher surveys were used in the
discriminant analysis.

Descriptive statistics for the sample are reported in
Table 1. The sample is somewhat higher in age, income,

and education and is more predominantly male than the
global Internet population demographics reported at pub-
lication date (Cyberatlas.com 2000d).

Discriminant Function Analysis and Results

To test the ability of the hypothesized variables to dis-
criminate between switchers and continuers, two-group
discriminant function analysis was used. The independent
variables were external influence, interpersonal influence,
experiential influence, utilization rate (frequency, inten-
sity, and overall), risk-taking behavior, income, and educa-
tion. To check the validity of the models, a proportional
50-50 split sample validation procedure was used. Results
are shown in Tables 2, 3, and 4. Results reported in the
tables are for the analysis sample, as recommended by
Hair et al. (1995).

The discriminant function was significant (Wilks’s
lambda = .66, p < .02), thereby confirming overall differ-
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TABLE 1
Characteristics of the Two Samples

Sample 1 Sample 2

Variable Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage

Gender
Male 109 79.6 243 86.5
Female 25 18.2 38 13.5

Marital status
Single 38 25.7 70 23.1
Married 85 57.4 172 56.8
Divorced 24 16.2 61 20.1
Widowed 1 0.7 0 0.0

Age
< 20 years 4 2.7 5 1.7
20-29 22 15.0 36 11.9
30-39 45 30.6 73 24.1
40-49 47 32.0 124 40.9
50-59 16 10.9 43 14.2
> 59 12 8.2 20 6.6

Income
≤ $20,000 1 0.7 6 2.0
$20,001-$30,000 13 8.8 34 11.3
$30,001-$40,000 16 10.9 30 9.9
$40,001-$50,000 15 10.2 38 12.6
$50,001-$60,000 19 12.9 34 11.3
$60,001-$70,000 16 10.9 29 9.6
$70,001-$80,000 22 15.0 61 20.2
$80,001-$90,000 12 8.2 18 6.0
> $90,000 33 22.4 52 17.2

Education
Grade school 0 0 1 0.3
Some high school 5 3.5 8 2.7
High school graduate 8 5.6 30 10.0
Trade/tech graduate 1 0.7 2 0.7
Some college 23 16.2 43 14.4
College graduate 58 40.8 127 42.5
Advanced degree 47 33.1 88 29.4



ences in characteristics between switchers and continuers.
Predictive accuracy of the discriminant function was
assessed by comparing the hit ratios of the analysis
(68.1%), holdout (62.7%), and overall (67.6%) samples
with chance. Because sample sizes in each of the groups
are about equal, simple, proportional, and maximum
chance criteria are all about 50 percent. Hair et al. (1995)
recommended that classification accuracy should be at
least 125 percent of that achieved by chance, making the
desired cutoff for this study to be 62.5 percent. Hit ratios
for each sample exceed the recommended value. Signifi-
cance of the discriminatory power of the classification
matrix, when compared to chance, is indicated by Press’s
Q statistic. Press’s Q-values were significant for the analy-
sis (9.06, p < .01), holdout (4.31, p < .05), and overall
(16.94, p < .01) samples.

Seven of the nine hypotheses had discriminant loadings
with a significance level of p < .05; an eighth was sup-
ported at p < .07. Each of the hypotheses about informa-
tional influence was supported at the p < .04 level or better.
Hypothesis 1, which proposed that online service
continuers relied more on external sources of information
when making their subscription decisions than did online
service switchers, was supported by a structure coefficient
of .37 (p < .03). Hypothesis 2, which proposed that online
service continuers relied less on interpersonal sources of
information when making the subscription decision than
did switchers, was supported with a structure coefficient of
–.67 (p < .00). Hypothesis 3, which proposed that
continuers relied more on experiential sources of informa-
tion than did switchers, was supported by a structure coef-
ficient of .36 (p < .04).

Hypotheses 4a and 4c were supported, providing evi-
dence that online service continuers can be discriminated

from switchers by their higher levels of some types of ser-
vice usage. Online service continuers can be discriminated
from switchers by higher frequency of use (.65, p < .00)
and overall usage (.41, p < .02), but not by intensity of use
(.22, p < .20).

Hypothesis 6, which predicted that online service
continuers had higher average income levels than switch-
ers, was supported (.38, p < .03). Hypothesis 7 was sup-
ported only at p < .07, indicating somewhat qualified sup-
port that online service continuers have higher average
education levels than switchers (coefficient .32).

Hypothesis 5 proposed that online service continuers
would have a lower propensity for risk-taking behavior
than online service switchers. However, results indicated
that continuers had a higher propensity for risk-taking
behavior than switchers (coefficient .39, p < .03). Group
means are reported in Table 5.

STUDY 2: REPLICATION AND EXTENSION

Involvement and satisfaction are consistent themes
underlying hypothesis development in Study 1, but they
were neither explicitly measured nor tested. Study 2 repli-
cates the first study in a new sample and extends the set of
independent variables to include measures of satisfaction
and involvement.

Conceptual Development
and Research Hypotheses

Satisfaction

Prior studies have found that dissatisfaction is associ-
ated with increased brand- (product-) switching behavior
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TABLE 2
Results of the Discriminant Analysis

Univariate F

Discriminant Loadings Study 2 Study 2

Study 2 Study 2
Study 1 Replication Extension

Hypothesis Attribute Study 1 Replication Extension Ratio p Ratio p Ratio p

1 External influence 0.371 0.255 0.225 4.67 .03 4.16 .04 4.16 .04
2 Interpersonal influence –0.670 –0.670 –0.593 15.24 .00 28.77 .00 28.77 .00
3 Experiential influence 0.361 0.564 0.499 4.43 .04 20.39 .00 20.39 .00
4a Usage-frequency 0.651 0.508 0.449 14.37 .00 16.55 .00 16.55 .00
4b Usage-intensity 0.223 0.145 0.128 1.69 .20 1.34 .25 1.34 .25
4c Usage-overall 0.414 0.252 0.223 5.82 .02 4.07 .05 4.07 .05
5 Risk-taking behavior 0.388 0.415 0.368 5.11 .03 11.07 .00 11.07 .00
6 Income 0.379 0.436 0.386 4.86 .03 12.22 .00 12.22 .00
7 Education 0.316 0.235 0.208 3.40 .07 3.55 .06 3.55 .06
8 Satisfaction — — 0.422 — — — — 14.60 .00
9 Involvement — — 0.269 — — — — 5.95 .02



(LaBarbera and Mazursky 1983), service-switching be-
havior (Bansal and Taylor 1999; Bolton and Bronkhorst
1995; Keaveney 1995; Roos 1999), and both product- and
service-switching intentions (e.g., Anderson 1994; Ander-
son and Sullivan 1993; Boulding et al. 1993; Cronin and
Taylor 1992; Oliva et al. 1995; Oliver 1997; Reichheld and
Sasser 1990; Yi 1990; Zeithaml et al. 1996). Based on
prior work, we, too, expect the following:

Hypothesis 8: Online service continuers are more satis-
fied with the service than online service switchers.

Involvement

More highly involved consumers have been found to
report higher levels of positive disconfirmation and satis-
faction (Oliver and Bearden 1983; Richins and Bloch
1991). These higher levels of satisfaction tend to be endur-
ing. Involved consumers engage in greater prepurchase
search (Beatty and Smith 1987) and greater deliberation in
choice (Celsi and Olson 1988). Higher levels of involve-
ment have been associated with higher levels of commit-
ment to a decision and resistance to belief change (Prit-
chard et al. 1999).

Theories of cognitive consistency and assimilation pre-
dict that under conditions of high product and/or service
involvement, satisfied customers will be motivated to pre-
serve their satisfied state across a wide range of perfor-
mances, even when performance is somewhat discrepant.
Researchers have found that satisfied customers tolerate
greater degrees of poor performance as their product and/
or service involvement increases (Oliva et al. 1995). This
perseverance may continue until negative performance in-
formation is sufficiently discrepant from the cognitive
schema as to demand attention and subsequent reprocess-
ing (Fiske and Taylor 1984). Thus,

Hypothesis 9: Online service continuers experience
greater involvement with the service than online ser-
vice switchers.

Research Method

The research methods used for Study 1 were generally
followed, with a few modifications. The procedure is
briefly reviewed here and changes noted.

The Sample

The sampling frame of 28,217 names provided by the
major online service provider and used in Study 1 was
once again used as the base list, after removing the records
used in Study 1. In an effort to increase the number of
responses, a randomly selected sample of 2,000 individu-
als was generated. The base list was sorted into quitters
and continuers based on the presence or absence of a
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TABLE 4
Classification Results

Predicted Membership

Sample Type Actual Membership Continuers Switchers Total

Study 1
Analysis Continuers 27 7 34

sample Switchers 15 20 35
Holdout Continuers 22 10 32

sample Switchers 15 20 35
Complete Continuers 50 16 66

sample Switchers 28 42 70
Classification ratio (%)

Analysis sample = 68.1
Holdout sample = 62.7
Complete sample = 67.6

Study 2 (replication)
Analysis Continuers 49 17 66

sample Switchers 18 46 64
Holdout Continuers 44 22 66

sample Switchers 15 54 69
Complete Continuers 87 45 132

sample Switchers 33 100 133
Classification ratio (%)

Analysis sample = 73.1
Holdout sample = 72.6
Complete sample = 70.6

Study 2 (extension)
Analysis Continuers 56 10 66

sample Switchers 11 53 64
Holdout Continuers 51 15 66

sample Switchers 15 54 69
Complete Continuers 97 35 132

sample Switchers 19 114 133
Classification ratio (%)

Analysis sample = 83.8
Holdout sample = 77.8
Complete sample = 79.6

TABLE 3
Classification Statistics

Study 2 Study 2
Item Study 1 Replication Extension

Wilks’s lambda .66 (p = .02) .67 (p = .00) .61 (p = 0.00)

Percentage correctly
classified

Analysis sample 68.1 73.1 83.8
Holdout sample 62.7 72.6 77.8
Complete sample 67.6 70.6 79.6

Proportional chance
criterion (%) 50.0 50.0 50.0

Maximum chance
criterion (%) 50.7 50.8 50.8

Press’s Q
Analysis sample 9.06 (p < .01) 27.69 (p < .01) 59.57 (p < .01)
Holdout sample 4.31 (p < .05) 27.56 (p < .01) 41.67 (p < .01)



service termination date, and 1,000 individuals were ran-
domly selected from each group.

Data Collection

The 2000 individuals were sent postcards asking for
their participation in the study. Once again, they were
asked (1) if they currently subscribed to an online service,
(2) whether they had ever stopped using an online service
provider after using it for at least 3 months, and (3) their
names and addresses.

One thousand one hundred and six postcards were com-
pleted and returned. Of the 1,106 respondents, 495 were
sent “continuer” questionnaires and 611 were sent “quit-
ter” questionnaires, following the classification system
described in Study 1. One reminder mailing was sent 15
days following the initial mailing. At the end of the 30-day
survey period, a total of 390 questionnaires were returned,
for a 35 percent response rate among the study’s partici-
pants or a 19.5 percent response rate relative to the initial
postcard mailing. Of the 390 respondents, 136 returned
“continuer” and 254 returned “quitter” surveys.

Once again, to check for possible nonresponse bias,
early respondents (those who responded within the first 2
weeks) were compared with later respondents on each of
the measured variables (Armstrong and Overton 1977).
No significant differences in means of any measured vari-
ables were found between the two groups (p < .05).

Measures of Variables

Measures of sources of informational influence, utili-
zation level, risk-taking propensity, income, and education
were the same as in Study 1. Reliability of the risk-taking
propensity scale was computed again for Study 2; reliabil-
ity was .93. Measures of satisfaction and involvement are
discussed below. Items are reported in the appendix.

Satisfaction. Satisfaction was defined as an overall cog-
nitive and affective state of happiness and contentment
(Oliver 1997). Three items were developed for use in this

study, based on typical scales of satisfaction (see Yi 1990
or Oliver 1997 for excellent reviews). Items are shown in
the appendix. Reliability for the satisfaction scale was .75.

Product involvement. Product involvement was defined
as interest and expertise in the product class, following
Zinkhan and Locander (1988). Their scale was selected
because, like the present study, it focused on customers’in-
volvement and interest in a technology-related area (i.e.,
calculators). The seven-item scale included measures of
involvement, interest, expertise, and experience with the
product class. Reliability was .80 in this study, compared
with .87 for Zinkhan and Locander’s (1988) study. Items
are shown in the appendix.

Data Analysis and Results

Categorization of Groups

Further classification of the “quitter” respondents as
service discontinuers or service switchers was conducted
as in Study 1. Of 390 respondents, 136 were continuers.
The remaining 254 quitter responses were composed of
172 service switchers and 82 service discontinuers. Again,
service discontinuers were not used in the study. In sum-
mary, the analysis included 136 usable continuer surveys
and 172 usable switcher surveys. Characteristics of the
sample are reported in Table 1.

Discriminant Function Analysis and Results

Replication. The first phase of data analysis examined
whether the results of Study 1 were replicated in a different
sample. Following the procedures applied in Study 1, nine
variables were subjected to two-group discriminant func-
tion analysis to determine their effectiveness in discrimi-
nating between switchers and continuers. Also as in
Study 1, a proportional 50-50 split sample validation pro-
cedure was used to check the classification accuracy of the
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TABLE 5
Group Means by Attribute

Study 1 Study 2 Replication Study 2 Extension

Attribute Continuers Switchers Continuers Switchers Continuers Switchers

External influence 60.88 42.29 58.92 44.92 58.92 44.92
Interpersonal influence 13.09 43.57 12.80 44.29 12.80 44.29
Experiential influence 25.77 12.71 33.58 10.78 33.58 10.78
Usage-frequency 4.32 3.29 4.02 3.16 4.02 3.16
Usage-intensity 3.26 2.89 3.11 2.88 3.11 2.88
Usage 14.41 10.51 12.74 10.31 12.74 10.31
Risk-taking behavior 4.52 3.73 4.61 3.78 4.61 3.78
Income 6.26 5.06 6.59 5.25 6.59 5.25
Education 6.32 5.94 5.91 5.47 5.91 5.47
Satisfaction — — — — 4.63 3.73
Involvement — — — — 4.88 4.33



discriminant function. As reported below and in the tables,
Study 2 replicates the results of Study 1.

The independent variables were (Hypothesis 1) exter-
nal informational influence; (Hypothesis 2) interpersonal
informational influence; (Hypothesis 3) experiential
informational influence; (Hypotheses 4a, 4b, and 4c) fre-
quency, intensity, and overall usage; (Hypothesis 5) pro-
pensity for risk-taking behavior; (Hypothesis 6) income;
and (Hypothesis 7) education. As before, the discriminant
function was significant (Wilks’s lambda = .67, p = .00),
again confirming overall differences in characteristics
between switchers and continuers. Hit ratios of the analy-
sis (73.1%), holdout (72.6%), and overall (70.6%) samples
were well in excess of the 62.5 percent cutoff rate recom-
mended for a 25 percent improvement over chance, again
confirming the predictive accuracy of the discriminant
function. Press’s Q-value was significant for the analysis
(27.7, p < .01), holdout (27.6, p < .01), and overall (44.83,
p < .01) samples. Discriminant function and classification
results are shown in Tables 2, 3, and 4.

As in Study 1, continuers were discriminated from
switchers by their use of information sources. Continuers
were significantly more likely than switchers to use exter-
nal information sources (coefficient .26, p < .04), were sig-
nificantly less likely than switchers to use interpersonal
information sources (coefficient –.67, p < .00), and were
significantly more likely than switchers to use experiential
information sources (coefficient .56, p < .00) when making
the online subscription decision. Once subscribed,
continuers used the online service significantly more fre-
quently than switchers (coefficient .51, p < .00) and exhib-
ited greater overall usage (coefficient .25, p < .05), but no
differences in the intensity of usage were detected (coeffi-
cient .15, p < .25). Continuers were again characterized by
significantly higher income (coefficient .44, p < .00) but
only somewhat higher education levels (coefficient .24,
p < .06). The surprising finding that continuers have a sig-
nificantly higher propensity for risk-taking behavior than
switchers was also replicated (coefficient .42, p < .00).
Group means are shown in Table 5.

Extension. Study 2 then extended the scope of Study 1
by including measures of satisfaction and involvement in
the discriminant function analysis. As shown in Tables 2,
3, and 4, classification results are improved with the addi-
tion of the two attitudinal variables.

The discriminant function was once again significant
(Wilks’s lambda = .61, p < .00). Hit ratios of the analysis
(83.8%), holdout (77.8%), and overall (79.6%) samples
were substantially improved and are now well above the
62.5 percent cutoff rate suggested for a 25 percent
improvement over chance. Classifications based on the
discriminant function are now 67 percent, 56 percent, and
59 percent improvements over chance, respectively.
Press’s Q-values were significant for the analysis (59.57,

p < .01), holdout (41.67, p < .01), and overall (93.02, p <
.01) samples.

Both new hypotheses, Hypotheses 8 and 9, were sup-
ported at the p < .02 level or better. Hypothesis 8, which
proposed that online service continuers would be discrimi-
nated from online service switchers by higher levels of sat-
isfaction with the service, was supported by a structure
coefficient of .42 (p < .00). Hypothesis 9 proposed that
online service continuers would be discriminated from
online service switchers by greater involvement with the
service. Hypothesis 2 was supported with a structure coef-
ficient of .27 (p < .02). The significance of the other vari-
ables in the discriminant function equation did not change.
Thus, the improvement in the classification accuracy of
the discriminant function appears to be due entirely to the
addition of satisfaction and involvement to the model.
Implications of Study 1 and Study 2 (replication and
extension) for managers and researchers are discussed in
the following sections.

DISCUSSION

The goal of this research was to explore whether
selected attitudinal, behavioral, and demographic charac-
teristics of consumers might be effective in discriminating
between switchers and continuers of online services. Two
empirical studies, conducted in field settings, supported
the general proposition that online service switchers have
characteristics that are identifiably and significantly dif-
ferent from those of online service continuers.

Contributions of the Research

The research contributes to the services marketing liter-
ature by identifying defection-prone customers and pro-
viding further explanation of customer service-switching
behavior. In summary, the profile of an online service
switcher is that of an individual who was influenced to
subscribe to the service through word of mouth, rather
than through research or previous experience; who used
the service less; who was less satisfied and less involved
with the service; and who had a lower income and educa-
tion level, as well as a lower propensity for taking risks.

This research makes a significant contribution to the
word-of-mouth literature (WOM) with the interesting
finding that switchers were more likely to have relied on
WOM sources when making their subscription decisions.
Researchers in the services marketing area recognize the
importance of WOM communications in the context of
services (Murray 1991; Zeithaml 2000), with some sug-
gesting that WOM may be an even more important com-
munication tool for services firms than is advertising
(Danaher and Rust 1996a, 1996b; Kordupleski, Rust, and
Zahorik 1993; Murray 1991). The present research clearly
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identifies some possible downside risks heretofore
unidentified in the literature.

Some of our findings support, and contribute to, the
experiential learning literature (Hoch and Deighton 1989).
First, continuers had more prior experience with the ser-
vice or with related services than did switchers. Second,
continuers had more experience with the service after pur-
chasing, in the form of increased usage, than did switchers.
We propose that these results are explained by experiential
learning theory, but testing of the explicit linkages is a
good topic for future research.

Our findings that switchers had significantly lower ser-
vice usage than continuers also contributes to the rela-
tively new body of services research investigating the rela-
tionships between service usage and customer satisfaction,
repurchase intentions, and switching (cf. Anderson 1994;
Anderson and Sullivan 1993; Bolton and Bronkhurst
1995; Bolton and Lemon 1999). While the results reported
here provide support for the relationship between service
usage and continuance, future research should explore fur-
ther explanations for the link.

The findings of this study also extend services market-
ing literature in the area of consumer information-processing
theory. Specifically, services literature has revealed that
consumers prefer to use external, impersonal sources of
information less when making purchasing decisions for
services than they do when making purchase decisions for
goods (Murray 1991). The research reported here indi-
cates that there are repercussions to those preferences, that
is, lower use of external, impersonal sources of informa-
tion when making an online service choice was related to
higher service switching. Services research has also
shown that consumers are less likely to make an outright
purchase or use direct observation or trial as information
strategies when purchasing services relative to goods
(Murray 1991). The results of this study indicate that
reduced reliance on these experiential sources is associ-
ated with increased service-switching behavior. Hence,
service customers’ least preferred modes of information
acquisition are, contrarily, the two modes best suited to
service continuance.

Finally, this study provides two new contributions to
the satisfaction literature. First, and perhaps most interest-
ingly, the study contributes to recent work on information
satisfaction. Spreng, MacKenzie, and Olshavsky (1996)
found that customers’ overall satisfaction was composed
of both product satisfaction and information satisfaction,
or satisfaction with the information provided to customers
as they were making their decisions. (Their study focused
only on external, impersonal information sources.) We
hypothesized that the differential effects of types of infor-
mation were due to the accuracy of predictive expecta-
tions. An alternative explanation for our results might be

that consumers experienced satisfaction or dissatisfaction
with the different information sources and that informa-
tion satisfaction mediated the information-switching rela-
tionship. This question provides another interesting area
for future research. Second, the research reported here pro-
vides additional evidence of the behavioral outcomes
(here, customer service-switching and continuance behav-
iors), of satisfaction and/or dissatisfaction, and service
involvement.

Implications for Managers

A major contribution of this article is that it empirically
identifies and profiles defection-prone customers of
online services that will enable managers to develop “early
warning systems” to target potential switchers and take
action to retain them. One goal of this research was to
select variables that were not only theoretically sound but
managerially implementable. For example, results indi-
cating that switchers and continuers could be identified by
differences in levels of income and (to some degree) edu-
cation is a particularly useful finding since income and
education are two of the more accessible demographic
segmentation variables. Service usage data in general
should be available given good internal marketing infor-
mation systems, and online service usage data are readily
available. Measuring the relative importance of different
types of information used when making the subscription
decision requires only the addition of a brief question at
the time of enrollment, a variation of the question already
asked by many firms (“How did you hear about us?”). Sat-
isfaction is another variable already collected by many ser-
vices firms. Items for the remaining variables, risk-taking
propensity and service involvement, could be added to
online companies’ data collection efforts.

On the basis of our results, we recommend that manag-
ers target customer retention strategies at both pre- and
postpurchase stages of the consumer’s decision process.
During prepurchase phases, marketers should increase
customer involvement in the decision-making process,
increase trial and other experiential opportunities, make
marketer-generated sources of information more accessi-
ble or more appealing, and generally help potential cus-
tomers to engage in active learning about the service. Dur-
ing postpurchases phases, marketing activities should be
designed to increase customer satisfaction, involvement,
and service usage (especially frequency), thereby reduc-
ing the likelihood of customer switching. In particular, ser-
vice usage results were consistent with satisfaction the-
ory’s proposition that more incidences of satisfied usage
should lead to the formation of attitudes that are resilient to
discrete incidences of service failure. Since service fail-
ures are inevitable, service firms might find that
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encouraging more usage, greater familiarity, and more
experience with the service, both before and after the pur-
chase decision, would lead their customers to form the
somewhat more resilient positive attitudes evidenced by
the continuers.

Implications for Future Research

The research reported here contributes another set of
findings to the study of customer service-switching behav-
ior. Much work remains. Some ideas for future research
are offered.

The study was conducted among a field sample of for-
mer and current customers of a major online service pro-
vider. Future research should also examine the general-
izability of results across other subscription-based services
such as telecommunications, cable, insurance, public utili-
ties, health care, and other membership-based services. In
addition, the study was concerned with the difference
between two broadly defined groups—switchers versus
continuers—and did not further classify switchers by the
frequency of their switching behavior or the completeness
of the switch. Future research work might examine the dif-
ference between frequent and infrequent switchers (e.g.,
as characterizes some customers in the long-distance tele-
phone industry) and between complete and “partial” or
“incomplete” switchers (those customers who reduce uti-
lization or transfer part, but not all, of their accounts).

One limitation of discriminant function analysis is that,
like many multivariate analysis techniques, it permits one
to determine the overall effects of a set of variables on the
dependent variable but does not allow for examination of
relationships between the variables. The results can be
thought of as providing a broad-brush outline of the
domain—variables x, y, z are good predictors; variables a,
b, c are not—with the investigation of causal relationships
the work of subsequent research stages. This research gen-
erates many interesting causal questions regarding the
underlying mechanisms through which the various attitu-
dinal, behavior, and demographic variables ultimately
affect switching behavior.

The unexpected finding that continuers, rather than
switchers, had higher risk-taking propensities was puz-
zling and is a good topic for future investigation. As dis-
cussed when generating the hypothesis, both theory and
evidence suggest that customers perceive services to be
riskier than goods. Perhaps the risk-taking aspect of the
choice was in the adoption of the risky new service, not in
switching from one service provider to another within a
now-familiar service class. Another possibility, in the fast-
changing world of technology, is that the riskier choice is
to remain loyal to a service provider in the face of many
new market entrants. Alternately, perhaps the risk-prone

customer’s decision to purchase a risky service stimulated
increased information search (Murray 1991), which led to
making a more involved, or at least a more sound, deci-
sion—qualities associated with continuance rather than
switching behavior.

Finally, future research should examine not only reve-
nue generation but also profitability of service switchers
and continuers. Recent articles have begun to emphasize
the importance of segmenting the “right” customers
(Blattberg and Deighton 1996; Dowling and Uncles 1997;
Jeffrey and Franco 1996). It will be important for service
managers to determine who among the potential switchers
should be targeted for retention.

APPENDIX
Measurement Items

Sources of Influence

How much did each of these sources influence you to sub-
scribe to [this/that]a service? Please make sure that the total
equals 100 percent.

1. [External sources of influence]: _____
Articles, reviews, advertising, or other activities of

the company

2. [Interpersonal sources of influence]: _____
Opinions of friends, colleagues, relatives, or others

3. [Experiential sources of influence]: _____
My own personal experience and general computer

knowledge
Total: _____

Service Usage

1. Frequency: Typically, how often [do/did] you use this ser-
vice?

_____ Less than once a month
_____ Once a month
_____ Once a week
_____ 2 to 3 times a week
_____ Most days

2. Intensity: Typically, how much time [do/did] you spend us-
ing the service each time you logged on?

_____ Less than 15 minutes
_____ 15 to 30 minutes
_____ 31 minutes to 1 hour
_____ 1 to 2 hours
_____ More than 2 hours
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Risk-Taking Scale (Raju 1980)

1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree
1. When I eat out, I like to try the most unusual items the res-

taurant serves even if I am not sure I would like them.
2. I am the kind of person who would try any new product

once.
3. When I go to a restaurant, I find it safer to order dishes I am

familiar with (reverse).
4. I am cautious in trying new/different products (reverse).
5. Even for an important date or dinner, I wouldn’t be wary of

trying a new or unfamiliar restaurant
6. I would rather stick to a brand I usually buy than try some-

thing I am not very sure of (reverse).
7. I never buy something I don’t know about at the risk of

making a mistake (reverse).

Satisfaction

1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree
1. On the whole, I [am/was] satisfied with my experience with

[this/that] service.
2. Overall, my negative experience [outweighs/outweighed]

my positive experience with [this/that] service (reverse).
3. In general, I [am/was] happy with the service experience.

Interest /Involvement

1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree
1. I am very interested in online services.
2. My level of involvement with online services is high.
3. I am particularly engaged in the online service environ-

ment.
4. I consider myself an expert on the online electronic envi-

ronment.
5. I consider myself an Internet expert.
6. I purchase products from online vendors regularly.
7. My level of expertise regarding personal computers is high.

Household income

1. $20,000 or less
2. $20,001-$30,000
3. $30,001-$40,000
4. $40,001-$50,000
5. $50,001-$60,000
6. $60,001-$70,000
7. $70,001-$80,000
8. $80,001-$90,000
9. More than $90,000

Education

1. Grade school
2. Some high school

3. High school graduate
4. Trade/tech graduate
5. Some college
6. College graduate
7. Advanced degree

a. The brackets refer to [continuer/switcher] verisons of the surveys.
Continuers answered with regard to the service they currently subscribe
to; switchers answered with regard to the service they most recently
switched from.
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Given the increase in cultural diversity within marketing
organizations as well as within current and potential cus-
tomer bases, possessing the appropriate communication
skills becomes crucial to success in managing culturally
diverse relationships. Although marketing researchers
have recognized the importance of adaptive selling behav-
ior for successful buyer-seller relationships, the explora-
tion of the intercultural aspects of these relationships has
only recently begun. This article examines how adaptive
selling behaviors and intercultural dispositions of market-
ing executives contribute to their perceived intercultural
communication competence. Results show that in addition
to being adaptive, the intercultural disposition of a mar-
keter is of key importance in developing intercultural com-
munication competence. Theoretical and practical
implications for incorporating intercultural communica-
tion into the development of successful buyer-seller rela-
tionships are discussed.

In recognition of an increasingly diverse workforce and
customer base in the United States, marketers have
acknowledged the importance of studying cultural differ-
ences to better understand, develop, and manage culturally
diverse buyer-seller relationships. Webster (1992) stresses
that marketers could benefit further by working with mem-
bers from other disciplines such as cultural anthropology
and sociology for a more in-depth understanding of the
differences in values, beliefs, or decision-making pro-
cesses, among other constructs, that contribute to manag-
ing culturally diverse relationships (Deshpande and Web-
ster 1989; Montgomery 1991; Montgomery and Weiss
1991; Webster and Deshpande 1991). Intercultural com-
munication is one such discipline that can contribute to the
development of successful buyer-seller relationships.

The purpose of this article is to discuss and investigate
the role that intercultural communication and adaptive
selling behavior play in developing the intercultural com-
munication competence of marketing executives. First,
relevant literature in marketing and buyer-seller relation-
ships concerning adaptive selling and communication is
discussed. Second, intercultural communication is intro-
duced with a discussion of intercultural disposition and
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competence. Third, a model is developed and tested
among marketing executives. Finally, implications for
marketing managers and academic researchers are
discussed.

BACKGROUND

Cultural diversity is defined as differences in age, gen-
der, race, nationality, and ability (Loden and Rosener
1991). The proportion of diverse groups in the workforce
has been steadily increasing (Seal 1991). For example, in
personal selling, the growth rate of women, African Amer-
icans, Hispanics, and Asians has increased tremendously
in recent years (Comer, Nicholls, and Vermillion 1998). In
addition, according to the American Advertising Federa-
tion, the annual spending power of Asians, Hispanics, and
African Americans in the United States is approximately
$1 trillion (Bertagnoli 2001). This increasingly diverse
customer base is one of the top reasons for marketers to
value diversity whether it be in the United States or when
expanding into global markets (Bertagnoli 2001). Accord-
ing to Thansee Mustafa, chair of College Relations at
Johnson & Johnson, “A diverse workforce ensures the
innovative thought necessary within a company to remain
competitive” (Bertagnoli 2001:9).

Because of these trends, marketing managers are faced
with two challenges. First, they will need to expend more
effort to recruit, retain, and manage culturally diverse mar-
keting executives. Second, to remain competitive, they
must recognize the diversity of their present and future
customer base to develop and maintain successful buyer-
seller relationships.

Cultural diversity in buyer-seller relationships has only
recently been recognized as an important and under-
researched issue (Comer and Nicholls 2000; Comer et al.
1998). Most of the existing research has focused on
women in the sales force (e.g., Comer and Jolson 1991).
Much less has been done on other groups such as African
Americans, Hispanics, and Asians (Comer and Nicholls
2000; Comer et al. 1998). Equally important is research
investigating culturally diverse customers. Some initial
research has been done on similarities between buyers and
sellers in terms of age and gender (Dwyer, Richard, and
Shepherd 1998; Kang and Hillary 1998). However, more
is needed on the impact of diverse communication styles in
the buyer-seller interaction (Comer et al. 1998). Further-
more, cultural diversity research would be strengthened if
it could be incorporated into an overall theoretical frame-
work. It is suggested here that the theoretical foundations
of adaptive selling behavior and intercultural communica-
tion can provide the basis for incorporating cultural diver-
sity issues into a viable stream of research for buyer-seller
relationship management.

THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS

Adaptive Selling Behavior

A genuine customer orientation requires that marketers
learn as much about their customers’ communication
styles, behaviors, and needs as possible. Accordingly,
adaptive selling has been defined as “the altering of sales
behaviors during a customer interaction or across cus-
tomer interactions based on perceived information about
the nature of the selling situation” (Weitz, Sujan, and
Sujan 1986:175).

Researchers have noted that adaptive selling can be
practiced in effective and ineffective ways (e.g., Spiro and
Weitz 1990; Weitz et al. 1986). Adaptive selling is only
effective in the long term when benefits outweigh the costs
of selecting and training salespeople to practice this
approach, such as in the development of a long-term
buyer-seller relationship. The effectiveness of adaptive
selling is moderated by (1) the variety of customer needs
and types encountered by the sellers, (2) the importance of
the typical buying situation to the seller, (3) the resources
provided by the company, and (4) the seller’s skills and
capabilities (Weitz et al. 1986).

Cultural diversity is relevant when considering the
potential impact of these four moderators. Adaptive sell-
ing is thought to be more effective when encountering a
heterogeneous customer base. With increases in ethnic
businesses, customers, and foreign opportunities, market-
ers have and will increasingly encounter a wide variety of
customers from a cultural perspective.

The importance of the buying situation as discussed by
Weitz et al. (1986) relates to the economic significance,
that is, size of the order. While larger orders may indeed be
worth the extra effort to practice adaptive selling, the
importance of an individual order may not completely
characterize the full significance of the buying situation.
Recent emphasis on the value of a customer over an
extended period of time, even a lifetime, suggests that the
significance of buying situations might be defined by
order size in the short run or by the economic value of a
customer during an extended period of time. To build and
sustain customer relationships during extended time hori-
zons, marketers must recognize that as the workforce
becomes more diverse, so will the population of buyers
and purchasing agents. Thus, understanding cultural dif-
ferences among buyers and practicing adaptive selling are
expected to become even more crucial for success in the
future.

With these changes in the cultural composition of the
workforce, companies are committing more resources to
better understand the economic impact of culturally
diverse workforces, to pursue diverse markets, and to
select and train employees to be more effective with
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diverse customer bases (Wentling 2000). Finally, market-
ing executives must have the capability to adapt to cultur-
ally diverse buyer-seller interactions. Hence, some
research has recognized, to a limited extent, cultural diver-
sity in the adaptive selling framework. For example, Levy
and Sharma (1994) found that age and gender interact and
have an impact on adaptive selling. However, little
research exists on the diversity of customers in the adap-
tive selling framework.

Communication in Buyer-
Seller Relationships

Communication can be defined as occurring whenever
meaning is attributed to behavior (Porter and Samovar
1991). Communication has been recognized as an impor-
tant construct in effective buyer-seller and channel rela-
tionship management (Anderson and Narus 1990;
Boorom, Goolsby, and Ramsey 1998; Mohr and Nevin
1990; Williams, Spiro, and Fine 1990). The role of com-
munication in relationship marketing has historically been
reduced to the assertion that “more communication” or
“improved communication” is needed. Mohr and Nevin
(1990) state that this view is not only simplistic but also
inaccurate. For example, more communication in a rela-
tional situation where a high degree of conflict exists is not
always the answer if that communication is in the form of
threats. Furthermore, simply stating that communication
needs improvement does not give marketers any input on
how to improve communication (Bush and Ingram 2001).

Williams et al. (1990) addressed the need to investigate
buyer-seller relationships from a more detailed communi-
cation perspective. Marketing researchers have investi-
gated a number of communication skills and their potential
effect on performance. Such abilities as gathering infor-
mation and asking questions (Schuster and Danes 1986),
listening or the lack thereof (Ingram, Schwepker, and
Hutson 1992), and recognizing different communication
styles (Williams and Spiro 1985) have been advocated as
critical to successful buyer-seller interactions. However,
little research in this area has been conducted using adap-
tive selling behavior as a theoretical framework (e.g.,
Boorom et al. 1998).

An exception to this observation is a recent study by
Boorom et al. (1998). These authors demonstrated that
certain communication traits affect the adaptiveness of
salespeople. Citing research conducted in the communica-
tion competence literature (e.g., Spitzberg and Cupach
1984), the authors state that “communication effectiveness
is viewed as arising from a set of dispositions and traits that
facilitate receiving, deciphering, and responding appropri-
ately to information in dyadic interactions” (Boorom et al.
1998:17). It is suggested here that these dispositions and
traits become even more crucial in a culturally diverse set-
ting. Specifically, if marketing executives possess such

dispositions and traits, their communication strategy will
be more appropriate in a culturally diverse buyer-seller
interaction. Thus, the adaptive selling framework provides
a bridge for incorporating intercultural communication
into the marketing literature.

Intercultural Communication
in Buyer-Seller Relationships

Intercultural communication is

a symbolic, interpretive, transactional, contextual
process in which the degree of difference between
people is large and important enough to create dis-
similar interpretations and expectations about what
are regarded as competent behaviors that should be
used to create shared meanings. (Lustig and Koester
1993:58)

In other words, intercultural communication occurs when-
ever a message in one culture must be processed in another
culture (Porter and Samovar 1991). In the marketing con-
text, intercultural communication occurs when a message
from a buyer (seller) from one culture must be processed
by a seller (buyer) from another (Bush and Ingram 1996).

Research in intercultural communication has uncov-
ered dispositions and skills that can affect buyer-seller
interactions. It is posited here that these constructs can be
incorporated into a theoretical framework that integrates
cultural diversity into buyer-seller relationship manage-
ment. Furthermore, previous research in the intercultural
communication and education literature has focused pri-
marily on the intercultural dispositions of college stu-
dents, military personnel, and the international relocation
of corporate personnel (Bradford, Allen, and Beisser
1997). To date, no research has specifically investigated
the intercultural disposition of marketing executives in
relation to the adaptive selling framework. Figure 1
depicts a model of intercultural communication and adap-
tive selling. The components of the model are discussed as
follows.

Intercultural Disposition

Of key importance to successful intercultural commu-
nication is to possess what Gudykunst, Wiseman, and
Hammer (1977) call a general “cross-cultural attitude” or
intercultural disposition. An individual’s intercultural dis-
position has been described as the “core” of effective
intercultural communication. Gudykunst et al. (1977)
developed a framework for intercultural disposition that
includes (1) the ability to empathize with people from
other cultures, (2) being astute noncritical observers of
their own and other people’s behavior, (3) being less
ethnocentric, and (4) being accurate in perceiving differ-
ences and similarities between the sojourner’s own culture
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and the host culture. Researchers have conceptualized and
measured these characteristics in an attempt to predict
intercultural effectiveness or cross-cultural adaptation
(e.g., Cui and Van Den Berg 1991; Hammer, Gudykunst,
and Wiseman 1978). Some of these capabilities have also
been investigated in the marketing literature (e.g., McBane
1995; Spiro and Weitz 1990) and are most relevant to the
buyer-seller interaction.

Empathy. An empathic tendency refers to the capacity
to clearly project an interest in others and to obtain and re-
flect a reasonably complete and accurate sense of an-
other’s thoughts, feelings, and experiences. Past research
has shown that persons who tend to empathize with others
also tend to be more interculturally effective (Cleveland,
Mangone, and Adams 1960; Ruben 1976). A certain de-
gree of empathy will allow an individual to further under-
stand a member of another culture’s point of view.

The importance of empathizing with others has been
recognized in the marketing literature (e.g., Comer and
Drollinger 1999; McBane 1995; Spiro and Weitz 1990;
Weitz et al. 1986). In more specific terms, Davis (1983)
proposed that empathy refers to the reaction of individuals
to the observed experiences of others. These observers can
have a variety of empathetic reactions that consist of per-
spective taking, fantasy, empathetic concern, and personal
distress. The cognitive component of empathy, perspective
taking, has been the most widely accepted theoretical per-
spective in the marketing literature (McBane 1995), and
conventional wisdom holds that this dimension should
directly help the marketing executive involved in a buyer-
seller interaction (Ingram et al. 1992). Thus, the cognitive
aspect of empathy may aid in understanding cultural
aspects of the buyer’s decision-making process.

Worldmindedness. According to Gudykunst et al.
(1977), part of one’s intercultural disposition includes be-

ing an astute noncritical observer of one’s own and other
people’s behavior. Thus, an individual must be receptive to
new ideas and ways of looking at the world—even enjoy-
ing new experiences. Worldmindedness refers to an indi-
vidual’s frame of reference, apart from knowledge about,
or interest in, cultural diversity (Sampson and Smith
1957). This “cosmopolitan” perspective toward the world
has been well documented in its ability to facilitate
intercultural communication (Wiseman, Hammer, and
Nishida 1989) in a variety of settings such as study-abroad
programs (Carlson and Widaman 1988) and international
relocation (Bhawuk and Triandis 1996). Furthermore,
worldmindedness has been shown to increase knowledge
of one’s own culture as well.

In marketing, Weitz and Jap (1995) emphasize that
relationship development within channels of distribution
is affected by the manner in which intentions, expecta-
tions, and information are communicated. In a culturally
diverse interaction between a buyer and a seller, the seller
must be receptive to the cultural background of the buyer
(Bush and Ingram 1996; Honeycutt and Ford 1995). As
Sharma, Shimp, and Shin (1995) state, “Individuals differ
in terms of their experience with and openness toward the
people, values, and artifacts of other cultures” (p. 28).
Thus, the marketing executive who is worldminded (i.e.,
an astute observer of his or her own culture as well as oth-
ers) may be in a better position to develop a relationship
with a buyer from a different cultural background.

Ethnocentrism. The third aspect of intercultural dispo-
sition that Gudykunst et al. (1977) refer to is being less
ethnocentric. Ethnocentrism is the tendency to identify
with one’s in-group (ethnic, racial, cultural, etc.) and eval-
uate out-groups according to its standards (Gudykunst and
Kim 1984). A high level of ethnocentrism can distort the
meaning of an individual’s behavior. In turn, a low level of
ethnocentrism, termed cultural relativity, has been identi-
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fied as a critical variable in facilitating effective intercul-
tural communication (Porter and Samovar 1991).

The concept of ethnocentrism has been investigated in
the marketing literature from several perspectives. From a
strategic perspective, marketers have looked at the effect
of ethnocentrism on global planning and decision-making.
The ethnocentrism, polycentrism, regiocentrism,
geocentrism (EPRG) framework has served as a guiding
force in explaining the structure and perspective of inter-
national organizations (Shoham, Rose, and Albaum
1995). Consumer behavior researchers have developed
and empirically tested the construct of consumer
ethnocentrism (e.g., Shimp and Sharma 1987). Here,
ethnocentrism results from the love for one’s own country,
implies an intention to not purchase foreign products
based on moral concerns rather than economic issues, and
refers to a personal level of prejudice against imports.
Since the overall level of consumer ethnocentrism in a
social system is the aggregation of individual tendencies
(e.g., Sharma et al. 1995), ethnocentric marketing execu-
tives may not realize the implications of these tendencies
in a culturally diverse buyer-seller interaction. In such an
interaction, the success of a culturally diverse interaction
between a buyer and a seller may be unknowingly inhib-
ited on the seller’s part by his or her ethnocentrism (Bush
and Ingram 1996).

Attributional complexity. Finally, intercultural disposi-
tion includes being accurate in perceiving differences and
similarities between one’s own culture and the host culture
(Gudykunst et al. 1977). Palmer and Pickett (1999) state
that before individuals “can take corrective action regard-
ing a discrepancy between a referent and their perfor-
mance, they must first generate a theory as to why the
discrepancy occurred” (p. 26). Since intercultural interac-
tions may involve more complex culturally embedded ver-
bal and nonverbal signals, individuals must be able to
accurately identify more potentially complex causes of the
interaction. Attributional complexity refers to an individ-
ual’s tendency to attribute complex causes to other’s be-
haviors (Fletcher, Danilovics, Fernandez, Peterson, and
Reeder 1986). These authors suggest that when forming
causal attributions, “attributionally complex people tend
to notice and use information garnered from a behavioral
interaction to a greater extent than attributionally simple
people” (Fletcher et al. 1986:876). This results, as sug-
gested here, in a more accurate explanation of another’s
behavior. This tendency has been shown to be associated
with lower anxiety and greater effectiveness in intercul-
tural interactions (Gudykunst and Kim 1984).

Thus, if a person is adept or accurate at figuring out
“what makes people tick,” that person may be better able to
communicate in an unfamiliar setting such as departing to
a foreign country (Stephan and Stephan 1992) or entering
a culturally diverse market/sales territory.

Summary

In summary, it is posited that a marketer must have the
appropriate intercultural disposition—that is, empathy,
worldmindedness, low ethnocentrism, and attributional
complexity—to effectively communicate with diverse
buyers. The central argument of adaptive selling is that the
ability to create and modify messages through interactive
communication with customers will result in better perfor-
mance (Spiro and Weitz 1990; Sujan, Weitz, and Kumar
1994; Weitz 1978; Weitz et al. 1986). Based on the previ-
ous discussion of intercultural communication, it is pos-
ited that a key contributor to this adaptability, or “working
smarter,” in a culturally diverse interaction is the
intercultural disposition of a marketing executive. Thus,
the following is hypothesized (refer to Figure 1):

Hypothesis 1: There is a positive relationship between
the intercultural disposition and adaptive selling be-
havior of marketing executives.

Perceived Intercultural
Communication Competence

Perceived intercultural communication competence is
an impression that message behavior is appropriate and
effective in a given context (Spitzberg 1991). Appropriate-
ness means that the valued rules and norms of either cul-
ture in an interaction are not violated significantly. Thus,
similar to Williams et al.’s (1990) descriptions, appropri-
ateness refers to the communication codes and rules that
are valued in each culture. Effectiveness refers to the
accomplishment of the goal of the interaction.

Extensive research has been conducted in the field of
intercultural communication to define the subdimensions
of perceived intercultural communication competence
(e.g., Brislin and Yoshida 1994; Gudykunst 1994). These
include the ability to handle stress, to establish and main-
tain a meaningful relationship, and to deal with different
communication styles (Hammer et al. 1978). Since a cul-
turally diverse experience can be composed of many new
or novel situations, an individual must be capable of han-
dling the psychological stress that can result when trying
to cope with those differences. The ability to establish and
maintain a relationship is also an important factor when
addressing someone perceived as culturally different.
Here, an individual must not only be comfortable in the
initial phases of relationship development but also be able
to maintain the relationship, such as in a long-term buyer-
seller relationship. Finally, an individual must perceive
himself or herself as being able or comfortable with com-
municating with a culturally diverse person who may be
used to communicating in a different style and/or social
system.
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Research has shown that the intercultural disposition of
an individual can affect the perceived intercultural com-
munication skills or competence of that individual in a cul-
turally diverse interaction (cf. Abe and Wiseman 1983;
Wiseman et al. 1989). For example, Wiseman et al. (1989)
found that more ethnocentric individuals had less under-
standing of a Japanese host culture. In a review of the liter-
ature on intercultural effectiveness, Hannigan (1990) con-
cluded that cross-cultural attitude (e.g., Gudykunst et al.
1977) is an important and widely researched factor in pre-
dicting cross-cultural success—one of its outcomes being
perceived intercultural communication competence.

Based on the previous discussion, an individual’s
intercultural disposition is a key contributor to the success
of a culturally diverse interaction. This disposition can in-
fluence the perceived intercultural communication com-
petence of the individual (refer to Figure 1). Thus, the
following is hypothesized:

Hypothesis 2: There is a positive relationship between
the intercultural disposition of marketing executives
and their perceived intercultural communication
competence.

Finally, the relationship between adaptive selling and
intercultural communication competence is examined. In-
tuitively, if a marketing executive is adaptive to the buyer-
seller interaction, then he or she should be competent in a
culturally diverse buyer-seller interaction (see Figure 1).
In other words, an adaptive seller should naturally be able
to handle the stress of new situations, be able to establish
and maintain a relationship with a buyer from a culturally
diverse background, and be able to deal with different
communication styles. Thus, adaptive selling behaviors
should result in better intercultural communication skills.
However, this relationship has not been empirically exam-
ined within the context of cultural diversity nor within the
marketing literature.

Relevant research has been conducted in the inter-
cultural literature that may parallel the concept of adaptive
selling behavior and its impact on perceived intercultural
communication competence. Cleveland et al. (1960)
suggested that a sojourner to a foreign culture must pos-
sess flexibility. This is characterized by the ability to
change goals and methods for reaching goals as needed.
This is similar to a seller being flexible in the selling
approach used (Weitz et al. 1986). Thus, the following is
hypothesized:

Hypothesis 3: There is a positive relationship between
the adaptive selling behavior of marketing execu-
tives and their perceived intercultural communica-
tion competence.

METHOD

Sample

The target population for this study was defined as
members of organizations involved in marketing interac-
tions with nonretail customers. Our goal was to recruit a
diverse sample of marketing executives across various
industries in a major southern metropolitan city. Members
of a regional sales and marketing association along with
executive MBA students involved in marketing courses at
a major state university in the same city were solicited by
the researchers. The letter stressed that participants be
marketing executives involved in the selling process with
nonretail customers and that the issue of cultural diversity
among their clientele was a real concern to them.

A total of 30 letters were sent to marketing managers
and professors—serving as key contact points for their
organization or class. A total of six groups (20% response
rate) agreed to participate in the survey. Three groups con-
sisted of marketing organizations (51 respondents, 42%)
and three consisted of executive MBA marketing classes
(71 respondents, 58%). In total, 122 respondents partici-
pated in the study. All respondents, including executive
MBAs, were employed in marketing organizations, had
regular interactions with customers, and were concerned
about cultural diversity in their clientele. Fifty-six percent
of the respondents listed sales as their occupation, another
20 percent stated they were in marketing, and 24 percent
stated that they were in marketing management. The
majority of the participants in this study were male
(69.7%), married (70.8%), and between 30 and 50 years of
age. More than 80 percent of the respondents were Cauca-
sian and most of the respondents were college graduates
(85%).

The marketing executives in this study also represented
a broad spectrum of industries. Participants stated they
were involved in such industries as health care products
(20%), financial planning (18%), business consulting
(15%), manufacturing (25%), transportation (7%), com-
puter technology (5%), and others (10%). In a recent
worldwide survey conducted by Sales and Marketing
Executives International (SMEI) in 1998, 14 percent of the
marketing executives surveyed stated they were in finance,
13 percent in manufacturing, 2 percent in computer tech-
nology, 2 percent in medical, and 1 percent in transporta-
tion (SMEI 2000). The marketing executives in the present
study are similar in representation to those in the SMEI
study in some categories (i.e., finance, manufacturing,
computer technology). However, our study also represents
the metropolitan location with a higher percentage of mar-
keting executives in health care, manufacturing, and trans-
portation (U.S. Census Bureau 2000). In sum, our objec-
tive was to purposely recruit marketing executives who
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were involved in culturally diverse marketing interactions
across a variety of industries.

To further validate the selection of participants, several
questions regarding diversity issues were included in the
survey. Respondents were asked on a scale of 1 (strongly
agree) to 6 (strongly disagree) their level of agreement to
the following statement: “The issue of cultural diversity in
the workplace is not relevant to me and my organization.”
The mean response was 5.01 on a 6-point scale, indicating
that respondents were indeed concerned about cultural
diversity. Furthermore, respondents were asked how often
they interact with culturally diverse customers. Using a
scale of 1 (frequently), 2 (occasionally), 3 (rarely), and 4
(never), 87.6 percent of the respondents stated that they
frequently (53.3%) or occasionally (34.3%) interact with
diverse customers. Thus, the relevance of diversity and fre-
quent or occasional interaction with diverse customers
revealed that the sample was involved in diverse marketing
interactions.1

Because of the nature and content of this study, two pre-
cautionary steps were included in analyzing the data. First,
the measures of interest to this study have the potential for
socially desirable responses. To address this issue, a corre-
lation analysis between the constructs and social desirabil-
ity (i.e., the shortened Marlow-Crowne Scale) was con-
ducted (Strahan and Gerbasi 1972). No significant
correlations at the .05 level were found. Second, the stabil-
ity of the responses for this study was also assessed
between each company or class from which the data were
collected. A series of one-way ANOVAs were conducted
on the constructs of interest. No significant difference was
found between the groups before the data were combined
for analysis.

Measures

To test the hypotheses generated for the present study,
measures from the intercultural communication and mar-
keting literature were used. Where possible, existing
scales, or slightly modified versions of these scales, have
been used to maintain scale integrity and enhance compar-
isons to other studies (e.g., Hensel and Bruner 1992). Spe-
cific scale items and their reliability in the present study
are presented in the appendix.

Empathy. Davis (1980, 1983) developed and validated
a multidimensional Interpersonal Reactivity Index that fo-
cuses on empathetic tendencies. The seven-item Perspec-
tive Taking subscale measures the “tendency to adopt the
psychological point of view of others” (Davis 1983:114)
and has demonstrated sufficient reliability among men
(α = .75) and women (α = .78). The Perspective Taking
scale has been used in previous marketing studies. For ex-
ample, Spiro and Weitz (1990) achieved a reliability of α =

.77 for this scale. For the present study, the seven items
consisting of perspective taking were measured using a 6-
point scale, ranging from 1 (describes me very well) to 6
(does not describe me well).

Worldmindedness. The Worldmindedness Scale
(Sampson and Smith 1957) consists of 32 items in total
that measure one’s “frame of reference” toward the world
on a variety of issues such as immigration, race relations,
economics, and education. Some researchers (e.g., Wise-
man et al. 1989) suggest that six items of this scale are
more culture-general and thus more applicable to various
cross-cultural situations. A typical item is, for example, “It
would be better to be a citizen of the world than of any par-
ticular nation” (p. 101). Wiseman et al. (1989) found that
these items loaded on one factor. All six items were mea-
sured on a 6-point scale, ranging from 1 (strongly agree) to
6 (strongly disagree).

Ethnocentrism. Ethnocentrism was measured using
items developed by Stephan and Stephan (1992). This
scale includes such statements as “Americans have been
very generous in teaching other people how to do things in
more efficient ways” (p. 92). Reliability for this scale has
previously been reported to be as high as α = .83. Two re-
lated items were also included from Shimp and Sharma’s
(1987) revised Patriotism Scale, which was based on ear-
lier work by Levinson (1950). These items are the follow-
ing: “America may not be perfect, but the American way
has brought us about as close as human beings can get to a
perfect society” and “the main threat to basic American in-
stitutions this century has come from the infiltration of for-
eign ideas, doctrines and agitators” (p. 287). These items
were included to reflect the fact that the study is focused on
American respondents. All items from both scales were
measured using a 6-point scale, ranging from 1 (strongly
agree) to 6 (strongly disagree).

Attributional complexity. Five items were used from the
Fletcher et al. (1986) scale and consist of such statements
as “I really enjoy analyzing the reasons or causes for peo-
ple’s behavior.” These items have been used in previous
studies measuring abilities before departing to a foreign
country (Stephan and Stephan 1992). In addition, these
five items were chosen because they exhibited the highest
correlations with the overall scale in two previous studies
(Fletcher et al. 1986; Stephan and Stephan 1992).
Attributional complexity was measured on a 6-point scale,
ranging from 1 (describes me very well) to 6 (does not de-
scribe me well).

Adaptive selling. Adaptive selling was measured using
the ADAPTS Scale developed by Spiro and Weitz (1990).
This scale measures the degree to which salespeople per-
ceive themselves as “working smarter” (Spiro and Weitz
1990; Weitz 1978; Weitz et al. 1986). In other words,
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ADAPTS measures the adaptability of salespeople to their
customers. The reliability of this scale has been well docu-
mented in the marketing literature with coefficient alphas
ranging from .85 (Boorom et al. 1998, Spiro and Weitz
1990) to .88 (Sujan et al. 1994). Again, all items for the
present study were measured on a 6-point scale, ranging
from 1 (strongly agree) to 6 (strongly disagree).

Previous research has found that adaptive selling is
composed of adaptive selling beliefs and adaptive selling
behaviors (Marks, Vorhies, and Badovick 1996). Since the
theoretical foundation of our study focuses on inter-
cultural disposition (i.e., a trait) and the resulting skills
(i.e., behaviors) of adaptive selling and perceived inter-
cultural communication competence, we decided to focus
on adaptive selling behaviors. Ten items were used to mea-
sure this scale with all model fit indices indicating that the
scale was unidimensional (with Comparative Fit Index
[CFI], Incremental Fit Index [IFI], and Goodness-of-Fit
Index [GFI] above .90 for a one-factor model).

Perceived intercultural communication competence.
The Intercultural Communication Competence Scale
(Hammer et al. 1978) is a “culture-general” as opposed to
“culture-specific” method to assess perceived skills when
communicating with different cultures (e.g., Harris and
Moran 1991). The scale consists of three dimensions:
(1) ability to deal with psychological stress (five items),
(2) ability to establish and maintain interpersonal relation-
ships (five items), and (3) ability to deal with different
communication styles (two items). These dimensions have
been used in previous studies (e.g., Cui and Van Den Berg
1991; Hammer et al. 1978) and have been shown to load on
three factors. Respondents were asked to rate themselves
on each ability from 1 (high ability) to 6 (low ability). Abil-
ity to deal with psychological stress included questions re-
garding the respondents’ self-rating on such issues as
dealing with “frustration,” “pressure to conform,” “inter-
personal conflict,” and “anxiety” in communicating with
different cultures. Ability to establish interpersonal rela-
tionships included such items as the ability to “initiate in-
teraction with a stranger” and “develop satisfying
interpersonal relationships with others.” The final dimen-
sion included the ability to deal with “different communi-
cation styles” and to “accurately understand the feelings of
another person.”

The finalized questionnaire was pretested among 25
graduate business students. Adjustments were made to the
wording and length based on their suggestions. The order
sequence of some of the items was also revised.

The reliability of each measure was assessed via coeffi-
cient alphas (Cronbach 1951). With the exception of
worldmindedness (α = .63), which was included for con-
ceptual reasons despite its low reliability, the scales used in
this study were at or above the .70 level (Nunnally 1978).

In summary, the specific scales used in this study were
based on previous research, demonstrate unidimen-
sionality and multidimensionality where appropriate, and
show sufficient reliability.2

RESULTS

Model Parameter Estimates
and Goodness of Fit

All hypotheses were tested in a structural-equations
model (see Figure 2). A structural-equations analysis was
employed because it allows for the simultaneous estima-
tion of a series of interdependent relationships and allows
for an assessment of the overall fit of a model (Hair,
Anderson, Tatham, and Black 1992). The correlation
matrix for model estimation is presented in Table 1.
Intercultural disposition and intercultural competence
were examined as multidimensional constructs. Empathy,
worldmindedness, ethnocentrism, and attributional com-
plexity were analyzed as indicators of intercultural dispo-
sition, while the ability to deal with stress, to establish and
maintain interpersonal relationships, and to manage dif-
ferent communication styles were used as indicators of
intercultural competence. Summated scales were used for
each of the indicators of intercultural disposition and
intercultural competence. Adaptive selling was repre-
sented by a single-item indicator, with each of the 10 items
given equal weight in forming the summated scale. The
error term of the indicator was set to one minus the reliabil-
ity multiplied by the observed variance to adjust for the
measurement error in the construct (Price, Arnould, and
Tierney 1995; Shoham, Rose, and Kahle 1998).

Overall model fit was acceptable, as evidenced by a
nonsignificant chi-square value (χ2 = 23.09 with 18
degrees of freedom, p = .19), which indicates the lack of a
significant discrepancy between the hypothesized model
and the observed results. The GFI and Bollen’s IFI were
also above .90 (GFI = .942, IFI = .934 ), further indicating
an acceptable model fit (Bollen 1989).

Hypothesis 1, which posited that intercultural disposi-
tion and adaptive selling would be positively related, was
not supported. Intercultural disposition and adaptive sell-
ing were not significantly related (γ = .301, t = 1.63, p >
.05). Hypotheses 2 and 3, which directionally examine the
influence of intercultural disposition and adaptive selling,
respectively, on intercultural competence, were supported.
Both intercultural disposition (γ = .522, t = 1.79, p < .05)
and adaptive selling (β = .352, t = 2.03, p < .05) were posi-
tively related to intercultural competence in a one-tailed
test. Furthermore, 51 percent of the variance is explained
by intercultural communication competence. Thus,
intercultural disposition and adaptive selling appear to be
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relatively independent factors, both of which contribute to
intercultural competence.

IMPLICATIONS

The overall purpose of this study was to investigate the
role of intercultural disposition and adaptive selling in
developing perceived intercultural communication com-
petence. The results show that intercultural disposition
and adaptive selling both affect the perceived intercultural
communication competence of marketing executives.
However, adaptive selling and intercultural disposition
seem to be separate unrelated constructs. Thus, programs
designed to increase the adaptiveness of marketing

executives alone may not increase the effectiveness of a
culturally diverse buyer-seller interaction. It should be rec-
ognized that the intercultural disposition or “cross-cul-
tural attitude” of marketing executives may also have an
effect on this relationship. Marketers may perceive them-
selves as quite adaptive to their customers. However, while
adaptive selling within a marketing executive’s own cul-
ture has been shown to affect outcomes, this construct
alone may not be sufficient to ensure successful
intercultural interactions.

The findings of our study have several implications for
marketing managers. First, managers must be able to
recruit, retain, and manage culturally diverse marketing
executives. Second, managers must also recognize that
their existing employees will be interacting with more
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FIGURE 2
Intercultural Disposition, Adaptive Selling Behavior, and Perceived

Intercultural Communication Competence: Empirical Findings

NOTE: All parameter estimates are standardized. t-values are given in parentheses.
*No t-values are reported for Worldmindedness and Stress because these items were used to set the metric for the construct.

TABLE 1
Correlation Matrix for Model Estimation

Scale 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1. Empathy 1.0
2. Worldmindedness .19 1.0
3. Ethnocentrism –.14 –.23* 1.0
4. Attributional Complexity .40** .21 –.08 1.0
5. Adaptive Selling .25* .12 .10 .09 1.0
6. Stress .10 .04 –.15 .07 .12 1.0
7. Relationships .39** .10 –.05 .28** .35** .30** 1.0
8. Communication Style .21* .02 –.09 .10 .25* .41** .25* 1.0

* Significant at the .05 level. ** Significant at the .01 level.



diverse coworkers and customers. To address these two
issues, selection and training methods are needed that
focus on recognizing and developing intercultural skills.

The importance of training for adaptive selling has been
recognized by academic researchers and practitioners. In
their framework for adaptive selling, Weitz et al. (1986)
incorporated training as a key variable to influence the
knowledge and skills of marketers to practice adaptive
selling. As such, practitioners have used methods of train-
ing that focus on adaptation. For example, the communica-
tion style matrix (Merrill and Reid 1981) has been used to
train marketers to classify customers on the basis of three
communication style dimensions: (1) responsiveness,
(2) assertiveness, and (3) flexibility. However, marketers
must also be trained to recognize and interact with custom-
ers’various intercultural communication styles. Given the
current trends of an increasingly diverse workforce,
intercultural communication training may help marketers
gain a competitive advantage in understanding culturally
diverse markets.

Selecting the appropriate intercultural training pro-
gram and recruiting new employees require methods for
assessing marketing executives’ intercultural disposition
and perceived intercultural communication competence.
The measures used in this study can provide an initial start-
ing point in identifying individuals who possess these
capabilities. Other methods of assessment include per-
sonal inventories, interview questions, and simulation
games that help identify the reactions of individuals to
diverse cultures (cf. Bush and Ingram 2001; Cushner and
Brislin 1996; Shirts 1973).

LIMITATIONS AND DIRECTIONS
FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

As with any study, there are limitations to the results
from this work. First, external validity may be somewhat
lessened because of the use of marketing professionals
from executive MBA courses and from actual corpora-
tions. However, individuals were solicited from a broad
base of industries who were concerned about the issue of
diversity in their clientele as well as within their own orga-
nization. Second, the findings of this study are based on
self-reported data. However, the constructs of interest to
this study were not significantly correlated with social
desirability. Third, the reliability for the Worldmindedness
Scale was relatively low, which may have attenuated some
of the relationships reported. Fourth, the results of this
study could vary with such issues as individuals’ experi-
ence and travel abroad. While beyond the scope of the
present study, future research could examine these issues.

The constructs selected for this study are not exhaustive
but rather serve as a starting point for relating adaptive
selling concepts to intercultural domains. For example,

since “other variables such as allocentrism and dogmatism
may be related to cultural ethnocentrism” (Sharma et al.
1995:35) and “cultural similarity, historical associations
between countries, and present political-economic rela-
tions between countries [and cultures] may moderate the
effect of consumer-ethnocentric tendencies” (p. 35), the
concept of intercultural disposition provides a plethora of
research opportunities. Furthermore, this study has taken a
culture-general approach, whereas more investigation
needs to be done with specific cultures and ethnicities.
Such issues as social distance, distrust, and culture shock
when interacting with a specific cultural or ethnic group of
buyers or sellers are viable avenues to pursue.

The area of intercultural communication in marketing
is ripe for future research. One research path involves the
identification of individuals who may or may not be com-
petent in dealing with culturally diverse individuals. In the
present study, intercultural disposition and competence
were investigated. Individuals who scored well on these
constructs may be better able to deal with cultural differ-
ences. It would also be of interest to investigate how these
constructs relate to other variables such as relationship
trust, performance, turnover, and so on. In other words, are
certain individuals more predisposed to successful inter-
action with culturally diverse individuals than others?
Such findings could affect the type of diversity recruitment
and training needed in marketing organizations.

Within the framework of adaptive selling, future
research could investigate how intercultural disposition
and competence ultimately affect performance. His-
torically, however, research results that provide clear link-
ages between adaptive selling skills and performance out-
comes have been rare. Goolsby, Lagace, and Boorom
(1992) only found one relationship between the psycho-
logical adaptiveness trait of self-monitoring and perfor-
mance. Those authors concluded that “the relationship
between adaptive selling and . . . performance is likely to
be moderated by factors such as the nature of the sales situ-
ation and/or the nature of the product itself” (p. 62). When
the buyer-seller situation crosses cultural boundaries,
intercultural disposition may be one of the factors that has
mediated the effect of adaptiveness on subsequent
performance.

Another research path concerns the customer’s evalua-
tion of the marketing executive’s intercultural skills. Simi-
lar arguments can be found in the intercultural literature
that advocate investigating the host culture’s reactions to
foreigners/sojourners into their culture (Gudykunst 1994).
Thus, future research can be conducted by investigating
buyers’ perceptions of sellers’ intercultural skills.

Investigating various types of training programs for
developing intercultural competence could also provide
helpful insights. Such programs as exposure to different
ethnic neighborhoods (i.e., market territories), movies that
emphasize cultural differences, classes on cross-cultural
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communication, and simulation exercises could be investi-
gated and compared. Long-term study is also needed to
track the overall effectiveness of such training programs
on such issues as performance, retention, and upward
mobility of culturally diverse employees within the mar-
keting organization.

Finally, measures more specific to the marketing envi-
ronment could be developed. Some of the measures used
in this study were borrowed from the educational and
cross-cultural communication disciplines. This may have
been the cause of one of the measures’ (i.e., worldminded-
ness) somewhat lower reliability. Insights from the present
study can be used to develop better measures to gauge the
intercultural skills of marketing executives.

CONCLUSIONS

While marketing academics and practitioners recog-
nize the importance of adapting to the customer, adapting
to a culturally diverse customer is a relatively new issue.
However, more traditional marketing functions are evolv-
ing toward relationship management. According to
Johnston, Lewin, and Spekman (1999), the

changing global economic and business environ-
ment is forcing firms to move increasingly closer to
their exchange partners, to form international alli-
ances, and to participate in complex multifirm/mul-
tinational networks. . . . Indeed, many practitioners
believe that a company’s competitive prowess no
longer depends upon the company itself, but on its
ability to establish and maintain high-quality busi-
ness partnerships. (P. 269)

Thus, traditional forms of communication in marketing
must be viewed from an integrated marketing perspective,
where highly personalized, targeted communication be-
comes a key focus in the development of relationships.
When these relationships cross cultural or ethnic bound-
aries, the necessity of training for adaptive, intercultural
communication becomes more apparent.

In conclusion, successful relationship management
skills should be emphasized in today’s culturally diverse
environment. People possessing these skills will become
valuable assets to the firm (Thorelli 1986; Webster 1992).
According to Gronroos (1999), “A true transition toward a
relationship marketing strategy requires a focus on
resources and competencies in the relationship” (p. 334).
One of those resources are the communication competen-
cies exhibited by the marketing organization. As global
competition and cultural diversity in the workplace con-
tinue to increase, people possessing intercultural commu-
nication competence will be of extreme importance in
managing relationships that cross cultural boundaries.

APPENDIX
Scale Items and Reliabilities for Study

Empathic Tendency—
Perspective Taking ( = .71)

Range: 1 (describes me very well) to 6 (does not describe me
well)

1. I believe that there are two sides to every question and
try to look at them both.

2. I try to look at everybody’s side of a disagreement be-
fore I make a decision.

3. When I’m upset at someone, I usually try to “put my-
self in his or her shoes’ for a while.

4. If I’m sure I’m right about something, I don’t waste
much time listening to other people’s arguments. (R)

5. I sometimes find it difficult to see things from the
“other guy’s” point of view. (R)

6. I sometimes try to understand my friends better by
imagining how this looks from their perspective.

7. Before criticizing somebody, I try to imagine how I
would feel if I were in their place.

Worldmindedness ( = .63)

Range: 1 (strongly agree) to 6 (strongly disagree)

1. It would be better to be a citizen of the world than of
any particular nation.

2. Our responsibility to people of other races ought to be
as great as our responsibility to people of our own
area.

3. Any healthy individual, regardless or race or religion,
should be allowed to live wherever he or she wants to
in the world.

4. Our schools should teach the history of the world
rather than of our own nation.

5. Our country should permit the immigration of foreign
peoples even if it lowers our standard of living.

Ethnocentrism ( = .74)

Range: 1 (strongly agree) to 6 (strongly disagree)

1. In many countries, people do not place a high value on
human life—to them, life is cheap.

2. English should be accepted as the international lan-
guage of communication.

3. Americans have been very generous in teaching other
people how to do things in more efficient ways.

4. Primitive people have unsophisticated social and po-
litical systems.

5. Minority groups within a country should conform to
the customs and values of the majority.
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Patriotism

1. America may not be perfect, but the American way
has brought us about as close as human beings can get
to a perfect society.

2. The main threat to basic American institutions during
this century has come from the infiltration of foreign
ideas, doctrines, and agitators.

Attributional Complexity ( = .78)

Range: 1 (describes me very well) to 6 (does not describe me
well)

1. I really enjoy analyzing the reasons or causes of peo-
ple’s behavior.

2. I am very interested in how my own thinking works
when I make judgments about people or attach causes
to their behavior.

3. To understand a person’s personality or behavior, I
have found it important to know how that person’s at-
titudes, beliefs, and character traits fit together.

4. I think a lot about the influences that society has on
other people.

5. I enjoy learning about other cultures through reading
and movies.

Adaptive Selling Behaviors ( = .88)

Range: 1 (strongly agree) to 6 (strongly disagree)

1. When I feel that my sales approach is not working, I
can easily change to another approach.

2. I like to experiment with different sales approaches.
3. I am very flexible in the selling approach I use.
4. I don’t change my approach from one customer to an-

other. (R)
5. I can easily use a wide variety of selling approaches.
6. It is easy for me to modify my sales presentation if the

situation calls for it.
7. Basically, I use the same approach with most custom-

ers. (R)
8. I vary my sales style from situation to situation.
9. I try to understand how one customer differs from an-

other.
10. I feel confident that I can effectively change my

planned presentation when necessary.

Perceived Intercultural
Communication Competence

Range: 1 (high ability) to 6 (low ability)

The following is a list of qualities that have been identified as
being associated with success in sales encounters with people
from different cultural backgrounds. Please rate your:

Intercultural Communication Stress Skills (α = .82):

1. ability to deal with interpersonal conflict
2. ability to deal with stress
3. ability to deal with social alienation
4. ability to deal with anxiety
5. ability to deal with communication misunderstand-

ings between yourself and others

Intercultural Communication Relationship Skills (α = .75):

1. ability to initiate interaction with a stranger
2. ability to develop satisfying interpersonal relation-

ships with others
3. ability to maintain satisfying interpersonal relation-

ships with others
4. ability to accurately understand the feelings of an-

other person
5. ability to empathize with another person

Intercultural Communication Style Skills (Kuder-Richardson =
.73):

1. ability to deal with different communication styles
2. ability to deal with different social systems

NOTE: (R) = reverse coded.

NOTES

1. The model was also run excluding the 12.4 percent of respondents
who indicated that they rarely (7.7%) or never (4.7%) interact with di-
verse customers. This analysis produced similar results to those using the
full sample with no changes in the significance of any of the paths and all
fit indices suggesting an acceptable model fit.

2. All constructs were examined via factor loadings and item-to-total
correlations. Any item-to-total correlation that fell below .30 was de-
leted. Subsequent confirmatory factor analysis revealed that all first-
order scales were unidimensional, with all constructs fitting adequately
on a one-factor model. The Comparative Fit Index (CFI), the Incremental
Fit Index (IFI), and the Goodness-of-Fit Index (GFI) for all constructs in
this study were above .90 for a one-factor model. More details regarding
reliability and validity of the measures are available from the authors
upon request.
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Guidelines for Conducting Research
and Publishing in Marketing:
From Conceptualization Through
the Review Process

John O. Summers
Indiana University

A primary mission of institutions of higher learning is the
generation and dissemination of knowledge. The low ac-
ceptance rates at the leading research journals in market-
ing, typically in the single digits to low teens, suggests the
need to increase the quality of the research manuscripts
produced. This article presents a set of guidelines for re-
searchers aspiring to do scholarly research in marketing.
Discussed are issues such as developing the necessary re-
search skills, conceptualizing the study, constructing the
research design, writing the manuscript, and responding
to reviewers. Also presented are the author’s personal ob-
servations concerning the current state of research in
marketing.

This article is intended for doctoral students and those
researchers who are beginning or are early in their careers
and would like to increase their journal acceptance rates.
The experienced author with several major publications
and years of reviewing experience will find little, if any-
thing, “new” to them. What follows are the author’s reflec-
tions on more than a quarter century of guiding doctoral
students and reviewing for, and publishing in, some of the
leading journals in marketing. The author’s remarks pri-
marily relate to research that involves the collection and
analysis of primary data (e.g., case studies, surveys, and
experiments). Not addressed are such things as review
papers, theory development not based on empirical
research, and quantitative marketing models.

Manuscript Acceptance Rates
at Leading Marketing Journals:
From Single Digit to Low Teens

The acceptance rate at the leading research journals is
currently averaging around 10 percent. Because editors
are limited in the number of pages they can have in each
issue, a journal’s acceptance rate is constrained by the
number of manuscripts submitted and the average length
of the manuscripts accepted. Hence, as the overall quality
of the manuscripts received by a journal increases over
time, its standards for acceptance also rise.

For most top journals, there isn’t a dramatic drop in
quality between the top 10 percent of manuscripts received
and the next best 10 percent, and most of the manuscripts
submitted to the leading journals are reasonably well-
done. About 80 percent of the manuscripts submitted are
rejected on the initial round of reviews. There are several
basic reasons for rejecting manuscripts reporting on em-
pirical studies. These include the following:

1. The research questions being investigated are
not very interesting (e.g., studies that are mainly
descriptive and lack theoretical implications).

2. The research, although well executed, does not
appear to make a sufficiently large contribution
to the literature (e.g., the study largely replicates
past research with minor modifications).

3. The conceptual framework is not well developed
(e.g., lacks precise conceptual definitions of the
constructs and/or compelling theoretical ratio-
nale for the hypotheses).

4. The methodology is seriously flawed (e.g., the
sample is inappropriate for the research ques-
tion, the validity of one or more key measures is
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suspect, and/or the experiment lacks experimen-
tal realism).

5. The writing is so confused that an invitation to
revise and resubmit is considered unlikely to re-
sult in an acceptable manuscript.

For a detailed discussion of the weaknesses in manu-
scripts cited by the reviewers of one leading journal along
with some guideposts for authors, see Varadarajan (1996).

To be published in a respected peer-reviewed journal, a
study must be judged as meeting the currently accepted
standards for scholarly research. Moreover, the study must
be judged as more worthy than others competing for the
same journal space. What should researchers do to
increase the chances that their studies will make a signifi-
cant contribution to marketing knowledge and be among
those that are eventually published by one of the leading
research journals? Answering this question is the major
focus of this article.

SCHOLARLY RESEARCH ON
SUBSTANTIVE ISSUES IN MARKETING

This section presents a set of 12 guidelines for research-
ers aspiring to do scholarly research in marketing. These
guidelines deal with developing the necessary set of
research skills and the research process.

Develop a Broad Set
of Methodological Skills

Developing a broad set of methodological skills (e.g.,
qualitative research methods, survey research methodol-
ogy, and experimental design) is critical to becoming a
productive researcher. Those with a limited set of method-
ological tools are restricted in what they can study and
what they can learn from their research. For example,
someone with weak or no training in qualitative research
methods is very limited with regard to developing
grounded theory in his or her research area of interest, and
researchers without a background in experimental design
are likely to use surveys to test causal hypotheses.
Developing a broad set of methodological skills early in
one’s career provides long-term benefits because one can
rely on this same set of skills for many years. Many of the
research techniques used today were developed several
decades ago. For example, much of the most important
work on reliability and validity was published during the
1950s and 1960s.

Learn to Be a Critical
Reader of the Literature

It is important to become practiced in reading the litera-
ture in a critical manner. When researchers take an

“accepting point of view” in reading the literature and
focus on the conclusions of these studies, it will seem to
them as if everything has been done, and they will feel dis-
appointed that they had not thought to do these studies
first. It is only when researchers look for flaws and/or limi-
tations in the research they read that they begin to develop
ideas for building on this research. For example, with
regard to the conceptual framework, readers should con-
cern themselves with whether the conceptual definitions
are sufficiently unambiguous and whether the theoretical
rationale provided for each of the hypotheses is convinc-
ing. With regard to survey research methodology, they
might consider whether there is a serious problem with
shared method variance and/or whether the measures used
validly capture the constructs of interest. The limitations
identified in existing research alert the researcher to
opportunities for making contributions to the research area
of interest.

Focus on Developing
Hypotheses to Be Tested

As researchers start reading the literature, it is impor-
tant that they begin thinking about identifying the hypoth-
eses they might want to test. This will help them develop
some structure for their conceptual frameworks and con-
struct boundaries for their empirical studies. This, in turn,
will allow them to determine which articles in their general
area of interest are most central to the empirical study they
plan to design. In deciding what hypotheses to investigate
in the empirical study, thought should be given to the
potential contribution to the literature and the feasibility of
developing a rigorous research design for testing them.
Researchers who fail to focus on developing hypotheses as
they review the literature often end up spending many
months or even a year reading the literature without having
identified a single hypothesis they want to test.

Use the Literature to
Stimulate Your Thinking

It is critical that the existing literature be used to stimu-
late one’s thinking beyond that of merely understanding
what is covered in each of the individual articles reviewed.
In this regard, researchers need to consider such things as
why different studies may have produced what seem to be
conflicting results and what overall inferences one can
draw from the studies as a group. They also should concern
themselves with how existing conceptual frameworks
might be improved. For example, have previous research-
ers overlooked important antecedents or consequences?
Have past studies failed to consider potential mediators or
moderators? Researchers must avoid allowing the litera-
ture to constrain their thinking. One aid for doing this is for
researchers to constantly ask themselves what they
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personally believe about the phenomenon of interest.
These are issues that researchers should concern them-
selves with as they are reviewing the literature rather than
only after all of the literature has been read.

Put It on Paper

Researchers should write down their ideas as they occur
to them and maintain a file. Failure to immediately commit
one’s ideas to paper means that time will be wasted trying
to rediscover old ideas, and some ideas may be lost forever.
The mere act of writing down their ideas often makes
researchers more aware of ambiguities in their thinking.
Frequently, arguments that seem so clear in their heads
become unraveled when they write these down. This per-
mits researchers to identify the problems in their current
thinking and work to resolve them. Finally, committing
one’s thoughts to writing makes it much easier to get con-
structive feedback from others.

Don’t Work in Isolation

It is difficult for most researchers to conceptualize a
tight research study without interacting with others, if for
no other reason than that it is difficult for people to evalu-
ate their own work. This is particularly true for less-experi-
enced researchers. Doctoral students who have infrequent
interaction with their dissertation committees almost
always take a long time to complete their dissertations. It is
often the case that researchers clarify their own thoughts,
identify problems with their conceptual framework, and
discover new ideas solely as a result of communicating
their current thinking to others. The mere process of orally
explaining their thoughts to others forces researchers to
examine their ideas more deeply. Hence, it is almost
always a mistake for researchers to wait until they feel their
conceptual frameworks are very well developed before
exposing them to others. Although almost anyone willing
to listen and read what has been written can be helpful, par-
ticularly valuable are those who constantly ask for clarifi-
cation and question the researcher’s assumptions, concep-
tual definitions, and theoretical rationale. These inter-
actions are especially beneficial when researchers have
previously committed their ideas to writing.

Develop Precise Conceptual
Definitions for the Constructs

The conceptual definitions of the constructs of interest
warrant special attention. Constructs are the building
blocks of theory. Without well-developed conceptual defi-
nitions for the constructs, it is impossible to develop a
coherent theory. For example, we cannot develop a

meaningful theoretical rationale for why Construct A
should be related to Construct B if the exact meaning of
each of these two constructs has not been established.
Moreover, it is impossible to develop a valid measure of a
construct that is not precisely defined.

Avoid developing pseudodefinitions. Some authors
will talk about some Construct A being a result of or the
cause of some other Construct B. However, one cannot
define a construct in terms of its antecedents or its conse-
quences. Moreover, trying to do so means that the pro-
posed theoretical linkage between A and B would not be
empirically testable (i.e., it could not be falsified); rather, it
would be true by definition. Another type of pseudodefini-
tion one finds in the literature involves merely giving
examples of what is included in a construct (e.g., Con-
struct A includes such things as . . . ). These pseudodefini-
tions invariably provide an incomplete listing of the con-
struct’s content and fail to indicate what is not included in
the construct. The central role of constructs requires that
researchers make reasonably certain that their constructs
are well defined before moving on to other aspects of their
conceptual framework or to their research designs.

Evaluate the Hypotheses

The hypotheses to be tested also need to be evaluated
before designing the empirical study.

• Are the hypotheses clearly written?
• Is each of the hypotheses falsifiable?
• Do any of the hypotheses involve truism or tautolo-

gies?
• Are any of the hypotheses trivial in the sense that

others would be likely to question the methodology
of any study that reported negative results?

• Is the theoretical rationale provided for each hypoth-
esis compelling?

• Are there any additional theoretical arguments that
would strengthen the conceptual support for the hy-
potheses?

• Do the hypotheses to be tested represent a cohesive
set?

It is important for researchers to aggressively solicit
criticism of all aspects of their conceptual framework. It is
only when continued exposure of the conceptual frame-
work to criticism ceases to uncover serious flaws and all
necessary revisions have been made that researchers
should move to the design phase. The time to revise the
conceptual framework is before the data are collected. Af-
ter the data are collected, researchers are severely re-
stricted by the available measures as to what changes they
can make in their conceptual frameworks.
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Identify the Intended Contributions

At this point, it is important to make explicit the in-
tended contributions of the study and to evaluate them.
The contributions of a study can be conceptual, empirical,
or methodological in nature. Conceptual contributions
could involve such things as:

1. improved conceptual definitions of the original
constructs;

2. the identification and conceptual definition of
additional constructs to be added to the concep-
tual framework (e.g., additional dependent, in-
dependent, mediating, and/or moderator
variables);

3. the development of additional theoretical link-
ages (i.e., research hypotheses) with their ac-
companying rationale; and

4. the development of improved theoretical ratio-
nale for existing linkages.

Empirical contributions would include such things as:

1. testing a theoretical linkage between two con-
structs that has not previously been tested,

2. examining the effects of a potential moderator
variable on the nature of the relationship be-
tween two constructs,

3. determining the degree to which a variable me-
diates the relationship between two constructs,
and

4. investigating the psychometric properties of an
important scale.

When field studies are being used, methodological con-
tributions might involve changes in the design of past stud-
ies that:

1. reduce the potential problems with shared
method variance through the insightful use of
multiple methods of measurement,

2. increase the generalizability of the research
through more appropriate sampling procedures,

3. allow the investigation of the plausibility of
“third-variable explanations” for the results of
past studies, and/or

4. enhance the construct validity of key measures
through the use of refined multiple-item mea-
sures and/or the use of measurement approaches
that do not rely on self-reports.

With respect to laboratory experiments, methodologi-
cal contributions might involve such things as modifica-
tions in the experimental procedures that serve to:

1. increase the internal, ecological, and/or external
validity of the experiment;

2. improve the construct validity of the putative
causes and effects (e.g., through the develop-
ment of improved manipulations of the inde-
pendent variables and/or the improvement of
multiple-item scales for the dependent vari-
ables);

3. enhance statistical conclusion validity;
4. increase the experimental realism of the experi-

ment; and/or
5. decrease the plausibility of demand artifacts.

Not infrequently, less-experienced researchers try to
design their studies to contain many such contributions in
an attempt to make certain that the overall contribution of
their research will be sufficiently high. Pursuit of this ap-
proach is often associated with the risk of the researcher’s
time and effort getting so spread out among many tasks
that every aspect of the study is poorly done. The impor-
tant issue is not how many contributions a study will make
but rather the significance of each contribution. One
should be concerned with such things as the degree to
which a proposed contribution fills some important gap in
the literature. For example, a study could make a very sub-
stantial contribution by demonstrating that a previously
unidentified moderator variable could explain what previ-
ously appeared to be conflicting results in past research.
Feedback from successful researchers with a reputation
for being candid is very helpful in pruning the list of in-
tended contributions to those likely to have the greatest im-
pact on the research area of interest.

Designing the Empirical Study

When the conceptual framework has been set and the
intended contributions of the study determined, it is time
to consider the details of the research design. Although
past research in an area can serve as a valuable guide, it is
important to recognize that no study is without method-
ological shortcomings. One should always be cognizant of
the methodological weaknesses and/or limitations of pub-
lished research and attempt to overcome these limitations
in one’s own work. For example, to the degree that previ-
ous measures appear to lack content validity, consider-
ation should be given to revising some of the items used in
these scales and developing new items to add.

The time for researchers to get critical feedback on their
research designs is before they collect their data. Although
researchers can make some modifications to their concep-
tual frameworks (e.g., clarify conceptual definitions, pro-
vide additional theoretical rationale for some of the
hypotheses) even while their manuscripts are under review
at a research journal, nothing can be done to improve the
research methodology once the data have been collected.
Moreover, if the data are seriously flawed, no amount of
rewriting of the manuscript can overcome this fact.
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Experts on the particular research methods being used
should be solicited to critique the research design before
the data are collected. Moreover, they should be encour-
aged to be as critical and detailed as they are when review-
ing manuscripts for a journal.

Pretesting Questionnaires

A rigorous pretest of the questionnaire can almost
always provide valuable information on how it might be
improved. Unfortunately, many pretests are not very rigor-
ous and only give the researcher a false sense of security.
For example, when conducting a pretest of a question-
naire, many researchers will ask a small sample from the
population of interest to complete the questionnaire and
when they are finished ask them if they noticed any prob-
lems. If those in the pretest sample complete all items on
the questionnaire and do not report any problems with any
of the items, these researchers conclude that the question-
naire is without serious flaws. However, this conclusion is
seldom justified. Participants often mark responses to the
most confusing questionnaire items and never question
what these items were intended to measure. When asked
after completing a questionnaire whether any part of it was
confusing, participants typically say little, if anything,
even when many of the questions are confusingly worded.
There are several plausible reasons for this situation. First,
pretest participants may be constrained in the time and
thought they are willing and able to devote to filling out
questionnaires. Second, they may not be sufficiently
skilled and/or experienced at detecting and articulating
problems with questionnaire items. Finally, they may be
reluctant to be critical, even when asked to.

Pretesting of the questionnaire is especially critical if
new scales are being constructed or previous scales have
been significantly revised. To determine what pretest par-
ticipants really think about their questionnaires, research-
ers must be very aggressive in extracting this information.
For example, as the pretest participants complete the ques-
tionnaire, the researcher might ask these participants
whether they can think of more than one way to interpret
what each item is asking and to report these interpreta-
tions. This should be done separately with each participant
one question at a time. The researcher might also ask these
participants to explain why they responded the way they
did on each item. However, this approach will work only if
the participants are perceptive and willing to devote a sig-
nificant amount of time thinking about each item. One
insightful and articulate pretest participant who is commit-
ted to providing constructive criticism is worth more than
20 reluctant pretest participants.

Whenever feasible, it is a good idea to use multiple-
item scales because these scales are usually more reliable
than single-item scales and their reliability can be easily

measured when the scales are reflective. When building
multiple-item, reflective scales, it is useful to administer
the questionnaire to a small sample (e.g., approximately
30 participants) after the initial pretest has been conducted
and revisions made. This allows researchers to determine
if their items are producing the anticipated pattern of cor-
relations. When this pattern is not achieved, the sample
correlation matrix can be used to identify problem items.
These items can then be revised or discarded based on a
careful analysis of the content of each item.

Pretesting Experiments

Experiments involving human subjects are even more
difficult to design and pretest than are surveys. When
developing a new experimental design, it is critical that an
extensive evaluation of the design be undertaken. In addi-
tion to pretesting the measures, researchers need to be con-
cerned with whether (1) the experiment has a sufficient
amount of experimental realism, (2) the experiment con-
tains demand artifacts, (3) the manipulations provide the
intended variance in the independent variables, and (4) the
manipulations might be causing unintended variance in
other variables that might have an impact on the dependent
variables of interest. After evaluating their own initial
experimental designs and making the necessary revisions,
researchers should ask one or two individuals with special
expertise in experimental design (e.g., those who routinely
review manuscripts reporting experimental studies for the
leading research journals) to examine their experimental
designs and materials and to comment on what they feel
the weaknesses of the designs might be. After revising
their designs, researchers should recruit three or four
insightful and articulate individuals to serve as initial pre-
test participants. These participants should be asked to
provide a verbal protocol as they proceed through the
experiment in a thoughtful manner. After all necessary
revisions have been made, a pretest using participants
from the population of interest should be conducted. The
primary purpose of this pretest is to collect manipulation
and confounding check measures. This will tell research-
ers whether their manipulations are working as planned. If
the dependent variables are assessed during this pretest,
they should be measured after the manipulation and con-
founding checks. Given a sufficient sample size for the
pretest, it will not be necessary to include manipulation
and confounding checks in the main experiment.

Unless a behavioral experiment largely replicates a past
research design, failure to identify several significant
problems in the initial design is reason for concern. It is
rarely, if ever, the case that a newly developed research
design does not contain several serious methodological
problems. Hence, when the initial pretest does not reveal
serious defects in the research design, the researcher
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should strongly consider conducting a second, more rigor-
ous pretest.

CRAFTING MANUSCRIPTS FOR
SCHOLARLY JOURNALS IN MARKETING

When researchers do an excellent job of conceptualiz-
ing their studies, developing and executing their research
designs, and analyzing their data, the most difficult part of
their work is behind them. Researchers need not be tal-
ented or creative writers to report the results of well-con-
ceptualized and executed studies. They only need to be
organized, accurate, and concise in their writing. All well-
written manuscripts have three characteristics in common:
(1) an introduction that “sells” the study; (2) tight logic,
clarity, and conciseness throughout all sections; and (3) a
creative and insightful Discussion and Conclusions
section.

Introduction—Selling the Study

To convince readers of the importance of their studies,
authors need to accomplish the following four goals in the
indicated order:

1. Establish the importance of the general area of
interest.

2. Indicate in general terms what has been done in
this broad area.

3. Identify important gaps, inconsistencies, and/or
controversies in the relevant literature.

4. Provide a concise statement of the manuscript’s
purpose(s), the contributions the manuscript
makes to the literature.

The contributions noted should relate back to the gaps,
inconsistencies, and controversies identified earlier.

In establishing the importance of the general area of in-
terest, one need not develop long and complicated argu-
ments or discuss the detailed results of several articles.
Establishing the importance of the topic area can often be
accomplished rather quickly and easily as the following
sample text suggests:

_____________ researchers have devoted consider-
able attention to developing and testing models of
___________________ (e.g., cite several promi-
nent articles in the area).1

Next, the author should indicate in general terms what
has been done in the broad area. A lot of journal space need
not be devoted to achieving this goal. It is not expected or
desirable that authors report the detailed findings of indi-
vidual studies. For example, consider the following sam-
ple text:

Previous research has addressed several aspects of
___________ : (1) ______________ (cite two to three
relevant articles), (2) _____________ (cite two to
three relevant articles), and (3) _____________ (cite
two to three relevant articles).

The results of the studies cited need not be reviewed
when the current article focuses on different issues than
those covered in the studies cited.

Then, researchers need to identify important gaps, in-
consistencies, and/or controversies in the literature. This
serves to establish the need for additional research in the
topic area of interest. This task, like those that precede it,
can be achieved in a concise manner. For example, con-
sider the following sample text:

However, in addition, ___________________ en-
compasses several unexplored dimensions that
lately have attracted research attention in other dis-
ciplines (cite two to three relevant articles).

Some of these unexplored ________ appear to be
important and worthy of investigation in the context
of _____________________________.

An investigation of these issues is important be-
cause ___________________________________.

Furthermore, previous empirical research has fo-
cused primarily on ___________________ . Very
little research has been done on ______________ .

Finally, and most important, the researcher must pro-
vide a concise statement of the manuscript’s purposes, the
contributions the manuscript makes to the literature. This
statement should follow logically from the text that identi-
fies gaps, inconsistencies, and/or controversies in the liter-
ature. For example, consider the following sample text:

In this study we seek to extend _______________
by addressing the gaps in ________________ . The
study investigates the impact of four ___________ :
(1) __________ , (2) ___________ , (3) ____________ ,
and (4) _______________ . In addition, interrela-
tionships among __________________________
are examined.

Researchers should avoid trying to develop a long list
of contributions (conceptual, empirical, and methodologi-
cal). Inevitably, several of these “contributions” will be of
low importance and will divert the reader’s attention from
the major focus of the study. Researchers must make clear
what major contributions their studies make and explain
why these contributions are important. It is a mistake to as-
sume that readers will decipher the importance of the study
from a description of what was done. The failure to clearly
specify the importance of the study in the introduction is
often the result of not having given enough thought to this
issue before the study was conducted.
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Writing Quality

Writing quality is often a reflection of the clarity of the
author’s thoughts. Overly vague ideas invariably lead to
confused writing or the lack of any writing. It is generally
the case that when authors have trouble writing, the prob-
lem lies primarily with the clarity of their thoughts as
opposed to their ability to phrase their ideas properly. As
such, authors should first question their understanding of
what they want to communicate when they are having dif-
ficulty writing.

The manuscript must be clearly written, concise, and
characterized by tight logic. When evaluating their own
writing, authors will often ask themselves whether the text
is consistent with their ideas. This is far too low a standard
to use because it does little, if anything, to ensure that the
reader will understand the author’s message. Instead, one
should adopt Stevenson’s standard: “Don’t write merely to
be understood. Write so that you cannot possibly be
misunderstood.”

Authors need to ask themselves whether it is possible to
derive either unintended meaning or no meaning at all
from what they have written. The aggressive search for
alternative interpretations of one’s text is a key to identify-
ing ambiguous and confusing passages.

Jargon, the specialized vocabulary of a discipline, can
be useful by adding precision and conciseness to research-
ers’writings. However, it is frequently misused (overused)
in an attempt to make a manuscript appear more sophisti-
cated. Unfortunately, it typically achieves the opposite
effect. All such terms should be defined where they first
appear unless their meaning is (1) invariant and (2) well-
known to most readers.

Conciseness in writing is a virtue, particularly when
publishing in research journals. Since journal space is
scarce and costly, the contribution-to-length ratio is an im-
portant consideration in a journal’s decision as to whether
or not to accept a manuscript for publication. While writ-
ing in a succinct manner can be a daunting task for first-
time authors, examining particularly well-written articles
in the target journal can be very helpful. For example, con-
sider the following passages that deal with conceptual def-
initions, theoretical rationale for hypotheses, and research
methodology:

Conceptual definitions: “__________________ is
defined as _______________________________ .”
(If borrowed, cite the source.)
Rationale for hypotheses: “Considerable evidence
from previous research suggests that ___________
_______________________ .” (Cite two to three
key articles.)
“Furthermore, _____________ (cite “leading ex-
perts”) argue that _______________ , they hypothe-
size ___________________________ .”

Research methodology: “Data were obtained
through self-administered questionnaires from
_________________ in three ________________ .”
“A total of ______ usable responses were obtained
for an overall response rate of ________ .”
“ ________ was measured by an ___ item instru-
ment based on the research of ______________
(cite key article).”

Each of the above passages contains a lot of informa-
tion while using very few words.

Another way to keep the length of a research manu-
script reasonable is to be parsimonious in the use of refer-
ences. Often, two or at most three well-chosen references
will provide sufficient support for a position. Moreover,
too many references may make the manuscript difficult to
read.

Sections involving reviews of the literature deserve
special attention. It is unsatisfactory to provide a series of
summaries of individual studies when reviewing past
research. These consume journal space without adding
anything to our understanding of the literature. As Chur-
chill and Perreault (1982) observe, a review should
“advance the field by virtue of its insightful, integrative,
and critical evaluation of the state of work in a subject
area.” A good review section will provide a synthesis of the
literature and make clear what is “known” with a fair
amount of certainty and where the gaps are.

A Creative and Insightful
Discussion and Conclusions Section

The Discussion and Conclusions section is the last
thing readers see, and it can have a large impact on their
impressions of the research being reported. This section
should build on the Introduction section. In this regard, it
needs to reaffirm the importance of the study by showing
how the study reported fits into the literature (e.g., what
gaps in the literature it fills). The study’s contributions and
their importance should be made clear by communicating
the study’s implications for theory and practice. To merely
summarize the empirical results is an inappropriate
strategy.

It is important to clearly distinguish between conclu-
sions and speculation when writing the Discussion and
Conclusions section. Conclusions must be clearly sup-
ported by the data. However, authors may have valuable,
informed speculation to share. As Churchill and Perreault
(1982) observe, “Good science and good ‘speculation’are
not incompatible, but each should be clearly labeled so
that the two are not confused” (p. 286). A few interesting
ideas can go a long way here. While the Discussion and
Conclusions section should not be dominated by specula-
tion, authors should identify new issues raised by the
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study’s findings and/or provide insightful (nonobvious)
directions for future research.

Self-Edit the Manuscript

The initial draft of even the most carefully prepared
manuscript can always be significantly improved. As
such, the initial draft should be revised prior to submitting
the manuscript to others for their evaluation. It is difficult
for authors to edit their own writing. In addition to the
problem of being critical of one’s own work, authors know
what they wanted to communicate. This makes it difficult
for them to notice ambiguities and omissions in their
manuscripts. However, there are things writers can do to
reduce these problems. Laying their manuscripts aside for
a few weeks reduces writers’ familiarity with their papers.
This can help them develop a fresh perspective and be
more open to changes. Another strategy involves analyz-
ing the manuscript from the point of view of someone who
knows little or nothing about the topic area. This would
include such things as checking to see whether the special-
ized terms have been clearly defined and whether the logic
underlying each of the arguments made and the positions
taken are readily apparent. Finally, authors should ask
themselves whether their students would be likely to
understand most of what they have written. If not, the
manuscript needs to be reworked.

Solicit Critical Feedback
Before Submission

“A colleague who will read what is written, then
question its assumptions, ask what’s new, and quibble
about its language is a person to be cultivated” (Markland
1983:142).

Getting feedback from colleagues before a manuscript
is submitted to a journal can significantly increase the
chances of the manuscript being ultimately accepted for
publication, but only if the feedback solicited is highly
critical and authors respond to this feedback in a positive
fashion. Authors should select critics with extensive
reviewing experience and ask them to treat their manu-
scripts like they would if they had received these manu-
scripts from a journal editor for review. It is not essential
that these critics be experts in the topic area of interest. A
strong reviewer can usually provide excellent feedback on
manuscripts dealing with a wide range of topics. The feed-
back writers receive from their colleagues on various
aspects of the manuscript (e.g., conceptual definitions,
theoretical rationale, measurement of the constructs, and
writing) can provide valuable guidance as to how authors
might improve their manuscripts.

Should the “reviews” received from an initial set of col-
leagues contain few substantive criticisms and/or

suggestions for major changes, authors should consider
soliciting critiques from a second set of colleagues
because it is unlikely that the first set of colleagues were
being sufficiently critical. Almost all of the approximately
10 percent of the manuscripts that are eventually accepted
for publication at leading research journals are the subject
of substantial reviewer criticism and go through at least
one major revision. Anyone who spends the time to give
highly critical, constructive feedback to an author is doing
the author an enormous favor.

Responding to the Reviewers

Authors are seldom pleased by the reviewers’ reactions
to their manuscripts. After their initial reading of the
reviewers’ comments, authors are frequently angered and/
or depressed because they feel the reviewers have not
fairly judged their work, some reviewers more so than oth-
ers. There is a natural tendency for authors to want to prove
the most critical reviewers wrong, an approach that is dys-
functional to the goal of getting their manuscripts pub-
lished. Authors need to pause to recover from their initial
emotional reaction and develop a pragmatic approach to
dealing with the reviews. They need to keep in mind that
even the most critical reviewers are not vindictive and
most of what they say is valid criticism. Reviewers for the
leading research journals tend to be very successful
researchers, and they typically spend from 1 to 2 days pre-
paring their reviews for a single manuscript. The manu-
script revision process must be guided by a careful consid-
eration of the suggestions and critical comments of the
reviewers and the editor.

When, even after careful consideration, the specific
content of a reviewer’s comment appears to be unjustified,
authors should examine whether the comment is the prod-
uct of some other problem with the manuscript. For exam-
ple, authors may sometimes feel the reviewers are asking
about issues already covered in their manuscripts or that
the reviewers do not understand what the authors are
doing. When this happens, it is best for authors to consider
how they organized and explained things in their manu-
script. It may be that the authors need to better communi-
cate what was done. Reviewers spend considerable time
and effort reading each manuscript. If they are confused, it
is likely that the journal’s readers will also be confused.

In addition to carefully studying the reviewers’ individ-
ual comments, authors should look for trends in each
reviewer’s comments. It may be that several of a reviewer’s
comments are all related to a single basic problem.
Reacting to the comments individually may not fix this
problem and could even create additional problems by
producing a disjointed manuscript. Authors should also
look for recurring themes across reviewers. Studying the
related comments as a group may give authors a better
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understanding of the underlying problem and lead to a
stronger paper than would a piecemeal approach. More-
over, any shortcomings that are noted by more than one
reviewer deserve special attention.

Authors should try to respond to all of the reviewers’
comments in a positive fashion. It is always in the author’s
best interest to set a tone for courtesy when responding to
reviewers. The accepted norm is professionalism and
courteousness even when communicating disagreements
with the reviewers and the editor.

After making the necessary revisions to their manu-
scripts and formulating their responses to the reviewers,
authors should prepare a thorough set of revision notes that
address both the major themes included in each review and
the reviewers’ individual comments. A separate set of
responses should be prepared for each reviewer. The revi-
sion notes are easiest for reviewers to follow when each of
their individual comments is followed by the authors’
detailed responses.

THE STATE OF RESEARCH IN MARKETING:
SOME PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS

While it is easy for an experienced reviewer to be criti-
cal of any study, research in marketing has greatly
improved during the past two decades. Researchers are
giving increased attention to providing a solid theoretical
base for their studies. Theories developed in other disci-
plines have been widely used for this purpose. Purely
descriptive studies have all but disappeared. More thought
is also being given to how a given study fits into the exist-
ing literature and what contribution it makes. Because
today’s research studies are more theory based and tightly
linked to the literature, the results of these individual stud-
ies are more easily generalized to other contexts.

Today’s quantitative studies are more rigorously
designed than past research. More attention is being given
to the development and/or use of multiple-item measures
of the central constructs and to providing evidence regard-
ing the psychometric properties of the measures used in
the study, primarily internal-consistency measures of reli-
ability (e.g., coefficient α). Greater attention is being paid
to selecting subjects that are appropriate for the research
question of interest. There is less reliance on college
undergraduate student samples. Finally, the results of
today’s studies are less open to alternative interpretations
than past studies.

However, there are areas that are in need of improve-
ment. These include (1) theory building research; (2) claims
regarding convergent and discriminant validity; (3) use of
single-source, self-report data; and (4) experimental
realism.

Lack of Theory-Building Research

Marketing researchers have devoted little attention to
theory-building research. It is difficult to think of many
empirical articles in marketing whose primary purpose is
to develop theory as opposed to merely introducing mar-
keters to theories developed in other disciplines (e.g., psy-
chology and sociology) and/or testing existing theories.
As a discipline, marketing has become content with bor-
rowing theory from other disciplines. Several factors may
contribute to this situation. First, most of our doctoral pro-
grams do not do a good job of teaching the qualitative
research methods (e.g., conducting field interviews and
case studies) that are essential to developing grounded the-
ory.2 Many doctoral programs devote very little time to
these methods even though one could argue that rigorous
qualitative research is more difficult to conduct, analyze,
and report than are surveys or experiments. As a result,
most graduates are not skilled at theory-building research.
Second, many in our discipline appear to believe that qual-
itative research is inherently not as rigorous or prestigious
as quantitative research (e.g., surveys and experiments)
and, therefore, the results are difficult to publish. This
belief seems to be reinforced by the fact that few doctoral
dissertations are based on qualitative research, and one
seldom sees a rigorous qualitative research study pub-
lished in any of the leading research journals in marketing.
It may also be due, in part, to the negative reactions of
some researchers to those qualitative researchers who
seem to feel that their research findings do not need to be
objectively verifiable. For too many of the qualitative stud-
ies published in the past two decades, it is difficult, if not
impossible, for other researchers to determine whether the
authors’ conclusions are adequately supported by the data
collected and/or to replicate the authors’ findings.

Psychometric Properties of Measures

The vast majority of authors’ claims regarding the con-
vergent validity of their measures are unwarranted (i.e.,
maximally different methods of measurement are rarely
used), tests for discriminant validity are typically very
weak, and test-retest reliability is rarely examined.3

Although authors often claim to have provided evidence
regarding the convergent validity of their measures, it is
usually the case that they use the same interitem correla-
tions as evidence of both reliability and convergent valid-
ity. Furthermore, in many studies, it appears that the
researchers have sacrificed the content validity of some of
their measures by deleting items in their initial scales to
develop unidimensional scales.4 Often, the remaining
items reflect a much narrower construct than that origi-
nally contemplated. Researchers need to give more con-
sideration to using formative scales (i.e., scales for which
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the observed measures are considered to form the abstract
unobserved construct) in those situations where attempts
to develop unidimensional reflective scales (i.e., scales
whose item scores are considered to be caused by, or
reflective of, the construct of interest) fail to result in mea-
sures with acceptable content validity. When this occurs, it
is often the case that the construct is composed of several
different aspects or dimensions that are not highly
correlated.

Single-Source Self-Report Data

A long-standing issue regarding studies employing sur-
veys is that many involve self-reports and/or key-infor-
mant reports from a single source.5 Data are never col-
lected from any other source, and the survey respondents
provide measures for both the independent and the
dependent variables. The single-source issue is less of a
concern when several of the variables are objective and/or
factual in nature (e.g., the respondent’s age and corporate
profits as a percentage of sales) and, therefore, more likely
to be independently verifiable from other sources. How-
ever, when most or all of the measures involve summary
judgments of an attitudinal or perceptual nature, common
method variance becomes a serious concern in interpreting
the correlations between these measures. Another related
problem with single-source data involving self-reports
and/or key informants relates to the consistency motif. A
great deal of past research on cognition and attitudes has
shown that respondents have an urge to provide answers
that they feel are logically consistent. This creates prob-
lems because respondents will often have lay theories of
how the variables of interest should be related.

Experimental Realism

Perhaps the most frequent and serious problem with
experiments in marketing is the lack of experimental real-
ism (i.e., the degree to which the experiment involves the
participants, forces them to take it seriously, and has an
impact on them). 6 Experiments that ask the participants to
role-play without previously having had similar task-
related experiences and/or for which there are no meaning-
ful consequences for the participant tend to lack experi-
mental realism. In these situations, the respondents are most
likely to tell the experimenter what they feel is a reason-
able response. Unfortunately, participants are not always
able to predict how they would behave in a given situation.

REVIEWING FOR SCHOLARLY
JOURNALS IN MARKETING

Although they are frequently the targets of authors’ an-
ger, reviewers provide an indispensable service to the dis-

cipline. Without them, no top research journal could oper-
ate. Most reviewers are among the most prolific authors in
the field. They serve as reviewers because they want to
help the discipline advance, because they feel they owe it
to their discipline, because of the prestige of being a mem-
ber of an editorial board, and/or because they enjoy the re-
viewing process. How reviewers perform their jobs has a
huge impact on how manageable editors’positions and au-
thors’ tasks are likely to be. Below are some guidelines for
reviewers that help editors and/or authors fulfill their re-
sponsibilities.

1. Clearly identify all of the major problems with
the manuscript that are within the reviewer’s ar-
eas of expertise. Reviewers should avoid taking
strong positions on issues that are not within
their areas of expertise.

2. When making global evaluations (e.g., the writ-
ing is unclear, the theoretical rationale for the
hypotheses are weak, etc.), provide specific ex-
amples supporting these evaluations.

3. Indicate which problems are major and which
are minor.

4. Indicate which flaws appear to be correctable
and which are not.

5. For correctable flaws, indicate what might be
done to fix them.

6. For uncorrectable flaws, indicate which should
be discussed in the Limitations section.

7. If the manuscript is considered to be potentially
publishable with revisions, clearly indicate what
must be done to make the article acceptable.

8. When recommending rejection of an article,
specify the specific reasons (e.g., uncorrectable
flaws). Provide a convincing argument as to why
these flaws justify rejecting the manuscript.

9. Be tactful in writing the Comments to the Au-
thors. Start these comments with some positive
statements about the manuscript. Avoid making
personal comments and using words with nega-
tive connotations (e.g., naive and hopelessly
confused).

10. When not too time-consuming, direct the au-
thors to articles or books that may be useful to
them in revising their manuscripts and/or de-
signing their next study. For example, if the the-
oretical rationale provided for a hypothesis is
weak, cite previous research that might help the
authors develop stronger rationale.

11. Avoid suggesting that the authors cite literature
that is only loosely related to the research issues
of interest.

12. Avoid asking the authors to cite the reviewer’s
articles unless they are central to the research.

13. Be open to alternative paradigms for studying
the research questions of interest.

14. Allow the authors some flexibility to write the
article they want to write.

15. Provide timely reviews (i.e., within 30 days).
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SUMMARY

A major key to getting one’s research accepted for pub-
lication and dissemination in a leading journal is paying
careful attention to doing the best job possible at every step
of the research and publication process, starting with
developing the research idea through preparing the final
revision of the manuscript. The success of each step is
dependent on the steps that preceded it (e.g., it is impossi-
ble to develop valid measures of constructs without having
developed precise conceptual definitions of these con-
structs). Hence, it is important for researchers to check the
adequacy of each completed aspect of their studies before
proceeding to the next stage. Too frequently, researchers
do not seek feedback from their colleagues until they have
written the first draft of their manuscript. Moreover, feed-
back is only helpful when it is solicited from those with
high levels of expertise, those providing the feedback are
motivated to be highly critical, and those receiving the
feedback are receptive to constructive criticism. Being
responsive to criticism is especially critical when going
through the review process at a major journal. Not infre-
quently, a publishable study never gets in print because the
author chooses to argue with the reviewers, ignores the
reviewers’comments, and/or otherwise fails to adequately
address the reviewers’ and editor’s concerns and incorpo-
rate their suggestions in the revised manuscript.

Research in marketing has improved greatly both con-
ceptually and methodologically during the past quarter
century. However, much remains to be done. Theory-
building research is lacking in marketing. Survey
researchers should reduce their reliance on single-source,
self-report data and use maximally different methods
when trying to assess convergent validity. Finally, experi-
menters need to be more concerned with the experimental
realism of their studies.
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NOTES

1. This sample text is based on material found in Kohli (1985), as are
most all sample texts presented in this section. Basically, the verbiage
specific to Kohli’s study was stripped from Kohli’s article to provide a

sample text appropriate for a wide range of studies. This basic approach
can and should be used with other particularly well-written articles.

2. For an excellent discussion of building theories from case study re-
search, see Eisenhardt (1989).

3. For the most authoritative treatments of convergent and
discriminant validity, see Campbell and Fisk (1959) and Campbell
(1960).

4. For an authoritative discussion of content validity, see Cronbach
(1971).

5. For an excellent discussion of the problems associated with single-
source, self-report data, see Podsakoff and Organ (1986).

6. For an authoritative discussion of experimental realism, see
Aronson and Carlsmith (1968).
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Peggy Cunningham, Editor
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This edition of JAMS features reviews of five eclectic
but important books that may represent must-reads for
marketing academics, practitioners, and graduate stu-
dents. The section begins with reviews of two books that
address questions of the social responsibility of business.
First is Jay M. Handleman’s review of the Handbook of
Marketing and Society edited by Paul N. Bloom and Greg-
ory T. Gundlach. This is an important collection of articles
for those interested in interplay between marketing and
society. Articles by top scholars in the field clearly show
how marketing can affect various aspects of consumer
welfare. Next is Edwin R. Stafford and Cathy L.
Hartman’s review of NGOs Engaging With Business: A
World of Difference and a Difference to the World, written
by Simon Heap. This book shows how nongovernment
organizations (NGOs) are collaborating with the global
business community to address social and environmental
problems through environmentally sustainable practices
and ethical codes of conduct.

Marketing has long adopted and adapted theories and
methods originating in other disciplines. Alf H. Walle III’s
book, Rethinking Marketing: Qualitative Strategies and
Exotic Visions, is a new addition to this tradition. It is
reviewed by June Cotte. Both the author and the reviewer
stress that while new methods and insights can be gained
from the humanities, simple appropriation of the methods
without true mastery is dangerous.

The last two books reviewed in this volume come from
two marketing titans—Philip Kotler and Shelby D. Hunt.
As A. Coskun Samli notes in his review of Kotler on Mar-
keting: How to Create, Win and Dominate Markets, Philip
Kotler needs no introduction to either marketing practitio-
ners or marketing academics. Kotler on Marketing is much
more than an abbreviated version of Marketing Manage-
ment. It opens up new horizons in teaching and practicing
marketing. Robert A. Peterson and Ashutosh Prasad took
on the task of reviewing Shelby D. Hunt’s A General The-
ory of Competition: Resources, Competences, Product-

ivity, Economic Growth. In this book, Hunt synthesizes
extant theories of competition to formulate what he terms
the resource-advantage theory of competition.

I hope you enjoy reading these insightful reviews and
the books they cover. While many of the books reviewed in
this section in the past have been written by American
authors, we hope to have books written by authors from
other countries included in this section soon. Thus, I
encourage you to submit suggestions for books to be
included in the future in this section. I also invite you to
contact me if you are interested in reviewing a text in your
particular area of expertise.

Handbook of Marketing and Society
Volume Editors: Paul N. Bloom and Gregory T.
Gundlach
Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage, 2001, 543 pages, $94.95
(hardcover)

It is hard not to notice the heightened interest by mar-
keting scholars and practitioners in the interplay between
marketing and society. This handbook’s compilation of
articles by some of the field’s top scholars represents a
timely effort by editors Paul N. Bloom and Gregory T.
Gundlach to provide a venue through which readers can
assess where the field has been and where it is going. The
editors have organized the collection of articles around an
easy-to-follow framework that represents their view of
how marketing can affect various aspects of consumer
welfare. Their framework represents an effective structure
around which the literature within this growing field can
be organized.

There are, no doubt, many challenges that the editors
and contributors faced in putting together this volume of
work. However, there are two challenges that particularly
stand out in my mind. First, the intended audience for this
handbook is quite diverse. Marketing practitioners, public
policymakers and regulators, and marketing scholars all
represent important potential target audiences for this
handbook. Providing a collection of work that all audi-
ences will find valuable is a daunting task. The second
challenge lies in attempting to do justice to the diversity of
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scholarship that examines marketing’s impact on societal
well-being. For me, this handbook succeeds on the first
challenge but falls short on the second.

First, dealing with the challenge of a diverse range of
target audiences, this handbook provides a series of well-
written articles that almost anyone who is interested in
understanding the interplay between marketing and soci-
ety will find of at least some value. For example, the public
policy practitioner will find this handbook useful with a
number of chapters related to public policy and marketing
issues. As a brief illustration of this point, chapter 2 by
Gregory Gundlach is useful in thinking about how market-
ing thought and research can be applied to consumer pro-
tection and antitrust issues. Chapter 3, by Paul Bloom,
Julie Edell, and Richard Staelin, is an excellent follow-up
article that provides a useful set of criteria by which public
policymakers and regulators can assess the application of
academic research to regulatory and public policy deci-
sions. Corporate marketers interested in public policy
issues will find Mary Jane Sheffet’s essay (chapter 6)
important in thinking about antitrust issues in the context
of developing marketing strategy.

For marketing academics, this handbook provides two
primary benefits. First, there are a number of chapters that
provide a preliminary empirical examination (usually by
way of descriptive statistics) and a literature review that
gives a solid grounding of the current state of knowledge
for a given topic. For example, researchers interested in
examining the effects of warnings such as product hazard
warnings (chapter 15), food labels (chapter 16), and envi-
ronmental claims (chapter 17) will find good literature
reviews and preliminary descriptive statistics on these
issues. Brenda Derby and Alan Levy (chapter 16) present
some preliminary descriptive statistics on the consumer
and marketplace impacts from the Nutrition Labeling and
Education Act that may provide the basis for more exten-
sive academic research. Robert Mayer, Linda Lewis, and
Debra Scammon (chapter 17) provide a superb review of
the issues surrounding environmental marketing claims
and then lay out the basis for interesting future research
directions. Identifying future research directions repre-
sents the second main benefit of this handbook for market-
ing academics. For example, Andrew Abela and Paul
Farris (chapter 9) provide an excellent review of studies
that have examined the impact of advertising on competi-
tion, prices, and consumer welfare. The authors clearly
outline the conflicting results from previous work on this
topic, lay out some solid assumptions on which to conduct
future research, and then provide specific research direc-
tions for those interested in examining this topic. Most of
the chapters in this handbook provide a section on future
research.

Marketing academics may find a couple of other “sec-
ondary” benefits from this handbook. Some of the chap-
ters, particularly those that detail regulatory issues, may
provide useful definitions and illustrations for classroom
use. In addition, those researchers who might be called
upon to serve as expert witnesses by regulators and public
policymakers will find three of the chapters (chapters 1, 2,

and 14) useful in detailing the role of such research and the
potential “land mines” that researchers might face if cross-
examined.

One area in which the handbook falls short, however, is
in its relatively narrow representation of what is otherwise
a wonderfully diverse field of scholarship. This handbook
affords some issues numerous chapters that provide seem-
ingly infinite refinement to the given topic, while other
important issues are either glossed over or not given a
voice at all.

Nearly three-quarters of the chapters of this handbook
can be classified as dealing with primarily two issues. The
first are regulatory issues such as antitrust, consumer pro-
tection, deceptive advertising regulations, product safety
regulations, and other governmental remedies. The second
is the effect of some specific (advertising, pricing, fran-
chising) or general aspect of marketing strategy on con-
sumer welfare defined primarily from an economic
orientation.

Three very important topic areas in this field are only
afforded the remaining one quarter of the handbook—
three chapters on social marketing, two chapters related to
corporate social responsibility, and only one chapter on
consumer resistance (boycotting). Such a distribution of
chapters leaves three important gaps. First, social market-
ing and corporate social responsibility, which arguably
represent two of the greatest growth areas of the field, are
given very little attention, particularly when compared to
issues such as warning labels, for instance. A second gap
relates to our understanding of “societal welfare.” While
understanding societal welfare from the marketing per-
spective is a primary motivation underlying much of the
work in the field, the reader is left without much of a sense
of what is meant by this construct beyond the relatively
narrow definitions of consumer welfare defined primarily
from an economic perspective. This shortcoming directly
stems from the third gap being that important streams of
literature within the marketing and consumer behavior
disciplines that are directly related to marketing and soci-
ety are given either no or very limited attention. In particu-
lar, critical theory (cf. Murray and Ozanne 1991) and
subsequent applications of this theoretical framework
have been given no attention, even though such research
directly considers the interplay between marketing and
aspects of societal welfare that go beyond consumer wel-
fare defined from the economic perspective. Furthermore,
the stream of research that examines various aspects of
consumer resistance to marketing practice (cf. Klein 2000;
Penaloza and Price 1993—as a small sample) is given no
attention except for the essay by Craig Smith (chapter 7)
that examines consumer boycotts. The absence of atten-
tion given to these streams of research not only limits a
broadening of our understanding of societal welfare but
also casts a blind eye to what represents great areas of
future research potential in the field of marketing and soci-
ety. The hope is that this edition of the handbook repre-
sents Volume 1 of what will be many future volumes that
provide readers with a more complete scope of research
that captures the interplay between marketing and society.
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NGOs Engaging With Business: A World of
Difference and a Difference to the World

By Simon Heap
Oxford, UK: INTRAC, 2000, 309 pages, £15.95
(paper)

Increasingly, market globalization is shifting the bal-
ance of power from national governments to multinational
corporations. Because global businesses are able to oper-
ate and move people, capital, resources, and information
efficiently around the world, their collective influence on
people’s lives and the planet requires an increased obliga-
tion for social and environmental responsibility. This trend
is changing how development, human rights, and environ-
mental nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) address
the world’s social and environmental problems. NGOs are
recognizing the opportunities for leveraging the global
business community as collaborative partners rather than
as adversaries to advance environmentally sustainable
practices and ethical codes of corporate conduct. As
NGOs pursue strategic relationships with the private sec-
tor, however, their new business development models and
collaborative implications for industry are largely
underresearched (for exceptions in marketing, see
Drumwright, Cunningham, and Berger 2000; Milne, Iyer,
and Gooding-Williams 1996). Simon Heap’s book
attempts to fill this gap in the literature by examining the
changing nature of NGO–private sector relationships and
detailing several varied case histories of NGO–private sec-
tor partnerships. Heap’s well-written book delivers much
of what it promises.

A historian by training, Heap is a researcher for the
International Non-Governmental Organisation Training
and Research Centre (INTRAC) based in Oxford, United
Kingdom. His book is the fruit of a two-phased investiga-
tion. The first was to explore and identify issues relevant to
the emerging dynamics between NGOs and private sec-
tors, and the second was to study those issues empirically
across several NGO-business partnership case studies
conducted by INTRAC. Following this pattern, the first
half of the book provides a comprehensive review of
emerging literature on NGO-business collaboration, and
the second half details INTRAC’s case studies, which

draw primarily from depth interviews of key participants.
Methodological detail is kept to a minimum so that the
book will appeal to business and NGO practitioners, as
well as academics and students.

Heap describes several win-win motivations driving
NGO-private sector collaboration. From the NGOs’ per-
spective, NGOs are growing disenchanted with govern-
ments as a provider and enforcer for social, ethical, and
environmental solutions to global business challenges.
NGOs see the power of markets and corporate access to
supply chains and distribution channels to facilitate
change. As such, NGOs have added market-oriented tac-
tics, such as product endorsements and technology advo-
cacy to their arsenals of traditional protest and activism
strategies. The case histories illustrate the advantages and
disadvantages of different tactics. Although the private
sector has been slower to recognize the opportunities,
businesses engaged in constructive relationships with
NGOs can head off negative public confrontations, and
corporate social and environmental initiatives derived
from NGO collaboration enjoy enhanced public credibil-
ity. Heap describes the interesting case of Greenpeace’s
endorsement and collaborative marketing of “green-
freeze,” an ozone- and climate-safe refrigerant that helped
German appliance manufacturers establish the technology
as an industry standard throughout Europe. Manufacturers
tapped into Greenpeace’s influential networks of support-
ers, consumers, scientists, government agencies, develop-
ment organizations, and other stakeholders to advance the
technology. Greenpeace even helped to broker joint ven-
tures between its corporate partners and factories in devel-
oping nations to further diffuse greenfreeze. In short,
NGO–private sector collaboration can facilitate socially
and environmentally responsible global development to
achieve both market and socioenvironmental goals.

In practice, however, NGO-business partnerships face
significant challenges, particularly in integrating profit
and socioenvironmental values (Crane 1998). Heap draws
the following conclusion from his analysis of a product en-
dorsement partnership between the Rainforest Alliance
and Chiquita Brands in Cost Rica: while product endorse-
ments provide a valuable signal to consumers who lack
environmental expertise, they can open the NGO to criti-
cism from stakeholders who are not involved in the en-
dorsement process and whose interests are not addressed
properly.

If the NGO has a narrow set of objectives which do
not cover all the major issues related to the product
or service sector in question, then working on a one-
to-one basis is very risky and likely to prove an inef-
ficient programme in the long run. (P. 189)

Close corporate ties can threaten NGO credibility should
the partnership fail to meet its social or environmental
objectives (cf. Westley and Vredenburg 1991).

For businesses, NGO collaboration can make corpora-
tions vulnerable when their operations and practices are
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scrutinized by NGO activists. Most NGOs use both coop-
erative “carrot” and traditional adversarial “stick”
approaches in their advocacy campaigns, and NGOs are
not averse to working with companies on one issue and
protesting the same companies on another issue simulta-
neously. Partnering NGOs and businesses need to learn to
“agree to disagree” when engaged in ongoing relation-
ships. Heap quotes Milliman, Clair, and Mitroff (1994) to
summarize how business managers and NGO campaign-
ers need to view one another in collaboration: “For corpo-
rate officials, this means trying to understand the
emotional and spiritual views of [NGOs]. For [NGOs], this
means having the willingness to temper their idealism and
moral convictions to pursue cooperative, often compro-
mised, solutions” (p. 42).

Heap finds that environmental NGOs appear to be fur-
ther along the learning curve with corporate collaboration
than their human rights and development NGOs. This is
largely because industry is increasingly recognizing that
its long-term future is dependent on environmental and
resource sustainability; by contrast, industry has yet to
consider its long-term market or financial sustainability as
being threatened by social inequity and domestic civil
society. As such, while many NGOs may desire to work
with the private sector, social- and development-oriented
NGOs have more difficulty convincing businesses that
they are worthwhile partners.

The book’s key strengths lay in its chapters that over-
view past research and detail INTRAC’s primary research
of various NGO-business partnerships. Heap organizes
key managerial implications from past research for select-
ing partners, managing relations, and strategically posi-
tioning such partnerships among stakeholders and broader
society. The descriptions and analyses of INTRAC’s pri-
mary research cover five NGO-private sector relationships
involving sustainable business practices (e.g., the Marine
Stewardship Council) and Third World development (e.g.,
Living Earth and Shell; Rainforest Alliance and Chiquita).
The cases provide good contextual detail to understand
each partnership’s processes, challenges, and outcomes.

Given the book’s breadth and depth, the four-page con-
clusion and summary chapter misses the opportunity to
draw significant parallels and themes between INTRAC’s
detailed cases and research from other scholars to advance
an integrated “process model” or a comprehensive set of
“lessons learned.” Such a synthesis could have also been
used as an organizing framework to present the cases and
improve the book’s overall contribution to understanding
NGO-business collaboration. Moreover, Heap provides
only brief discussion concerning how collaboration may
affect or undermine the effectiveness of more traditional
adversarial strategies used against business by other NGOs
who have not bought into dialogue or partnership. The
broader question of whether collaboration is more effec-
tive than confrontation to bring corporations in line with
social responsibility and sustainability is not addressed
fully. Some critics and researchers have charged that
NGO-business dialogue and collaboration have fallen
short of their heralded promises (e.g., Livesey 1999;

Rowell 1996). Some research suggests that collaboration
can only work when corporations perceive a credible
threat of confrontation should the business fail to act
responsibly (cf. Harrison 1999).

Indeed, marketing researchers should find the growing
trend of NGO-business collaboration as an important con-
text with which to investigate relationships, social market-
ing, and image management. Given the depth and clarity
of Heap’s case descriptions, marketing academics will
find his book to be a useful starting point to explore how
NGO-private sector relationships are affecting marketing
practice.

In short, we would categorize the book as a good refer-
ence tracing the increasing demands for global corporate
social responsibility and how NGOs are responding to the
trend. Relationship marketing scholars, in particular, may
find the book worthwhile for stimulating thought on how
to extend the concepts of trust, commitment, compatibil-
ity, and conflict resolution into the unique context of
NGO–business collaboration. The book may be most suit-
able as a supplementary text for graduate-level courses
related to sociology, political science, corporate environ-
mentalism, stakeholder management, and natural resource
and environmental policy. Marketing instructors, how-
ever, may find the book’s illustrative case examples of
NGO–business relationships useful for embellishing lec-
tures and class discussions on social marketing, ethics, and
globalization.
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Rethinking Marketing: Qualitative Strategies
and Exotic Visions

By Alf H. Walle III
Westport, CT: Quorum Books, 2001, 211 pages,
$67.50

The central question Walle addresses in his book is,
“Do marketers and consumer researchers have anything to
gain from the humanities and qualitative social science?”
Although I thoroughly enjoyed this book (more on that
later), this question is immaterial. Most consumer
researchers have already answered this question with a
resounding “yes, of course!” Evidence that they have is
clear in the Journal of Consumer Research, as well as else-
where (e.g., Sherry 1995; Stern 1990, 1992). The con-
sumer researchers who answer “no, there is nothing
whatsoever to be gained from the humanities,” if indeed
any of them still exist, would be hard-pressed to find ratio-
nal reasons to justify their answers. Many researchers who
would never use humanities perspectives or methods
likely still can see the value of more, and diverse, sources
of information on consumers and marketing strategy.

Marketing managers may be a different story, but if the
plethora of media stories on the increasing use of anthro-
pological and other “qualitative social sciences” methods
within businesses is an indication, I doubt that they need
much convincing either (e.g., “Sending Ethnographers”
2000; “Storytelling” 1997). Walle’s stated goal of inter-
preting humanistic and qualitative social sciences perspec-
tives so that managers can use them is laudable, although
perhaps slightly condescending.

Having said all that, let me explain why I did enjoy the
book. Or perhaps I won’t yet, because I haven’t yet dealt
with the book’s title. The title does an extreme disservice
to the book itself. First, the main “Rethinking Marketing”
conjures up an image of a critical perspective on the field
of marketing, which this book is not. In fact, my impres-
sion from this main title was that the book would point out
all of the problems with marketing as a discipline, perhaps
with the goal of debunking some of the central tenets of
current marketing thought, à la Stephen Brown (1995).
(This anticipation is partly why I initially agreed to review
Walle’s book.) It doesn’t. In fact, this book reaches into
history and literature to show the seemingly universal
applicability of core marketing strategy issues such as tar-
geting, segmentation, globalized versus localized strate-
gies, and so on to “more firmly establish links between the
humanities/qualitative social sciences and the strategic
orientation of contemporary marketing” (p. ix). Thus, the
“rethinking marketing” in the title could more accurately
be called “buttressing marketing.” A second disappoint-
ment in the title is the phrase “qualitative strategies.” Per-
haps the reader of this review would expect, as I did, that
this subtitle indicates the book would offer relatively con-
crete how-to suggestions for using qualitative methods to
“rethink marketing.” It doesn’t. It does, however, offer
broad suggestions for the sorts of strategies (in general)
that could be used. For example, in Part 1, Walle uses a
very broad humanities approach to studying great works in

literature to “cull wisdom” marketers can use. He links
themes in The Aeneid and The Virginian to modern adver-
tising and uses the New Testament to demonstrate local-
ized marketing strategies, niche marketing, international
franchises and multinationals, and positioning.

In the second part of the book, Walle starts to point the
reader more toward the source material in the social sci-
ences and humanities. He makes the very valid point that
some of the approaches he discusses are controversial and
come with intellectual baggage due to infighting within
the humanities. (If any interested reader wants to see some
examples of this infighting, simply check out Camille
Paglia’s columns in Salon.com—read any reference to
Foucault and you’ll see what I mean.) For an example of
the format of the book, consider the following. Walle fol-
lows the development of literary criticism from Aristotle
to Freud to New Criticism and neo-Freudian Leslie
Fielder. He does this to set up his analysis of the Joe Camel
character, which takes the form of compare/contrast/
destroy Derrida’s deconstructionist method (as practiced
by Barbara Stern) to his own structural “myth and symbol”
approach. (Although he stays relatively polite, it is obvi-
ous that Walle harbors little or no respect for Stern’s work;
if you have a morbid, voyeuristic fascination with intellec-
tual carnage, be certain to read chapter 6.) Other methods
and approaches that Walle discusses include “American
Studies,” and Walle also makes an impassioned plea for
more attention to be paid to Edward T. Hall’s work in lin-
guistic anthropology. Because Hall’s work is the basis for
some of my own work, I wholeheartedly concur.

A main theme throughout the book is that marketers
and consumer researchers should look to the humanities
for new methods and new insights. However, Walle cau-
tions that a simple appropriation of the methods without
true mastery is dangerous. In demonstrating this point, he
takes on the work of Barbara Stern and describes Morris
Holbrook’s (1997) analysis of Edward Bellamy’s work as
fundamentally flawed—“The basic premise of this chap-
ter is that Holbrook significantly misread Bellamy
because he lacked substantive knowledge of the literary
heritage of the late nineteenth century; therefore, his work
is compromised” (p. 132). Personally, I have never seen
Morris Holbrook described in print as lacking in knowl-
edge—I expect Walle should expect a lively reaction from
Holbrook himself. Walle’s analysis of Bellamy shows par-
allels between nineteenth-century utopian literature and
George Fisk’s writings in marketing. Although I under-
stand why Walle cautions us against uninformed appropri-
ation, the somewhat depressing conclusion appears to be
that unless you already have a Ph.D. in the humanities or
are willing to spend years of your life retraining yourself,
these methods aren’t for you. I should note that the author
never says this, but I drew this conclusion.

While pointing out how far he feels we as consumer and
marketing researchers have come, Walle also makes the
point that we have much further to go in our understanding
and applications of humanities perspectives and methods.
At the end of the book, he tries to explain that his aim is not
to attack what has already been done by groundbreakers
like Stern and Holbrook. However, whenever he does
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mention a specific consumer researcher, he does more than
“point out certain limitations.” These attacks (yes, that’s
what I’d call them, contrary to his request that they not be
seen as such) detract from the book. Walle could have
made his very eloquent argument about the need for eclec-
tic but informed use of the humanities in marketing with-
out the harsh polemical style he uses when talking about
existing consumer research.

Pointing out some of the limitations of a book is, I
believe, part of the purpose of an informed review. Regard-
less of the objections I have to certain parts of the book, it
was an extremely enjoyable read. If there are academicians
who dread submerging themselves into difficult and com-
pletely new disciplines without a primer or a guidepost,
then this is the book for you. It stimulates new thinking and
points out “the way in,” while cautioning about the need
for a much fuller immersion in the basic disciplines. The
analogy I drew is that this is like a map of a forest wilder-
ness area without details like rivers and mountains. It
shows only the borders of the area, and outlines them very
well, but does not provide the detail needed to survive in
the forest. The book is (I think) written for marketing man-
agers; it is very accessible to any reader, but I do think that
the abstract nature and far-reaching implications of the
book are likely more interesting to marketing academics.

Having a taste for reading widely across disciplines
myself, I highly recommend this “quick read” to others.
After all, who among the eclectic readers out there could
fail to be intrigued by a book that links Milton Friedman
with Friedrich Nietzsche, interprets their work using the
writings of William James, and that contains a section
titled “Witches, Whores, and Ethics: Illusions or Reality?”
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Kotler on Marketing: How to Create, Win and
Dominate Markets

By Philip Kotler
New York: Free Press, 1999, 257 pages, $27.50

Philip Kotler single-handedly has done more for mar-
keting education than most of us combined who are in this

profession. Kotler on Marketing is another notch in that
outstanding tradition.

This is a good book—well written and full of ideas. It is
composed of four parts: strategic marketing, tactical mar-
keting, administrative marketing, and transformational
marketing.

The first part is particularly dynamic. It articulates a
well-known concept by marketing people quite ade-
quately. By emphasizing marketing, a company can be
very profitable. This implies the ability of that company to
learn. Perhaps a vice president of learning is in the making.
This position may become more critical in the organiza-
tional structure than even a chief financial officer. What is
learned here can be put to work to create and deliver better
consumer value. These values are created by “winning
practices.” These must be put in proper segment-position
combinations. All of these identify where the company
can create more value and can reflect this value in its brand
equity position.

Part 2 gets down to more specific areas of market intel-
ligence, development, designing marketing mixes, creat-
ing customer loyalty, and delivering customer value,
which in reality distinguishes marketing from selling and
makes it the essential competitive force in a market
economy.

Part 3 dwells upon administration or implementation of
marketing plans. Two very key concepts are essential here.
First, marketing plans must be developed. There are a
number of those, such as brand plans, product category
plans, new product plans, market segment plans, and oth-
ers. These marketing plans must have five key compo-
nents: situation analysis, marketing objectives and goals,
marketing strategy, marketing action plan, and marketing
controls. Second, these plans must be implemented by the
marketing organization. This organization is also in charge
of evaluation and control. Again, this is a good section
even though it deals mostly with the conventional wisdom.

Finally, transformational marketing (a new and a some-
what nebulous concept since marketing by definition is
transformational) is the last section that deals with primar-
ily electronic marketing, which in some ways is an oxymo-
ron in the sense that marketing is a personal value
generation, whereas electronic marketing at this point in
time is more like communicating with the markets in an
impersonal or dehumanized manner. Granted, e-com-
merce has an important role to play; however, it is not quite
clear how it is generating additional consumer value.

As for me, the first three parts are more interesting and
present more depth. The last section should have gone way
beyond the cyberspace marketing. Value marketing, rela-
tionship marketing, and mass customization are all reali-
ties and are likely to change or transform marketing to a
substantial extent.

In some ways, Kotler on Marketing is a summary of
Marketing Management, the millenium edition, but it is a
good summary. I certainly would give my right arm if my
weekend MBAs were to read this book before they start the
course with me. In fact, I think this book was written with
this market in mind, anyway.
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Over the years, I have approached marketing manage-
ment by analyzing four distinct approaches: negative mar-
keting, inactive marketing, reactive marketing, and
proactive marketing. The book can be placed between
reactive and proactive; however, I consider it to be a little
bit short on proactivity. To be proactive, the firm must
know, must detect, and react early to major market changes
in its markets. There are at least three areas that need to be
connected to the contents of this book to make it more
proactive. All three are related to markets and market
changes. First, market turbulence or a more extreme ver-
sion of it, chaos, necessitates understanding dramatic mar-
ket changes and converting them into possible marketing
opportunities. Thus, early detection of market changes is
extremely important. Second, learning organizations and
knowledge maps. Although at the beginning of the book an
interesting discussion regarding learning organizations is
presented, it does not go far enough as to determining how
the learning and/or knowledge are distributed in the orga-
nization and are connected to the organizational process
flow. If knowledge is not located in the critical areas where
key decisions are made, the company cannot be quite
proactive. Finally, with the development of more and
more advanced software, data warehousing and data min-
ing are critical tools that would facilitate the marketing
proactivity.

Perhaps one key point that I raise is related to the title of
the book. Professor Kotler says, “how to create, win and
dominate markets.” There is no problem with winning and
dominating markets, but I maintain that marketers do not
have enough supernatural powers to create markets (how
we wish we did). We can tap into untapped markets, we
can articulate unsatisfied consumer needs, we can address
to tacit needs, we can stimulate demand, but we cannot
create needs and hence, we cannot create markets. The
book may give some marketing managers the wrong idea
that they could single-handedly create markets.

To summarize, this is a very good book, particularly if
one is not familiar with Kotler’s monumental book, Mar-
keting Management. It will certainly open up new horizons
in teaching and practicing marketing. It is only hoped that
it will be read by our colleagues who are not in marketing
and know nothing about it but either by teaching or by
practicing business subjects they are influencing market-
ing directly or indirectly.

A. Coskun Samli
University of North Florida

A General Theory of Competition: Resources,
Competences, Productivity, Economic Growth
By Shelby D. Hunt
Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage, 2000, 303 pages

Ceteris paribus, the understanding of any phenomenon
increases as an increasingly general and unifying theory of
it evolves. In A General Theory of Competition, Shelby
Hunt has attempted to construct a general and unifying

theory of competition. Specifically, through a series of
successive analyses, Hunt has attempted to reduce extant
theories of competition and “traditions,” including neo-
classic economic theory, differential advantage theory,
competence-based tradition, and economic sociology, to
what he terms the resource-advantage theory of competi-
tion. Such reductionism, in the words of Causey (1977),
requires successfully explaining the laws found in the
extant theories and traditions in terms of the laws found in
resource-advantage theory. Has Hunt been successful? Is
A General Theory of Competition a true tour de force, a
quixotic attempt to slay neoclassic economics, both, or
neither?

Shelby Hunt has produced, in A General Theory of
Competition, a tightly written (indeed, at times even
dense) tome that is simultaneously interesting, infor-
mative, and important. According to Hunt, the monograph
“develops the structure, foundations, and implications of
the resource-advantage (‘R-A’) theory of competition.
This new theory, it is argued, is a general, interdisciplinary,
evolutionary, disequilibrium-provoking, process theory of
competition” (p. xii). Much of what is contained in this
monograph reflects both a distillation and a synthesis of
more than a dozen articles that Hunt has authored or
coauthored during the past few years in journals found in
such disparate disciplines as economics, management,
and, of course, marketing. Thus, the substance of the
monograph is neither unique nor novel for those who have
followed Hunt’s recent work. Even so, A General Theory
of Competition represents a prodigious scholarly effort,
one intended, in part, to challenge existing dogma regard-
ing “perfect” competition (hence the earlier reference to a
quixotic attempt). Consequently, it is likely to be contro-
versial and subjected to a plethora of deconstruction as
well as reconstruction endeavors.

A major strength of the book is that it articulates a clear
interpretation and integration of existing theories of com-
petition and related traditions. As such, it reminds the
reader of Hunt’s (1991) Modern Marketing Theory in its
insightful yet concise treatment of oftentimes complex
phenomena. This articulation alone makes A General The-
ory of Competition worthwhile reading. Hunt possesses an
enviable knack for coalescing what often seem to be unre-
lated perspectives into a coherent and parsimonious
whole, and the frequent comparisons made between
resource-advantage theory and extant theories and tradi-
tions are most enlightening (and often persuasive).

Perhaps the main “take-away” from the monograph is
the continually voiced allegation regarding the limitations
and failures of neoclassic economics to accurately account
for and predict real-world competition, especially the
disequilibrating nature of competition. Economists and
business pundits, though, are increasingly making this al-
legation as well. For example, Noble laureate North (1995,
p. 7) opined that

it is not clear where economics is going. But the di-
rection is suggested by two glaring shortcomings of
neoclassic theory: it is a frictionless theory in a
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world in which the frictions are where the action is,
and it is static in a world in which dynamic change is
going on at an unprecedented rate. Remedying these
defects requires that economics . . . modifies the un-
realistic assumptions . . . and incorporates time.

Moreover, many of the critical notions in the mono-
graph, such as the treatment of intangible assets as
resources, are already diffusing into the marketing litera-
ture, with Srivastava, Shervani, and Fahey’s (1998)
award-winning conceptualization of market-based assets
being but one example.

By definition, A General Theory of Competition is a
work in progress. Thus, it is appropriate at this time to raise
a few issues that need to be addressed, the most important
of which is whether resource-advantage theory qualifies as
a theory. According to Hunt (1991), a theory is “a system-
atically related set of statements, including some lawlike
generalizations, that is empirically testable” (p. 4). With-
out question, resource-advantage theory consists of sys-
tematically related statements, some of which can be
construed as laws. However, is resource-advantage theory
empirically testable? As a general, unifying theory,
resource advantage is at times necessarily nonspecific and
even unnecessarily vague. (Indeed, chapter 5 can be inter-
preted as implying that resource-advantage theory can be
broadly considered a theory of human behavior.) What
constitutes, for example, “superior financial performance”
or “constrained self interest seeking,” and how can these
constructs be subjected to rigorous empirical testing? If it
is not possible to adequately define an industry, how then is

it possible to define competitors? If a firm obtains new
management or a new name (essentially new resources), is
it still the same firm?

Resource-advantage theory is offered as a general the-
ory of competition, with neoclassic economic theory
being a special case. However, since resource-advantage
theory seems to reject several tenets of neoclassic eco-
nomic theory, such as utility maximization by consumers,
it is difficult to accept the conclusion that neoclassic eco-
nomic theory reduces to resource-advantage theory. The
two theories would intuitively seem to be either incom-
mensurate or rivals. In brief, to reiterate Hunt’s closing
statement in the monograph, “There is still a lot of work to
be done—a lot of work” (p. 259).
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Trade Dress Protection Does Not Extend
Expired Patent
TrafFix Devices, Inc. v. Marketing Displays, Inc., 121
S. Ct. 1255 (2001)

When is it safe to copy an expired patent? Your com-
pany has waited a number of years for your competitor’s
profitable patent to expire. As the date draws near, you
plan your strategy—how to lure customers away from the
patent-holding company. You have pondered whether to
change the design, examined the various methods for mar-
keting the item, explored pricing strategies, and attempted
to gauge your competitor’s reaction to the patent expira-
tion and your launch of a similar product.

Once the patent expires, confident you are within your
rights to copy the patented feature, you begin selling the
copied product. To your dismay, the holder of the expired
patent sues you for trade dress infringement under the
Lanham Act. How can this be? Can the patent holder, in
effect, extend the life of the patent by claiming trade dress
protection?

This is the scenario presented by TrafFix Devices, Inc. v.
Marketing Displays, Inc., a recent United States Supreme
Court case. Marketing Displays, Inc. (MDI) manufactured
and marketed sign stands, which were built to stand erect
despite adverse wind conditions. The stands used a pat-
ented dual-spring design visibly situated at the base of the
sign. When the patents expired, TrafFix, a competitor,
began to sell sign stands with identical spring mecha-
nisms. MDI sued TrafFix under the Lanham Act, claiming
that TrafFix had infringed on its trade dress by copying the
visible spring mechanism. MDI asserted that its spring
stand design should be afforded trade dress protection
because it was visible and recognizable to buyers and users
as being MDI’s product.

Trade dress is the total image or appearance of a prod-
uct that serves to identify the product with its manufacturer
or source. It can include distinctive ways products are
packaged, styled, shaped, or even their color. Although
trade dress can be registered as a trademark with the U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office, the design can still be

protected without such a filing, as long as it has acquired a
“secondary meaning.” That is, the design serves its pri-
mary purpose but also serves to identify the product with
the manufacturer. Trade dress infringement occurs when
another party adopts the same or a similar feature that is
likely to cause confusion for a potential purchaser.

Federal law clearly protects against trade dress
infringement. The Lanham Act requires the party seeking
trade dress protection to establish (1) that the trade dress is
distinctive, either inherently or because of a “secondary
meaning” in the marketplace; (2) that the trade dress of the
two competing products is confusingly similar; and (3) that
the feature of the trade dress is primarily nonfunctional.
Because the party claiming trade dress infringement must
prove each of these elements, failure to prove any one of
the three will result in a denial of trade dress protection.

Whether a manufacturer can obtain protection from
competition through a trade dress infringement claim is of
extreme importance. Patents restrict competitors for a lim-
ited time only, while trade dress is protected for as long as
it is used.

In the TrafFix case, the trial judge held that MDI had not
proven that consumers associated the dual-spring design’s
look with MDI and so had not established the necessary
“secondary meaning.” The lower court also found that
MDI’s spring design would be afforded trade dress protec-
tion only if the feature were shown to be nonfunctional.

Upon review, the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals
reversed, observing that in this case, it would take “little
imagination” on the part of a competitor to hide the dual-
spring mechanism or to add an additional spring or two to
avoid infringing on MDI’s trade dress. Basing its holding
on the availability of alternative designs, the appellate
court held that trade dress protection can be denied on
functionality grounds only when the exclusive use “puts
competitors at a significant non-reputation-related
disadvantage.”

The United States Supreme Court disagreed, rejecting
this standard. Focusing on the functionality requirement,
the justices unanimously concluded that the two expired
patents on the dual-spring design were strong evidence
that MDI’s design is functional and therefore not eligible
for trade dress protection.

The appropriate way to protect a functional component
is by use of a patent. Congress has legislated a limited
period of exclusivity for patents, and once that time has
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expired, the law allows competitors to copy the design.
This encourages innovation by rewarding the creator with
a short-term monopoly to recoup development costs and to
increase profitability. Once the patents expire, further
restrictions from competition would impede the free mar-
ket process. Congress did not intend that patent law be cir-
cumvented by the use of trade dress protection provided in
the Lanham Act. The Court pointed out that for it to decide
otherwise would allow companies to use trade dress pro-
tection to effectively extend a patent indefinitely, creating
a monopoly situation and unacceptably hindering free
market competition.

The nonfunctional-feature requirement for trade dress
protection ensures that it will not be used to extend a pat-
ent. The Court’s opinion noted that while MDI had relied
on the functionality of the design in the past, by this suit it
was seeking trade dress protection—which protects non-
functional features—after the patent had expired. Not only
did MDI promote the functionality of the dual-spring
design as evidence to support the patent application, but
MDI also had successfully defended its exclusive right to
the design under the patent, even when the competitor
placed the springs in different positions than those in the
MDI patent. The focus taken at the time was on the overall
function of the springs, not the look of the mechanism.

What lessons can a company take away from this case,
either as the patent holder or the competitor? Advance
planning and preparation can determine the outcome of a
trade dress infringement lawsuit. A company that may ulti-
mately claim trade dress infringement can strengthen its
future case in several ways. The firm should seek federal
trademark registration of the trade dress feature/design, if
it qualifies. Management should note that trademark regis-
tration does not necessarily guarantee trade dress protec-
tion because of the possible differences in interpretations
of this opinion by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office as
opposed to court interpretations.

In anticipation of future trade dress battles, careful pat-
ent application preparation is also necessary. The manu-
facturer should include descriptions of functional features
only, being careful to exclude ornamental, incidental, and
arbitrary features. Instead, these features should be regis-
tered for trade dress protection.

Moreover, to eventually succeed in demonstrating the
necessary secondary meaning (i.e., acquired distinctive-
ness), producers should regularly collect and preserve evi-
dence to support possible future trade dress infringement
claims. Consumer surveys, sales data, and advertising
expenses, as well as actual ads are examples of evidence to
support acquired distinctiveness attributed to the feature in
question.

Finally, manufacturers should remember that even if
the feature was not previously patented, a party seeking
trade dress protection also will have to prove the
nonfunctionality of the feature.

The TrafFix case makes it clear that patent holders can-
not extend expired patents by making a trade dress
infringement claim under the Lanham Act. Once the pat-
ent on a functional feature expires, competitors can now be

assured that they can copy the feature without fear of trade
dress infringement lawsuits.

Linda Christiansen
Indiana University Southeast

Supreme Court Expands Federal Power to
Regulate the Availability and Use of Data

Condon v. United States, 528 U.S. 141 (2000)

In the era of Internet communication and e-commerce,
privacy of one’s personal data has emerged as a major con-
cern among individuals and government regulators. Even
the popular NBC television program The West Wing,
which has been known for mirroring current political
issues, chimed in on the matter when one of the fictional
White House staff members asserted that privacy would be
the legal issue of the twenty-first century.

Against this political and social backdrop, the United
States Supreme Court recently articulated a broad state-
ment of authority for Congress to regulate the availability
and use of personal data. The Court’s decision in Reno v.
Condon and its potential impact for privacy regulation are
discussed herein.

The constitutional “right of privacy” in the United
States does not provide consumers any protection against
use or abuse of personal data by private sector organiza-
tions. The U.S. Constitution only guarantees that it will
protect individuals or organizations from government
intrusion, not from invasions by private sector parties,
such as businesses or nonprofit organizations. Thus, any
protection individuals or organizations enjoy from each
other comes through legislation passed by the states or
Congress. In the United States, the federal government can
only regulate those areas of national life that are specifi-
cally enumerated in the Constitution. One such federal
enumerated power is the authority to regulate interstate
commerce.

Historically, the interstate commerce clause—and
Congress’s power to promulgate legislation thereunder—
has been interpreted quite broadly by the courts, especially
in the twentieth century. As a matter of fact, under current
interpretations, all commercial enterprises, no matter how
small or localized, can be regulated by Congress because
they “affect” interstate commerce. Still, the regulated
activity must be commercial, as opposed to purely charita-
ble, recreational, or educational. Arguably, however, the
Supreme Court in Condon expressed a broader view of
congressional authority to regulate data privacy in tradi-
tionally noncommercial settings.

The genesis of the Condon case is the Driver’s Privacy
Protection Act (DPPA), a federal law passed by Congress
in 1994. This statute regulates the states’disclosure of per-
sonal information contained in motor vehicle department
(DMV) records, including the driver’s photograph, social
security number, driver identification number, name,
address, telephone number, and medical or disability
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information. Prior to the passage of DPPA, such informa-
tion that drivers provided to their states to receive a driver’s
license and to register their vehicles was widely sold to
industry for surveys, marketing, and other purposes. The
Supreme Court noted that, for example, the state of Wis-
consin received almost $8 million annually from the sale
of this information.

The DPPA restricts the states’ right to sell DMV infor-
mation without the prior approval of the driver. Such a sys-
tem of affirmative approval is described as an “opt in”
system. Under DPPA, the states must ask the subjects if
they want their data included in the information disclosed,
and the subjects must affirmatively agree. Presumably, in
this era of increasing concern over privacy, not many citi-
zens would agree to this sale of their information.

The DPPA does make exceptions for all state use of the
information to carry out governmental functions. The stat-
ute also allows for limited disclosure to industry for pur-
poses such as product recalls, performance monitoring,
and research. The reuse or resale of information received
under these exceptions, however, is restricted. The statute
imposes criminal penalties for intentional violators and
creates a civil action for drivers whose information is
wrongfully disclosed.

In Condon, the DPPA was challenged by South
Carolina because its state disclosure provisions directly
contravened the federal mandate. South Carolina’s DMV
records were available to anyone who filled out a request
form and who confirmed that the records would not be
used for telephone solicitations. South Carolina law only
restricted use of driver information by way of a system
commonly described as “opt out,” which requires drivers
to proactively request that their information be excluded
from disclosure.

As the Condon challenge made its way through the
courts, it was widely watched by the direct marketing
industry because motor vehicle information was com-
monly purchased for targeted solicitations. Industry
observers were concerned about the impact the federal
limitations would have on the availability of this oft-used
information. State governments and states’ rights advo-
cates were interested in the case because it represented
issues of federalism versus states’ rights.

In deciding Condon, the United States Supreme Court
pointed out that the relevant data were used by both public
and private parties engaged in interstate commerce. As
such, the Court declared this type of information to be “an
article of commerce” and therefore that “its sale or release
into the interstate stream of business is sufficient to sup-
port congressional regulation.” Thus, the Court held that
the DPPA is constitutional, and it follows that South
Carolina’s or any other state’s sale of driver information
without drivers’ affirmative “opt in” consent violates
DPPA and could subject the states and other users thereof
to sanctions.

As noted above, the Condon decision was important to
many interest groups. Presumably, none of these court
watchers anticipated that the Supreme Court would articu-
late a per se congressional power to regulate the use and
availability of data. Yet, that is the practical implication of
the Court’s conclusion when it declared the DMV data “an
article of commerce.” The Court’s description of the DMV
data and its use by commercial and noncommercial parties
“in the stream of interstate commerce” seem to apply to
any data that are systematically collected and reused by
any organization. The commercial nature of the users no
longer is important.

Moreover, the Court’s broad statement of authority
appears not limited to the sale of data, even though that was
the activity at issue in Condon. For example, the Court
stated that these particular data were “released” for mat-
ters related to “interstate motoring.” Here, the Court seems
to be saying that dissemination of data in relation to any
activity that can be characterized as “interstate” leads to
the conclusion that such data are “an article of commerce.”
Sale of the information is not required. As noted above,
even small, local activity has been declared “interstate” in
our modern jurisprudence. Regardless of whether the reg-
ulated entity is commercial, governmental, nonprofit, or
recreational, it appears Congress now can regulate any and
all of an entity’s uses of data because information “is an
article of commerce.”

After Condon, the states will continue to be the focus of
this congressional power. For example, a recent Senate bill
proposed a unified tax collection scheme for states to
impose sales tax obligations on Internet and other remote
sellers. In crafting such a uniform state scheme, the bill
requires that the states protect consumer privacy in the tax
collection process. The states have long sought the ability
to collect state taxes on these remote sales without disputes
over whether such processes impose undue burdens on
interstate commerce. Now, as Congress contemplates pav-
ing the way for states to accomplish this tax collection
goal, it may also flex its power to impose on states the obli-
gation to protect the corresponding data that will be gener-
ated in the process.

Thus, it appears Congress is taking its federalism vic-
tory in Condon and continuing to impose privacy
protections on the states. Presumably, new legislation in
all fields, such as education, health care, or “faith-based”
community services may also include privacy mandates
regarding information obtained in the course of the regu-
lated activity. Watch for privacy protection to be a compo-
nent of all new federal regulations.

Rita Marie Cain
University of Missouri at Kansas City
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